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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NKW ADVF.KflHIMENTS THIS WKKK.

The Burrill National Bank
OF-

Bel( lost
Small hotel to let.
Assessors' notice.
Needlework found.
Jamrn Murphy—Cow for sale.
Charles Pierson Locomobile for sale.
George W Murch—Caution notice.
Stanwood s Mtudlo-Popula.- songs.
Austiti il Joy-Poultry food.
Mrs < lara Kooks —Hay for sale,
filrl wanted for general housework.
Bak Harbor:
A M rthiro—Help wanted.
Lamoinr.
O P Torrence-Kggs for sale.
Castinr:
Celia Alexander—Notice of foreclosure.
North Scllivan:
Hancock Mutual Fire Ins Co—Notice.
Krk.nk, N H:
Keene Forestry Asset iation
White pine

ELLSWORTH

Believes That This Section's Surplus Funds Should
Be Invested In Our Own Development.

Eighty-five per cent, of this bank's loans and discounts are so invested in the business interests and
enterprises of this vicinity.
This Meritorious Business

Believing

of Your

ing

Interest

Liberal

Check Accounts.

on

Is Deserv-

Policy

Your Accounts

Support.

—

solicited.

are

4%

American.

on

seedlings.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

Savings.

In effect Dec. 3, 1911.
M

AI I.B RECEIVED.

MAIL CLOSES

Salaried Men and Women

9

pm.

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
hour before mail closes.
No Sunday trains.
Postoftice open on Sunday from

an

will find it decidedly to their advantage to maintain a check account here and make “pay day”
their “depoait day” at this hank. Theyll put
their dollar* in aafe keeping that 'aay, on a good
interest-earning basin, and avoid “frittering
away” money which inevitably relults w hen too
much caah ia carried 'round. Thousands of our
are salaried people, whorn we are helping to save money. We’ll gladly do the name by
you. Ask for particulars.

10

9 to

a

m.

Mrs. K. E. Springer, who has been seriously ill, is improving.
Fulton J. Keel man, of New York, is in
Ellsworth on business.

patrona

Mrs.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.,

guest

Bangor. Maine.

Rich, of West Eden, is the
Miss Addin I. Salsbury.

Ida

of

The ladies’ social circle of the
church will

Ilranche* at Old >'own, Machlan and Dexter

supper at the

serve

with

Mary Gaynor,

Miss

Portland board of trade in its

The

proper entertainment of the visitors while
here.
The fourth quarterly conference of the
Methodist church will be held on Friday
evening of this week at 6.30. The offlc ala,

B. Haskell will be the guest

Kev. H.

A novel event in fraternal circles in
Ellsworth w-ill take place April 24, at
Hancock hall, when a member of Nokomis
Rebekah lodge will be decorated with the
degree of Chivalry. This will be the first
time this decoration has ever been conferred in Ellsworth. The impressive exercises accompanying it will be by Canton

and

Guptill,

Betsey Guptill,

Pike,

widow' of David

of

daughter

the

late

native

a

George and

of

Gouldsboro,

died at her home in Providence, R. I.,
Friday. She is survived by tw'o sons

made her home.

Sunday

that

we

have

now

in stock the

well-

following
Fancy Patent

known brands of

City-Marshal Higgins,

association and Bluehill

DELIVERY.

HAYNES & CO.,

has

been

academy team.

basket ball team will

Scouts

return game with the Northeast
Harbor Scouts at Northeast Harbor Friday
a

She

and
she

has many relatives
and other towns in

living in Ellsworth
Hancock county.

Justice L. A. Emery will deliver a course of lectures on “Probate
Law "at the Boston university law school
in

April.
The second in the series of

prize speaking
by students of the high
school will take place at Hancock hall
next Monday evening.
large delegation from Donaqua lodge,
K, of P., attended the Methodist church
last Sunday morning, by invitation of the
pastor, Rev. E. D. Kizer.

Easy

Terms.

pastor
speak
Sunday morning upon: “The Unof
rest
Eternity.” The evening topic will
be: “Travelling Backwards for Progress.”
The

w

ill

at

the

Methodist

church

The
held

our Line of 10c Music.

JUST RECEIVED STAPLES PIANO & MUSIC GO.

postponed bachelors’ social will be
evening at the home of Mrs.

this

Grace

Barron

Teams

w

the

on

ill be at the

Bucksport road.
high school building.

Mrs. J. A. Peters, Mrs. H. M. Hall and
daughter Margaret and Mrs. A. K. Cushman left last T^iurday for a few weeks’
visit among relatives and friends in Boston.

insurance of

FIDE1
I

Rt

rmr
lilt
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ALL KINDS

Irene

cake.

El.
general

J.

WALSH,

insurance:

Everybody
can save a

Financial

little at

success

is

a

simply

a

matter of

sticking to your saving plan—making your
Character stronger than
any

Temptation
to

spend.

!
;

Hancock Co. Savings )
j
==Bank==
Ellsworth,
__

Mamo

Commenced Business
May 1, 1873.

lunch counter
1 have opened a lunch counter
lor ladlea and gentlemen.

M E A L_ S

SERVED

W. L. THOMAS.
Stale Street,
opp. Btesm'LsuDdry,

agenx.

Ellsworth.

paper.

everything

from

our

local

HOT CROSS BUNS
During:

Lent.

A. Holz
Sanitary Baker.

Ellsworth

Money to Loan
BLACKSMITH
ON

and

Jobbing

of all kinds.
Water Street, Ellsworth.

Drdl W.OSGOOD
New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day: FRIDAY

Baagor

OHlce

:

12 drove St

a

leap-

Masons

only and their families

are

Estey

of

the

Moore,
association, and R. B. Holmes,
the meetattended
of the board of trade,
ing of the State board of trade in Augusta
last Friday.
Hollis B.

Improved, Productive Real Estate;
Collateral aod Commercial Paper

on

neighbors,

with

covered the fire

and

as

he

Coolidge

Mr.

came

dis-

out of the store

about 9 o’clock.

saved.

DEALERS IN

C. C. Burrill & Son

COMING EVENTS.

Exciting Contest for Delegates De-

ELLSWORTH.

Wednesday, March 20, at Baptist vestry
veloped Saturday.
—Supper by social circle.
The Ellsworth democratic caucus SatWednesday evening, March 20, at homo
urday evening, to choose delegates to the of Mrs. Grace Barron
Social; 10 cents.
State convention, proved unexpectedly
Wednesday evening, March 20, at Haninteresting. Two lists of delegates were cock hall—Basket ball, Bluehill [xa Ellsin the field, and the contest brought out worth, followed by dance. Admission, 26

done

was

rung and the town
but all that could be

was

help,

Thursday evening,
its

re-

ridges stored in the shed added to
confusion, though fortunately no one
hurt.
It is thought that
the

relish

not
been

grange

by

D.

cause

of the

fire,

great

as

of

chairman

tbe

50 cents.

democratic

the

Hurley

Mr.

Saturday evening March 23, at Society

was a

discovered in the chimney, which is
still standiug.
An insurance of |2,000 will partially
cover the loss.
Mr. Coolidge plans to rebuild at once on the old site.
In the
meantime he will live in the parsonage.

hall—Dance.

candidate for re-elec-

caucus.

were

tion

war was

gauntlet

was

between the

on

thrown, and the

Hurley

Monday,
—Sociable

battle had blown away, it

Monday, March 26, at Hancock hall—
speaking exhibition, Junior class of
high school. Admission, 10 cents,
at Hancock
j Monday evening, April 8,
hall —Play and bail by Ellsworth liremen.

and anti-

Wilbur Smith snd Clair Clement

are en-

gaged by the city collecting brown-tail
moth nests from trees along the highways.
In the |Mist week they have collected ap-

proximately 3,500

by

found that

was

Success with your Chicks

vote of 107 to 78.

a

list

The

of

as

delegates

and alternates

season
this
depends upon the
proper food. There i9 nothing better than H-O-Stearns Cooked
t hick Feed. Try a bag and your
chick troubles are over.

as

follows:

sub-

A. Cunningham, HarC. Jordan, Arthur B. Mitchell,
George B. Stuart, II. Fremont Maddocks,
Frank S. Lord, John E. Doyle.
E. Davis, Isaac L.
Alternates George
Emery, Edwin B. Mitchell, David E. Linnehan, Charles W. Gerry, Charles H. Lelaud, P. H. Shea.
The list presented by Mr. Hurley was as

est

con-

follows:

discussed.

were

The committee

on

tion made

a

office

further

for

stands at

factory proposi-

shoe

report, and

was

work.

continued

As this

proposition

present, the

mitted to the committee

was

in

matter

not

favorably. The committee hopes
secure a new proposition.

sidered
to

The food fair committee made its
port, and it

was

voted to have

next year. A food
was created.

fair

a

food

sinking

re-

fair

fund of

vard

H-O-Special Scratch Feed.
H-O-Dry Mash Feed.
H-O-Milk Feed.

Beef Scraps.
Bone Meal.
Cracked Bone.
Mica Crystal Grit.
Chick Grit.
Oyster Shells.
Charcoal.
Alfalfa Meal.
Dr. Hess’ Poultry and Stock Remedies.
J)r. Hess’ Instant Louse Killer.
Kow Kure. Garget Remedy.

B.

Leland, C. W. Gerry, M. A. Shea.
J. E. Doyle, H. C. Jordan,
D. E. Linneban, II. F. Maddocks, G. E.
H.

Alternates

Davis,

fJOO

prices.
H-O-Stearns Cooked Chick Feed.

Wyman, E. E. Brady,
Cunningham, D. E. Hurley, Charles

Delegates—E.
J. A.

I Have a Complete Line of Poultry and Dairy Supplies and
can quote the lowest

E. B.

Mitchell,

Brady.

Michael

tion and need for further

Moore made

a

AUSTIN H.

GREAT

A

Ml SIC A L

FKAST.

of Verona

to-morrow evening at
Thursday club will meet

Man Found.

The

Hooked

ElUworth

for

a new

Evening, April 30.
Chapman, director-in-chief
of the Maine music festivals, is to be present at the rehearsal of the Ellsworth festival chorus at Society hall to-morrow
evening. A full attendance is desired, and

Ellsworth

men

who attended the

been

grammar
April 16.

funeral

of ex-Uovernor Hill at Augusta yesterday
were Justice Arno W. King, Col. H. E.

Mr.
Hamlin and Hon. J. A. Peters.
Peters remained in Augusta to attend the
special session of the legislature, which

Miss McGown has

attending school.

accepted

a

position
school

NORTH

at

principal of the
Corea, beginning

as

ELDSWOIiTH.

Forest Moore is ill of grip and tonsilitis.

J H

Nason is working for Mrs Fred
at Nicolin.

Starkey

nice,

white

Water Glass
;

Now is the time to

take

evening at the Methodist vestry will tell
the experiences they have had in rhyme
and otherwise.
Light refreshments will

barrel of

William K.

Verona bridge while crossing.
big Ellsworth reunion in Boston
others, not members, who are interested
place Friday evening. Many
in the w ork of the chorus, are cordially inN
ICO
LIN.
their
Ellsworth people have planned
vited to be present.
spring visit to Boston so as to take in the
Blanche Lelaud, of Bar Harbor, is visBesides conducting the rehearsal, Mr.
reunion, and others will leave to-morrow iting her grandmother, Mrs. Francis Me- Chapman will announce the details of the
and Friday to attend.
concert to be given at Hancock hall on
Mrs. David DeVVitt and Mrs. Frank Sar- Tuesday evening, April 30, under his
A meeting tor the purpose of forming a
Roosevelt campaign organization in Ells- gent, of Belfast, spent Sunday with their management.
At this concert the following artists
worth is called for to-morrow evening at parents, Charles B. James and wife.
will appear: Miss Mildred Potter, con7.30 o’clock, at the aldermen’s room in
L.
DeWitt
with
Sunday
spent
George
Miss
violinist, John
Schaller,
Hancock hall. All Roosevelt republicans relatives in Bangor.
He was accompanied tralto,
Barnes Wells, tenor, and Mr. Chapman,
are requested to attend.
home by his son Elmer, who is employed
piano.
there.
The ladies of the Methodist church some
The concert is to be given under the
Hazel McGown and Carl Maddocks have
time ago decided to earn a dollar each out
of and for the benefit of the Ellsauspices
of the regular channels; and Thursday returned from Castine, where they have
worth chorus. Details of this great musiThe

heavy,

Tuesday

on

JOY, S^Me:

Just Received

trict committeeman.

brief

Hotly
body of Horatio Gross, who disappeared from his home at Verona on Nov.
8 o’clock.
The 20 last, was found Saturday at Leach’s
in the afternoon point, two miles below Bucksport. It is
supposed Mr. lwach was blown from the

second
suppers by
united committees of the Congregaat
the vestry
will
be
tional church
given

at 2 o’clock.

to meet

report of the
State board of trade meeting.
E. G.

in the series of

The

revenue

regular expenses was discussed. The suggestion that a series of entertainments be
given to raise funds was adopted, and Koy
C. Haines, B. T. Sowle and H. E. Howe
were appointed a committee to arrange for

At the democratic State convention in
Augusta yesterday, Harvard C. Jordan, of
Ellsworth, was elected a member of the
county committee. Andrew p. Havey, of
Sullivan, was elected State committeeman,
and George F. Berry, of Bar Harbor, dis-

nests.

the

will

35rt>rrU6niU'm&.

anti-Hurley delegates had been chosen

the

26, at Methodist vestry
class; 10 cents.

G. of H.

Prize

Delegates—John

Association.
At a meeting of the Merchants’ association last evening several matters of inter-

March

by

Hurley factions. The campaign was short
and sharp. After the smoke and dust of

chosen is

Merchants’

Bayside

—

the

seams

at

At Methodist
Thursday, March 21
vestry—“How-I-earned-my-dollar” social.
Admission, 10 cents.
Thursday, March 21, at vestry of Congregational church
Supper by united

E.

was

chimney

21,

Hurley, with a faction of the republican committees at 6
p. m. 26c.
party, and protested against the promiFriday, March 22, at Mechanics’ buildnent part taken by Mr. Hurley in the
Boston—Ellsworth reunion. Tickets,
republican municipaf caucus as unbecom- ing,

Thus the
defective

a

March

hall—Dance and supper.
—

alliance

the

made

as county committeeman at the State
He was not
convention in Augusta.
satisfied with any list of delegates suggested by the city committee, and on
Saturday morning announced that he
would have a list of his own before the

to

prevent near-by buildings
from taking fire. The calm night greatly
aided in confining the flames to the house
and shed. The explosion of some cart-

was

did

to have

alleged

cents.

held in Ells-

caucus

county committee.

The church bell

Co.

I>KMOCKATIC CAUCl S.

It had then gained such
headway that entrance to the house was
almost impossible, and only a few things ing
were

Light

Ellsworth, flame

democrats

spending the evening

Power &

UNION TRUST COHPANY

As The American intimated in

Miss Florence M. Beale, of Bangor, is
opens to-day.
Frank Moore.
The entertainment given by the junior visiting Mrs.
Bonds
aod
Other
Municipal
class at the high school building last
What is the difference between a garof approved legality and ascertained Wednesday evening was well; attended, in
a
gentleman
spite of the storm. The program was as dener, a billiard player,
strength.
follows: Piano solo, Erva Giles; reading,- and a serton? Answer—The first minds
Hazel Giles; music, Christina
Doyle; his peas, the second minds his cues, the
reading, Martha Miiliken; piano solo, third minds his p's and q’s, and the fourth
ELLSWORTH. Ml. Miss Sophia
Walker; music, Myrtle minds his keys and pews.
It STATE STREET.
ALSO

County

Preferred Stock (6 per cent. Cumulative),.62.300,000
Common Stock. 2,700,000
Bonded Debt.
830,000
Based on ne tual earnings of consolidated companies for the year 1911, it is estimated
that for the year 1912 there will be available for payment of dividends on the Portland R. R.
stock In excess of 6300,000.00, or three times the amount required.
Attention is called to the fact that the capitalization of Portland R. R. has not been
increased. No new obligations have been issued.
All the formalities of the transfer of the Portland Railroad to the Cumberland County
Power A- Light Company have been completed and the lease has been approved by Hon.
Charles F. Libby, lion. W. M. Bradley. Messrs. Verrill, Hale At Booth.
We offer the unsold balance, subject to sale or advance in price at 112 50-100 and accrued dividend, yielding 4 44-100 per cent. Free of all tnxes.

The financial condition of the associaand E. G.

be served.

GEORGE S. OBER,

Horse Shoeing

S., will give

Merchants'

in Boston last week sued a well-known
Bakery Corporation (or |3000 damages
because she injured the roof of her
mouth on a nail which somehow got
into a loaf of bread manufactured by
the tlrm. I herewith publish my bread
formula by request: Pills bury’s Best
flour, Squire’s pure lard, Fleishman s
yeast, milk from Estey’s milk farm,
Worcester salt, sugar, Branch Pond
Each loaf wrapped
water, diamalt.
when hot with
germ-proof waxed
I purchase
grocers.

E.

invited.

A LADY

time.

chapter, O.

year social at Masonic hall next Friday
evening. Members are requested to bring

Cumberland

Capitalization

tents.
was

I.

The Cumberland County Power Si Light Company also controls, through stock ownership, the Portland Electric Company and the Lewiston. Augusta At WatervilTe street railway
and the combined companies will be under the direct management of Messrs. E. W. Clark
& Company, of Philadelphia.

port of the recent municipal election, all
is not harmony in the democratic party in
Ellsworth. A large number of staunch

Coolidge

August

Finland R. R. Co.

Capitalization

LAmoine, March 18 (special) —The house
owned by Harry L. Coolidge was burned
to the ground Saturday night, w’ith conMrs.

I and

$ 1,1)98,000
Bonded Debt .i.
2,560.000
Five Year 4 1-2 Per Cent. Notes
350,000
The Cumberland Power & Light Company leases the Portland R. R. for 93 years,
guaranteeing the payment of the 5 percent, dividend by endorsement on each certificate of

the largest democratic
worth in years.

Lamolne.

Fire at

turned out to

evening.

A

FULL LINE of EDISON and VICTOR
TALKING MACHINES.
See

who

exhibitions

A CARLOAD OF Great BARGAINS
or on

dime sociable

Ex-Chief

ELLSWORTH FALLS, MAINE.

PIANOS

Boy

The

Town Talk, William Tell, Radiant

For Cash

a

confined to the house with the mumps for
a week, expects to be out next week.

play

WHITCOMB,

have

Methodist

There will be a basketball game this
evening between the Ellsworth Athletic

Winter Wheat flour:

PROMPT

school will

the

vestry next Monday evening.

at the

WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE

H. class of

Payable February

Capital Stock.

in full uniform.

Adeline

gone about two weeks.
The G. of

Semi-Annual Dividends

an-

Ellsworth Merchants’ association and
board of trade will unite in plans for the

—

Miss Annie M. Connick left Saturday on
business trip to Boston. She will be

Portland Railroad Company
Guaranteed 5% Stock

nual

Bangor,

Exempt Investment

Tax

as

junketing trip this spring, will include in its itenerary a atop at Ellsworth
for an inspection of the big dam. The

No. 12.

36brri0£mrntB.

announced.

Everett, of Syracuse, N. Y.,
Baptist
Baptist David, of Providence, with ,whom

vestry this evening.
a

the

of honor.

in.

POSTOFPICK

AT

prize
high school,

with

declamation contest of the
the next meeting of the literature club has
been changed from Monday
evening,
March 25, to the following Tuesday, and

held.

From West— 713 a m; 4.14,6.25 p m.
From Fast—11.06, 11.57 a m; 5.47. 10.52 p
Going West—10.30, 11.30 a m; 5.15.
Going East—6.46 a m; 3.45, 6 pm.

In order not to interfere

previously

“(

Mary A. Greely;

Miss

the entertainment.

will be held

ENTERED AH SECOND-CLASH MATTER
AT THE ELLSWORTH POHTOFPICB

\
I

1912.

20,

solo, Mrs. E. J. Walsh. There was a sale
of home-made candy in connection with

members of the church and church organizations will sit down to supper, and
after the supper the conference w’ill be

KI.L8WOKTH POBTOFPICE.

AT

Monaghan; reading,

MARCH

cal
the

event—the greatest in Ellsworth since
famous

given

Maconda

concert—will

be

in later issues.

Fire at Fast Surry.
Jesse Meader house at East Surry,
located just beyond the Ellsworth line,
and known locally as the line-house, was
The

burned

early Sunday morning.

supposed to have caught from
The barns
Mr.

were

Meader

gotiations for
was preparing

The fire is
a

your eggs for
winter—while they

save

are

G. A.

cheap.

Parcher,Druggist

The Sensational Song
Hit of the Year,
“

They Gotta
Quit Kicking:
My Dawg:
Aroun’!”

chimney.

saved.
had
the
to

practically closed
sale

move

ne-

of the

house, and
to the Paul Cur-

tis house on Water street, which he purchased some time ago.
The loss is estimated at $2,000. There
was an insurance of |700 on the home and
|200onthe furniture.

Postpaid.
Stanwood Studio,
18c

Main Street,

Ellsworth, Me.

CHRISTIAN EiiDEAVOR.

EDITED

ft a

». I>.

Habakkuk was sent to tell Judah
wliat they were to suffer at the hands
of the Chaldeans as a punishment for
a

peril they did

not

at all
nation

The overthrow
often comes from an unexpected quarter and grows out of something which
Is underestimated as a source of danof

a

ger.
One of the greatest enemies threatYet
ening our nation is the saloon.
many defend the liquor traffic, claimtag that it is an aid to prosperity and
There are
that It stimulates business

j

tinries, with more keepers, and helps
more than anything else to fill our
almshouses and insane asylums. IVliat
such misguided defenders of the saloon
need is to follow the prophet's exam-

ple.
Habakkuk is informed because be
goes to God for enlightenment. I will
stand upon my watch. As a watchman
goes to the top of a mountain or some
other high place that he may get an
outlook so the prophet seeks fellowship
with God to hear what he will say
The secret place of prayer
unto me.
and fellowship with God is the very
best watchtower any person can find
The revelation God makes to those
who truly seek It is so clear and itn
pressive that he may run that readeth
it. He who reads it will be impelled
The proud will not be
to act at once.
influenced by it, but the jnst shall live
by his faith.
1. One ally of the saloon la appetiteyea. also because he transgresseth by
wine.
More exact in the revised ver
aion. and, moreover, wine is treacherous.
The saloon deceives Us victim;
otherwise it would not drag so many
down to a drunkard's grave and a
drunkard's hell.
is

scarcely

a

Dome

in

an

"AOST

“Helpful

—

Scottville, Mich. ‘‘I want to tell you
how much good Lydia E. i’mkham'a Xegetatiie c ompound anti
Sanative Wash have
done me. I live on a
farm andh avoworked
1 am
very hard.
forty-five years old,
and am the mother
of thirteen children.
Many people think
it strange that I am

our

great nation that has not been made
or Indirectly to suffer because
of the treacherousmas of strong drink.
Wine Is so deceptive that thousands of
our young men seem blind and deaf to
the multiplied warnings from the fate
of others. No one knows what appetites lie dormant within, needing only
a little stimulus to arouse them in all
their fury.
2. Another ally is love of money.
Nothing but the expectation of large
profits ever induces thoughtful people
to seek a license to run a saloon. It is
a business that is no longer considered
respectable, and there are very disagreeable experiences connected with
it. But that desire for gain which stimulated the Chaldeans In their cruel conquests will lead some people to do almost anything.
Woe to him that increaseth that which is not his! Woe to
him that coveteth an evil covetousness
to his bouse that he may set his nest

directly

tb high!
3. Another ally to the salooD is the
corrupt politician and the political machine. Woe to him that buildetb a
town with blood and established a city
T.y Iniquity! There is no combination
more easily effected than an alliance

But such a tide a* moving seems asleep
Too full for sound and foam.
When that which drew from out the boundless deep
Turns again home.
And after that, the dark!
And marthere be no sadness of farewell
When I embark:
bourne of Time

and Place
The flood may bear me far.
hope to see my Pilot face to face
When I have crost the bar.

I

Dear
Tbe

M. B. Friends:

following

letter from

Moll is

very

welcome:
Dear A uni Madoe
Seeing Irish Mollie is the city the other
day reminded me of the good time at the reunion last September, and that I had not
As I was about to
written for some time.
enter a store I saw a familiar face, but did not
at first recall to whom it belonged, and lost an
opportunity to exchange verbal greetings
with an M. B.ite. There! that looks different
in print than it would sound to say it. for I
am quite sure that Irish Mollie would neither
bark nor bite, if she is afraid of dog*. I, too.
How uncomfortable to be
do not like dogs.
met with a bark when you call on a friend!
this
is
the
time
By
printed winter of 1911-12
will be mostly a thing of the past and Dell will
bethinking of the chickens they are to raise,
and Aunt Marta will be planning her flowerbeds.
I have not tbe courage to look at our
dahlia and gladiolus bulbs for fear they have
Our supply of potat es for sevbeen frosea.
eral weeks to come are of the chilled variety.
I am disappointed every time I attempt to
eat one, but the
present prices of tubers
won't allow us to set them aside altogether.
After pmssing through Rich a cold winter as
1911-12. we almost envy a friend in the far
West, who writes that their strawberries are in
blossom and they have onions large enough
to eat- Now 8. J. Y. is wondering what has
changed me so that I should be enjoying
onions, for my dislike of that vegetable is a
California
standing Joke with my friends.
must be fine in winter, but summer is coming
aud Maine is good enough then, and we will
have strawberries, too.
How my mind has wandered and I have
said nothing yet! We have used your shortening. Ann. all winter, and like it very much.
Have found many useful suggestions in the
M. B. C. and would like to giTe individual
thanks, but do not remember who gave them

always ready
good word for Lydia E. Pinkspeak
ham's Vegetable Compound. I tell every
a

I meet that I owe my health am
to your wonderful medicine.
|
Mrs. J.G. Johnson. Scottville, Mich..
R.F.D. 3.

one

j

Now I have a request to make. Can anywho rods this column tell Auut Mary
how to make sweet milk emptings bread? She
has not seen any for years, but would like to
be able to make bread such as she ate in
childhood.
Here is a recipe or suggestion for Ann. if
she likes tomatoes as well as macaroni. Cook
macaroni as has been printed in oar column
iu boiling, salted water, drain, and wet with
one

cold water to prevent sticking together.
Cover with stewed tomatoes prepared with
If
sugar, salt, butter and pepper to taste.
the tomatoes are not very acid, add a little

happiness
—

Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
!
pound, made from native roots and herbs
contains no narcotics or harmful drugs
and today holds the record of being th< |
most successful remedy for woman's ilk i

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected withont
good reason.
DATES.

Pomona

Hancock

Verona

with

grange
Buck sport.

of

grange,

NORTH BCCKSPORT.

FLORAL, 13S,
Floral grange held it* regular meeting,
March 12; all ofitoera present. An invitation bad been extended to Verona
grange to visit us that evening, and although the night was stormy, forty brave
double.teams.
ones came in single and
After busin<the time was given up to
the guests, w ho had kindly offered toeutertain us. A tine program of music, dialogues, tableaux and recitations was given,
showing that Verona grange has considA harvest
erable talent.
supper was

Connor, therefore be it
Retolved. That the removal of such a life
from our ranks leaves a vacancy that will
be deeply realized by her friends and aorrovriugr relativea. and the memory of her cheerful
presence and willing service will linger long
to inspire us to do better work and to exemplify in our daily living the principles of
our order.
R+ioired, That. we. the members of Halobow grange, extend our deepest sympathy to
the bereaved family in their sad hour of aorGeneva

row.

Gone to *bat beautiful home.
That Jesus weot to prepare.
Released from all her sufferings.
For no pain can enter there.

side of our house here there are three small
rosebushes. One of-tbem holds out to us, on
one of its slim fingers, a single red rose
beautiful and very fragrant. I think I will dig
about these little bushes, and thus encourage
them; so I go to the home of the five children
mentioned in a former letter, and borrow a
rake from a set of garden tools, which »o*
ewers my purpose very well;
and I prune the
bushes a little, taking off dead twigs. A rosebush. I have noticed, seems to know when it's
petted, and quickly responds to good treatment. Try it on in yonr own gardens, sisters,
and see if it be not true.
Tnis morning I blacked the kitchen stove.
I am expecting the owner of the house to pay
us a visit in a few days, and I want her to see
that everything, even the stove, the only one
in the the house, is iu good order. There is
a bit of policy in this, for we may want the
house again, sometime, makiug one of our
trips east. And. again, the tenant should
take just as good care of another's
property
as bis own.
We dine with one of our nieces. This afternoon three of us ride through East Boston
tunnel, going and coming, taking in Chelsea,
riding through the burnt district, caused by
the big fire there three years ago. Tb<s city is
building up again rapidly, and will be finer
than before, but of course, the once fine shaletrees will be missed.
On our way back through Boston, we go to
a milliner, for one of us wishes to buy a hst.
Hat: Is that the correct name? Well, never
ifTind; I can’t tell you about it in this letter.

Into God's beautiful sunlight.
Out of shadow and pain.
O. be reconciled, dear parents.
Your loss is but her gait.

—

toesAN.

EAST
Miss

BLUISH ILL.

Ruth Orindie is home from Isle

au

Haut.

Resolred, That this teatimooial^of our respect and sympathy be sent to the bereaved
family; a copy be placed on our records and a
copy aent to the local papers for publication,
and in token of our loas that our charter
he draped and our badges be reversed for

thirty days.

..a.

FanxiiOszt,
Waites Clements,
Mas A. HaaaiCE,
Committee.

_

XAR1AVILLK. 441.

Mariaville grange met March 16, with a
good attendance. It was the first meeting
in three weeks
The

on

account of bad weather.

literary

program was well carried out.
The question; “Which is the best to im-

a

common

the earth.

BIBLE

READINGS.

Prov. xxlii, 29-35; Isa. v, 11-23;
Isa. xxvlil, 1-8; Lev. x, 8-10; Luke
1, 15; Dan. 1. 8-10; I Cor. lx, 25-27;
Rom. xir, 21.

The Land of the Pharaoh*.
Christian Endeavor In Cairo. Egypt,
grew out of a Bible class formed in
1892, eighteen members of which took
the pledge.
In 1910 this number had
Increased to ninety-one.
Although eight nationalities are represented in the membership, the meetings are conducted in English. Some
of the members are converted Moslems.
Also Jews attend the meetings and are
deeply interested.
Another society is at work among
Egyptian young men. These are students and government employees, and
English is the language spoken at the
meetings. A third society, which was
organized in 1904 with sixty members,
A
conducts its meetings in Arabic.
fourth society formed in 1902 works
j
Christian Endeavor j
among the girls.
la doing a fine work In Egypt, societies
being fonnd in practically every mission station In the United Presbyterian
church.

brotherhood the

The Red Cross

work

nations of
is

going

Austria, Argentine Republic, Japan,
Italy, Spain and many other countries.
“In Turkey, although the Red Cross has
no religious meaning in its use as an emblem, the old mussulman prejudices
against the cross still exists, and for this
reason the Turkish government has considered it expedient to name it9 relief
society the Red Crescent. Because of existing conditions, this has oeen accepted
by the other governments. At the same
time the Turkish government, having
signed the treaty of Geneva, agrees to j1
stand by all its tenets, and to recognize the
Red Cross insignia.”
on

in

have

keep

a

full

corps of special reporters who will
sharp watch of the committees and

other matters of interest connected with the
Advance notices of all committee
session.
hearings are also published in the Journal,
The length of the session can only be estimated, but it is not likely to exceed one
month. The price of the daily Kennebec Journal for one month is 60 cents. Subscriptions
will be started immediately on receipt of order and wtll be sent to the end of the session
without extra charge. Address all orders ta
Kennebec Journal, Augusta. Maine.—Adet.

Guptill

has added to her

credit 335 nests.

to

Young and old have

the bereaved
we feel

them. Some abuse
them.
• ney get
tired, starved

with them our common (oaa.
Resolved, That our charter he draped in
mourning for thirty days: a copy of these
resolutions be sent to the family; made a
to the papers
part of oar records; also sent
SIauv B. Hiwcaiar,
for pubttcation.
Sapis K. IH'S.as
A. P. Sort*.
Committee.

SYMPTOMS:~Lo»
digestion,
stitution.

Alcoholic remedies

ViKW, 451. KAPPYTOWX.
Lake View grange met .March IB, with a
good attendance. Two candidate# were
instructed in the third and fourth dethe harreat fewst.
grees, and all enjoyed

presented

stimulate

readings and recitations.

soothes and nourishes,
feeds the nerves. A
natural nerve-food, containing the salts of Hypophosphites. Iodine and

£omftpononuc.
Brown-Tall Moth.
KliLswobth, Me., March 18,1912.
To the Editor of The American:
The brown-tail moth is a subject which
The

Glycerine.
NO ALCOHOL

every person, whether
property-owner or not, and yet is something which comparatively few people
interest

should

only.

Scott’s Emulsion

good program of

a

irritability,

eventually wrecked con’,

I.AKK

The lecturer

0f

•leep and appetite, f„.

*

»ll

onuaaiaTs

writing something
of its appearance, habits, etc., which I
know much about. I

am

trust you may find space to publish.
Everyone should know the neat of

I

this

HIUIKKN

"*

IN.II KH).

it. and should educate Ordinary < uthurtle* and
IM1I* rtlMj
is one Ip eight.
If
Harsh Physic < nuor lltitrfMEllsworth people would but take Notice,'
Ing r^inplaiatA.
they can see plenty of them in a very
You cannot be over-careful in the Miceshort walk, as very many apple trees have tion of medicine for children.
Only ***
them this year, while but few had them very grntlut bowel medicine
should eter
It U safe to say there are live be given, except in emerge
last year.
nr) cam.
times as many neats this year as last, and Ordinary
pill*, cathartic* and pur*»t»m
see
what
a
few
can
read
at
years
fly
are apt to do more harm than
you
good.
pest when he
himself to

sees

if there

see

this rate would
I
tree

They

mean.

have counted

Mam street

from

nesta

seven

on a

city,

this

in

each nest is said to contain from

pillars,

so

means,

if the
one

grown
into a

to

which,

in

We

seen

orders.

caterpillars,

these

certain sure,

when

transformed

miller,
turn, lay many

females of

As

in

the

the

or

as

soon

the

spring,

begin at

keeping

leaves and blossoms eaten down

they appear. This,

remedy that »• **eii it
guarantee of money back in every
instance where it fails to give entire **u»faction, and we urge all in need of such
medicine to try it at our risk.
Hexall Order I ire are eaten jutt like

on our

caterpillars

these

continued

as

for

once

a

candy,

the

fast

years. Causes the death of the tree itself.
Apple trees are taken first-the thrifty

particuarly prompt and agreeaction, may be taken st any tint,
day or night; do not cause diarrhoea,
nausea, griping, excessive looncnese, or
are

able in

as

few

and associate
bowel disWe have such absolute faith in

the virtues of thi*

eggs to be
buds begin to

emerge from their nests, and
their work of destruction,

recommend and gnaraaas the safest and too*
remedy which we know for

constipation

multiply.

moth

personally

Rrxall Orderlies

dependable

on un-

is

a

tee

what this

easily
pest is allowed to go

of

batched.
swell

be

can

molested and
Each

and
hun-

one

hundred of the small cater-

dred to three
it

may cause griping, nausea and other d»»ironing after-effect* that are ^reqaentiy
heal t h deal roy ing.

single

j

other

undesirable
mild

effects.

They

have

a

but

positive action upon the
trees first; then other trees, then shade- j
organs with which they come in contrees, and as a last resort, even shrubs and | tact,
apparently acting as s regulative
herbage are eaten. I have^noticed them i tonic upon the relaxed muscular coat of
this year on plum, tame and wild cherry,
the bowel, thus overcoming weakness,
wild pear and elm trees, as well as apple
and
to restore the bowels to more
trees.

There

are a

few nests

on

the elm

very

shade trees

on

I

aiding

Main

MAS8APAQCA, 477, SOUTHfBLUEHILL.
regular meeting of Massapaqua
grange was held March 14, with forty-one
members and fifteen visitors in attendance.
The third and fonrtb degrees were
conferred on one candidate, after which
the harvest feast was served. Following
The

this

small

trull

apple
industry
last becoming one ot much importance to
this State, and it the brown-tail is al- !
lowed to go on without everyone doing
j
bis part against it, apples wilt soon be a
that
lew
can
aflord.
is
It
a
luxury
serious
question, and affects the health ot the
as
well
as
the
fruit and shadecommunity
trees, It would be bad enough to see our
fruit trees and beautiful shade-trees, and
perhaps our forest trees, leadens and dead,
but far worse when some ot our relatives;
ne

ana

i*

j

the call to

the ladies fill-

You Promise Nothing.
We are so confident that we can furnish
relief for indigestion and dyspepsia that
we promise to supply the medicine free
of all coat to every one wrbo uses U

according to directions who ii not
perfectly satisfied with the resultsexact no pjomisea and put no one under
any obligation w hatever. Surely nothing
We
are located right
could be fairer.

order,
here where you live, and our reputation
ing the chairs. The ladies rendered the
should be sufficient assurance of the
following program: “How to make .a or friends die from poison from these catgenuineneaa of our offer.
barrel,” seven ladies; clippings and erpillars.
We want evefjr one who is troubled
conundrums; original poem, Mrs. Duffy;
Too much interest cannot be aroused in with indigestion or dyspepia in any form
Bertha Colson; readings,
song,
Mrs. relation to this
pest.
Kvery newspaper to come to our store and buy a box of
Leighton, Mrs. Canary, Mrs. Colson; should continue to
something Hexall Dyspepsia Tablets. Take them
publish,
aneodote, Mrs. Olsen; advertising tab- about it, and
keep it before the people; | home, and give them a reasonable trial,
leaux; sayings of great men, Mrs. E. Can- every teacher in our public schools should
dont
according to directions. If they
dage.
*'u
familiarize himself with the subject, give don’t
please you, tell us and
frequent talks to the pupils, and exhibit quickly return your money. They navel
ALAMOOHOOK. 409. EAST ORLAND.
the
so that the
children may know
At the regular meeting of Alamoosook nests,
very mild but positive action upon
them, and acquire the habit of destroying the organ# with which they come, in conMarch
the
third
and
grange
fourth de16,
them. Every town should offer a small retact. apparently acting aa a regulative
grees were conferred. Highland grange
came

_

ward for their destruction. In these ways, tonic
cost o
upon the relaxed muscular
responded to an invitation w ith a good atand by beginning now, and
the the bowel, thus overcoming weakness *°
enforcing
the
bad
tendance, considering
traveling. State law s in this
regard, the pest can be aiding to restore the bowels to m0C#
One visitor from Bay View made interestchecked.
rt)r*e
ing remarks; also Homer Lowell, of High- greatly
vigorous and healthy activity.
The nests are very noticeable in the
land grange. At recess supper was served.
sizes, 26ca 50c., and ft .00. Heme mb. r. you
^
The lecturer had a short but interesting winter, consisting of two or three leaves can obtain Hexall Remedies only al
pulled together, and held by a dne white store-The Hexall Store. E. 0. Moor*
program on Maine.
web, which extends down on the branch cor. opp. post office.
EAST BLUEHILL, 262.
East Blue hill grange met March 2, with
about 22b patrons present. The following
carried

oat:

Dialogue,
Swell;” songs, Walter Carter;
“Capt.
dialogue, “The Deacon’s Second Wife;”
song, Eugeua Bridges and Almira Soesprogram

was

two

or three inches.
This web makes the
nest appear quite light colored. Inside of
this nest you will tind
many, perhaps two
or three hundred,
very small caterpillars,
alive and well, of a brownish
color, which
begin to move around as soon as they are

It’s So Easy To
End Catarrh.

warm.

The nests are usually near the end of the
Go to G. A. Farther and say: I naat
branches, and it found to contain small, a HYOMKI outfit—take it homecaterpillars, yon can not be mistakenthe box—pour a few *iroPs,h„
they are the brown-tail, as no other moth open
tne
HYOMKI from the bottle into
live

batches

in

the late summer and lives

over

■

through the winter. There is no danger little hard rubber inhaler—breathe
retresnin handling these
nests; it is the full- for fire minutes and note the
tune*
grown caterpillar which you need to be
ing relief—breathe it four or five an
careful about.
a da; for a few days and catarrh
later I will write
W1
of
the
hissomething
all its disgusting
symptoms
tory and habita of the brown-tail.
Lyhwood F. Giles.

Glorious News
comes from Dr. J. T. Curtiss. Dwight, Kan. i
He writes: “I not only have cured bad cases
of eczema ifi my patients with Electric Bitters, but also cured myself by them of the
I feel sure they will benefit
same disease.
any case of eczema.” This shows what thousands have proved, that Electric Bitters is a
most effective blood purifier. It’s an excellent
remedy for eczema, tetter, salt rheum, ulcers,
boils and running sores. It stimulates liver,
kidneys and bowels, expels poisons, helps digestion. builds up theatrength. Price 50 cts. ;
Satisfaction guaranteed by all druggists.

rheumatism in you foot
instep, apply Chamberlain’s Liniment
It costs but
and you will get quick relief
a quarter.
Why suffer? For sale by all
dealers.

e.tead

]

Let tie

SUSAN'S TRIP.

When you have

we

heartfelt sympathy; that

our

j

June 30. 1911, at Malden, Mass. This Is an
ideal morning, clear and cool. On the west

or

nal home, be it
Resolved, That

—

counted.

a

NERVES

HALCYON. SJA. NORTH BI.CRHII.I~
HAerro., Halcyon franlt* baa been called
to part with Si.ter Sarah Pert, aa .he closed
her earthly labor* and paa.ed on to the eter-

vigorous and healthy activity.
street, and as the
Hexall Orderlies commonly completely
nests arc nearly always on the ends of the !
relieve constipation, except of conns
and decided in favor of flowers. During
branches, they are very hard to get at ou when of a
surgical character. They alio
reoeas, games were played.
such large trees.
tend to overcome the necessity of conItis no guess that they will kill the tree !
HARVEST HOME,*;403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
stantly taking laxatives to keep the
in a few years, if allowed to strip it of its I
bowels in normal condition. Three *ues
Harvest Home grange met March 16,
foliage each succeeding year, as thou- of
with the young people in the chairs, Raypackages, 10 cents, 25 cent*, and 50
sands of trees have been killed in Maasa- I
cents, lie member, you can obtain Hexall
mond .(‘Cunningham as master.
Much
chusetts in the past ten years, although ;
He medics in Ellsworth only at our store—
credit is due them for the able manner in
thousands of dollars have been expended
j The Hexall Store. EL O. Moore,
PP*
which their work was done. At the next
in fighting them. The time to fight them
meeting the “old people” will fill the or
postoffice.
any other pest, is when they are few. j
chairs and entertain. April 6 will be
Everyone should look after every tree on !
CAM YOI ASK MORI
young people’s night again. A good time
bis premises, And keep a watchful eye by j
and program are expected. The brown-tail
the roadside, destroying every nest in
moth nesta are being brought in and
Your Money Back for the Asking.
sight.
ducks, hens,
prove the front yard
chickens or flowers?” was well discussed

er

in

'3trbirtiM9unti,

Henderaon; wn*.,
man; monologue, Boy
Grace Nutter. Boy Henderaon.
At the meeting March IB. forty-eight
Four application* for
were
present.
membership were read It waa voted to
“The Deacon’. Second
repeat the play,
Wife,” Friday* vening, March 22.

family

Tuesday, April 6-Meeting

known.

men who desire political powLuther Bridges came home last week
for what they can get out of It and vinegar.
from Hurricane island.
I have a new recipe for pea soup as follows:
the men in the saloon business who deA. J. Long has returned to Weeks’ Mills,
sire laws framed in the Interests of the Soak one cup split peas over night. Cook
tender and rub through a sieve. MU together after visiting relatives here.
to
even
when
traffic
they
profess
liquor
R.
March 11.
three tablespoonfuls butter and two tablebe made “to restrain and regulate” the
spoonfuls flour and add to the peas, seasonSession.
sale of Intoxicating drink.
Special Legislative
ing with salt, pepper and a generous piece of
Readers of Thb A Mexican will dobtless deThose who make a study of the high butter, and add one pint of milk (more or lees
license laws in those states where such as desired), a small piece of salt fat pork and sire to keep fully informed on matters at the
State capital during the coming special seslaws exist soon discover that there are and an onion may be added if liked, the pork
Several important
And perhaps it sion of the legislature.
cooked with the peas.
many regulations and provisions en- being
wonid be well to say the peas were cooked in questions are already booked for action, such
countered in any attempt to enforce
as the proposition of again submitting the
two and one-third quarts of water.
their restrictions which seem to have
liquor question to popular vote, submitting
If I write any more. Susan’s trip may be
an amendment ta the constitution ta permit
been devised with the sole purpose of crowded out.
Moll.
an issue of bonds for good
roads, the redismaking any proper enforcement of the
Thanks for the recipes, and 1 hope some
tricting of fhe State, and the amendment of
Jaw as difficult as possible.
1 the election
one will answer Aunt Mary's request.
laws, while others now unknown
When in addition to these allies menremember when a near neighbor of mine, will doubtless be brought forward early in
tioned we remember that there are sins
delicious
bread
of
that
made
the
session. Affecting as they will the welyears ago,
and sinful practices too vile to name kind.
fare of all the people of the State, no promi_♦
which are. ail of them, more or less dinent public mau can afford to do otherwise
Another Red Cross Bulletin has been than maintain a cloae watch
upon the proceedrectly connected with the liquor traffic
It
contains
so many interesting
received.
we can see how great is the need for
ings of our lawmakers from day to day.
is difficult to know what to
articles
it
Kennebec
is
the
The
Journal
only paper in
men like Habakkuk to warn our nation
but more than anyMaine which publishes the official stenoand call us to such a repentance as will select for our column,
am surprised at the extent of
graphic reports of the legislative proceedresult in the suppression of the awful thing else 1
I am not sure but that it will ings. These reports include all debate, and
curse—this scourge of our modem civ- the work.
In addition to stenographers
are complete.
do more than “Esperanto” toward uniting
ilization.
in both the House and Senate, the Journal will

Jietween

;

broken down
with hard work and
after which games and music were
the care of my fam- ; served,
enjoyed. At a late hour the guests delly. but I teli tnem ot my gtxxi menu, parted for their homes with the thanks of
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- the host grange for their pleasing enterpound. and that there will be no back- tainment.
ache and bearing down pains for them if
RAINBOW, JU3, NORTH BROOKSVILLK.
they will take it as I have. I am scarcely
Raid bow grange met March 14; fifty
ever without it in the house.
"I will say also that I think there is present. Five applications were balloted on, and the first and second decrees
no better medicine to be found for young
girls. My eldest daughter has taken were conferred. The following resoluLydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- tions were adopted:
Whereat, The silent Mwwoner. Death, has
pound for painful periods and irregularagain entered Rainbow grange. No. 2U3. and
ity, and it has helped her.
borne from our sight our cateeraed sister
and willing tc
“I am
not

Twilight and evening bell

out our

Ail Mkmn is devoted to tbs G range. esto the grunte» of Hancock county.
The columr is open to all grangers for the
ditcuMien of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, bat names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.

—

crossing run bar.

though from

ttjt tl?rangtr8

pectally

Tells How She Keeps Her I
Health
Happiness For
Those Who Take
Her Advice.

Sunset and evening star.
And one clear callffor me
And may there be no moaning of the bar
When I pot out to sea.

For

Among

MOTHER OF
LARGE FAMILY

Hopeful"

and

This poem of Tennyson is the Golden
Thought for this week:

tertaln kinds of business it Increases,
ft necessitates a large police force,
longer terms of court, with more work
/or jurymen; larger jails and peniten

mere

BY

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It is for th« mutual
benefit, and aims t-» be helpful and hopeful
Being f »r the com non good. U Is far the common u**e—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for tbelntercbangeof idea4. In this capacity it solicits
communications, and It* success depend* largely
on the support given it tn this respect. Communication ? mutt be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by pern,i**og
Communications will be subject to approvalor
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Addreas
all communications to
THE AMERICAN,
Ellsworth. Me.

Prayer Meeting Topic For Week Beginning March 24, 1912.
Topic.—The saloon and its allies.—Hab.
Edited by Sherman H. Doyle.
II Ml.

Ibeir sins,
appreciate.

Motto:

attocrtistmoite

dcnttu -lloininn

mutual

PARTRIDGE GOVE.
Miss Nellie Pervear, of
firooklin, is visiting at Wilson Eaton's.

Joseph Carter and wife, of Snllivan,
have moved to their farm here.
M*rc*>
Hubbabd.

LIPTON S TEA

Musteeu Bile, a Second
without a jar. shock or
disturbance, is tl
awfol speed of our earth
through space. Vi
esse of nature's muveiuec
Wbo
Dr •““S'’ *•» LI
no distress, just
thorou)
*Dd S“e
St

Pills .wl!
v.S
**k,*
£ sn*d‘ruKSf.u.**ll‘‘

•tructions.

Subscribe

for The

AMERICAN

I

camels passing us
In tin Instant
were out of sight abend of us. and
I believed the vision to bare been an
hallucination of sight and hearing, so
1 did not mention tbe matter to Mafia,
and afterward 1 was glad that I did
uot
“All at once n dark shape loomed oat
of the twilight, and Jnst above It 1
saw the dim luster of the first star.
Tbe pyramid!" I exclaimed.
‘Have I spoken tbe truth, master?*
demanded Mafia proudly.
‘Yes, Mafia. Is there not a camp
nearby where the expedition In charge
of tbe excavations have their quarters? I would speak with the great
man In charge.
I have letters of introduction, and I would spend the
night in his camp.’
"There was an Instant's hesitation,
and then Mafia's voice came soft and
velvety through the semidarkness.
‘The camp of the learned men lies
a half mile beyond the pyramid.
It Is
on a high slope far above the sand
*
fleas.’
‘"Never mind.
Ah, some of them
must be here now.
There Is a light
within the pyramid.’
"Afterward 1 learned that the light
was a small lantern carried up the outside of the edltlee to guide us on the
way.
"
‘Let ns get oft here and see If Pro
fessor Georges is Inside.'
‘That is a great Idea of the master,'
assented Matin eagerly, and he slipped
from his camel and commanded mine
to kneel. In another Instant I was on
the ground and stumbling down Into
an excavation,
at tbe end of which
was an oblong of light
It was the

and

they

HAFIA,

Stops

the Albino

Neuralgia
Pains

A Story of

a

Narrow

Sloan’s Liniment has a
soothing effect on the
It stops neuralsciatica pains inand
gia

By Clarissa Mackie

nerves.

stantly.
Here’s Proof
Urs-i
v

M. Dowkerot l«4unn*nbor»,
wtitea:—“ iiloan s l iniment li

It has
medicine in the w«>rld.
of Neuralgia. Thone pains
r- i. ved me
®®iy
your
h * *11 tone
’:; roent <Kd atop them.”
Mr. Andrew V. l-ear »»f 60 Gay Street,
*1 hare
C.niberUnd. Md., write*:
-.loan's l.irdment for Neuralgia
v'.Twiuily do i>r*Ue U very much.”
4iui
—
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SLOANS
LINIMENT
is the best remedy for rheumatism, backache, sore
tl.r. it and sprains.
At all dealers.
Prict 2Sc.,SOc.and $1.00
Rloain • hnr>k on
Hows, Cattle,
Hof* a»d Poultry sent free.

Dr.

Earl S. SkMrn
lotton. Mu,
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pnw.l^r* Tuttle's Condition Powder*, and Tuttle's
Boo? Ointment. Tour dealer sells Tuuie'B remedies.
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ve will nen>1 a lanre Stzr bottle prepaid. Don't exper*
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Half Price Under

Ouarantee of Uure.
After two months of remarkable

sales,

G. A. 1‘arcber, the enterprising druggist,
•ays that bis plan of selling at half-price
the

regular 50 cent sire of Dr. Howard’s

specific for the

dyspqjsia,

and

couslipation

of

cure

and

guaranteeing to refund the

money if it does not cure, has been the
ffreaUst

success

he has

Anyone suffering

ever

with

known.

dyspepsia,

stipation, liver troubles, headaches,
ness, coated

feeling,
bowels
take

tongue,

or

advantage
at

of

buy
half

a

the

and

digestion, should

bottle of
with

new

de-

Dr. Howard's
his

guarantee to refund the money
hot

dizzi-

liver

Q. A. Parcher’s

price,

con-

general tired

inactive

disordered

parture and

■pacific

or

by

caused

“Now. Mr. Hanford, It Is your turn
to spin a yard," remarked Professor
Trayle one evening as the sleamatiip
Neptune, with a party of tourists, was
skirting the African coast.
“I>o, Janies," urged Mrs. Hanford, as
the seven tourists drew their chairs
into close proximity. "I know positively that yon had an adventure with that
albino dragoman you hired at Cairo."
"An albino dragoman1" laughed Arthur Clayton. "Ye gods, what a sight!
Was your man Egyptian, Arabian.
Mussulman or Christian?"
“Ho was not exactly an albino; he
was very fair and light haired, was he
not. James?” questioned Mrs. Hanford,
referring to her husband, who was
listening with a smile of amusement
"Light headed." he corrected. "Hafla
had an Egyptian mother, an Arabian
father. The mother'was a Christian
and the father a Mohammedan; Hafla
was an out nnd out heathen and is now
for all I know."
“That is not all of your story," protested Miss Emellne Gray. “That savors too much of tabloid fiction."
“It isn’t much of a story," admitted
Mr. Hanford reluctantly. "Indeed, I
don’t understand how Harriet got the
idea there was a story connected with
Hafla."
“I never suspected there was until I
saw you kicking him down the steps oi
the hotel," retorted Mrs. Hanford quietly, and amid the laugh that followed
Mr. Hanford begnn his story.
"Well, Hafla, the'heathen, came to
me the Bret day we arrived in Cairo
and. after assuring me that he was the
most efficient interpreter and guide between the Hed sea and the Atlantic
ocean, ho produced Innumerable tattered bits of paper that he swore were
recommendations from former patrons,
and as I did not care to examine them
I was compelled to take him at bis
own valuation.
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it does
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AT MILL PRICES
Palm Reach Cloth In Plain an<l
fancy Weaves. Color Natural
Tan.
Send for samples of this
Until, and also our regular line.

Coodali Worsted Oo„
Salesroom,

Sanford, Maine.

STONINGTON.
Walter Sweet land and wife are home,
after spending the winter in Bangor.
J. F. Smith, of the Kyan-Parker Co.,
from New York last week on busi-

!

came
ness.

March 11.

Flour for. Every
Baking Need

Nihil.

E. Webb and wife have been on
trip to Boston and vicinity.
Mrs. George A. Brown has returned
from a visit in Medford, Mass.
Fred

Joseph C. Harmon and wife are spending a few clays in Augusta.
The schools are closed for another week

and Are It among my enemies.
“The Aash and the echoing report
The
threw the robbers Into panic.
wounded one yelled terrible curses
upon me unto the twentieth generation
until distance silenced his voice.
"I groped my way Into the open air
and beneath the stars found my camel.
Ila An and Ills beast had disappeared.
I wonder If any of you ever tried to
mount n camel when he was standing
bumped before you and you didn’t
know the password that would make
him drop on his calloused knees. Well.
I tried every way I could think of to
I prayed to
make that camel kneel.
him, and 1 swore In seven languages,
but he stood there In the moonlight,
with sulky, protruding lower lip and
Once X essayed to
obstinate poise.
climb up by the gorgeous trappings of
leather that served as harness, but he
turned avid snapped at me viciously.
“1 was quite In despair when suddenly out of the shadow of the pyramid
there came a single word hoarsely
whispered but quite audible, a word of
command that brought the camel to
his knees In a trice. 1 scrambled upon
his back, turned him about as he arose
to his height, and away we went over
the track we had come. I trusted entirely to the camel to take me back to
Cairo, and we reached there just as
day was dawning. My camel chose
his own way. and we entered the city
by way of the citadel, and 1 Inquired
of a soldier concerning the pyramid of
Naua, and I told him of my adventure
of the previous night.
“He laughed and assured me that I
had never been within twenty miles of
Naua—that HaAa had deliberately led
me to a small tomb which was a rendezvous for a gang of robbers, and he
said that the shadowy caravan was
without doubt the villainous band who
had robbed me.
‘Tour guide was HaAa, the albino?’
be asked skeptically.
“I nodded assent.
••
'Then it Is a wonder tnat your
throat was not cut,' he said dryly and
turned his back. I placed the matter In
the hands of the police, and toward
evening they returned my watch, but
the money had disappeared bey,ond recall.
“1 was preparing for bed when a
servant Informed me that a dragoman
awaited my coming in the veranda of
the hotel. 1 suspected It was Ilafla and
went down. There he was, his cloak
drawn closely about his face quite disguising his features and complexion,
but I caught the gleam of his pale,

at

Nauaf
‘In an hour, master, but I will question this caravan.'
“Approaching us across the sun bathed sand was a string of some ten or a
dozen ragged looking camels, whose
riders were ^he dirtiest and most rascally looking lot I’d seen in many a

‘Don’t let them know we are alone, wicked eye.
'Master,' he whined cringingly, 'my
Hafla.' I warned him. They look like
tamel ran away with me, and 1 rerobbers.'
“Hafla rolled one of his queer light turned too late to be of assistance to
colored eyes toward me as he nodded you. Shall we start again for the pyrareassuringly. He held a few minutes' mid el Nana in the morning?'
‘You may start now,’ 1 said rudely,
low toned conversation with the lead- i
and then It was that Mrs. Ilanford saw
era of the caravan, and then, dismissIng them with a rough spoken word, me administer a well deserved kick to
he turned and watched them as they Hafla, the albino. That Is the end of
disappeared behind us through the the story."
“Oh, James, I would have died of
golden sunset haze.
‘When the first star has risen we fright if I had known you were In such
shall see the pyramid of Naua. master,’ ganger 1” cried bis wife.
"Not much danger In such a pack of
said Hafla good naturedly, and from
that moment he chattered on with cowards.” reassured her husband eashigh spirits until I had almost forgot- ily.
The ladies of the party separated
ten his morose fit.
“Just after the sun had set and from the group and chatted together.
while the swift twilight was falling, The four men grew closer.
"Is that the reason you had a sudblotting out distant oasis or nearby
sand dune, I thought 1 heard the soft ! den attack of rheumatism In your left
padding of camel hoofs passing us on arm. Hanford?” asked Arthur Clayton.
the sand, and I strained my eyes to “What was it—a knife?”
“Yes,” grinned Mr. Hanford ruethe left and saw as through a tiiicfc !
of men fully.
gray veil a shadowy caravan

j

|

cake and pastry better than ever
before, reward
the cook
who uses

diphtheria.
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Alexander Brown and wife, of Vinalbaven, are guests of Mre. James Coombs.
Ryan A Parker’s quarry
giving employment to quite
At

small

a

job

William
Tell Flour.

is

number of

a

Milled from Ohio
Ernest

Bates

morning for
for the

employed

summer.

McUuffiie and wife, who have been

Alex
on

Red Winter Wheat by our
own special process, it is richest
in nutritive qualities and goes

family leave this
Bethel, Vt., where he will be
and

their

wedding trip

arrived home

Young

Arthur

in

farther than most'flours.

Massachussetts,

March 14.
will leave this week

V

for

New York, where he will be employed by
the New York yacht club.
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More loaves to the barrel

barrel

from her

moorings,

and

was

cast

on

tbe

Webb

wharf, breaking her bowsprit and

doing

other

March

damage.

18.

today.

NORTH HANCOCK.

Busy

Bees will meet

Mrs. Charles Googins.
Harold Stewart

has

Tuesday

gone to

with

Auburn,

where he has employment.
Miss Myra Springer is home from Castine normal school for a short vacation.

BAYSIDE.
E. D. Ladd and W. G. Haynes have been
brown-tail
moth
nests
destroying
throughout the town.
Mrs.

(U)

j

WHITCOMB, HAYNES

& CO., Ellsworth

Horace Marks, R. F. Remick and
Willis Trim and several others
the sick list this week.

SWIFT’S
■LOWELL

Last

week

double-horse

teams

were

hauling hay from Surry to Bayside across
the ice to market at Bar Harbor.
Iceboating on the bay is the best for years.
March 18.
R,
ELLS WORT II
The
retail
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ANIMAL
FERTILIZERS
Arc Crop Producers

because they improve the soil, whether
it is poor or good. The poor soil is
suoolied with substances it lacks, while
fertilithe good is maintained and improved. The analysis of bwitts
of animal origin—Bone, Blood,
zers is based upon organic substances
Meat. These are the greatest of all plant foods because they supply
what nature demands to grow a big crop and carry it to maturity. They
the crop until it is harvested.

stay by

2M>1 bushelsnf>ars,
••
I anf pleased to report to you that on 11 acres I harvested
used .On II'*. of Stt lit ■
consider it the te st pat ing corn crop I ever raised. I
of barnyard manure.
Lowell Animal llrand in connection with a light dressing
This made a combination that proved
and

eutirel^.aratlBfactory^t.. me.^

wife, Mrs.
are on

Falls, Me.

Nihil.

Master Hugh Joy is visiting in Sorrento.
The

means

Remember and order

big economy.

Mrs. Samuel Judkins was badly burned
on fhe face by the bursting of a can of hot
water. Her eyes escaped injury.
In tbe big gale Friday night, Capt.
Stephen Barbour’s gasoline boat broke

George Stewart, Charles Googins and
Albert Gordon were in Franklin Monday
lured me there. Then a score of lean to
attend town meeting.
Angers attacked me In the darkness,
Miss Celia Grass and Leslie Tripp, of
and I was aware that I was being
were married Saturday evening.
robbed of watch and money and what- Lainoine,
Their many friends extend congratulaever else of value 1 possessed.
But,
tions.
quick as lightning, my hand had
March 18.
Anon.
snatched at the revolver at my hip.
and 1 managed to free my right arm

day.

COODALL

passageway

long brown arm shot out and extinguished the swinging lantern that had

luiemivu

arrive

leading

3abrrtf»m»nt».

a

ed. thoroughly angry.
'I
“Hafla shrugged his shoulders.
have forgotten the short way. Besides,
it is rough and infested with robbers.'
soon

passage

“As I entered the passageway I put
my hands to my lips and uttered our
old college yell in order to apprise
What hapGeorges of my arrival.
pened afterward seems as dreamlike
as tbe shadowy caravan I saw In the
desert.

!n tbe excavations around Naua Belaks
and Hafia professed to have been born
In the very shadow of the Nana pyra
raids, so I was confident that our expedition would be accomplished without mishap, as he was doubtless well
acquainted with the vicinity.
"These pyramids are a half day's
Journey to the east of Cairo, and on
the morning of our start my dragoman
appeared with two camels, and soon
we were leaving tbe city streets behlud anil rocking over the sandy road
past the waterworks and out toward
the Arabian desert.
“'Master.' remarked nafln to me a
few hours later ns we ate luncheon
beside a little spring of water, ‘I have
been thinking that there Is a pretty
pyramid much nearer than that of
Naua, where there are no excavations
being made and where all Is peace and
quietness Instead of dirt and disorder.
One could*sleep refreshingly there.’
'Uufia,' I said sternly, 'we go to Investigate, to observe, to discover, not
We shall sleep when we reto sleep.
Ilemove the luncheon
turn to Cairo.
and let us be on our way.'
"With HI grace my albino dragoman
tossed the remains of our meal into
tbe sand nnd brought my camel to its
We rode on In siknees before me.
lence for several hours. Instead of the
cheerful conversation which had lightened the burden of the sandy Journey
we
maintained an unbroken silence,
for Hafia was sulking openly, and I
was out of patience with him and beginning to have serious doubts as to
his Integrity.
‘You said it was a half day's Journey.’ I exclaimed at last 'It is now
5 o’clock and we are Btlll in the desert’
‘I came the long way. master,’
growled Hafla moodily.
'Why did you do that 7 I demand-

'[low

a
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-C. *. .smith, fryeourg, .mo.
always »»een fine and dry.
manure;
they are made for any
without
or
with
them
You can
or write direct to us for our book
local
our
Ask
agent
soil and all crops.
of valuable information.
Your fertilizers have
use

SWIFT’S LOWELL FERTILIZER COMPANY,
BOSTON, MASS.

40 NORTH MARKET STREET

For Sale

quotations below give the range of
in Ellsworth:

prices

MOORE, Ellsworth
(jEO. E, DAVIS, Ellsworth

by H.

Country Produce.

B.

Ratter.
Creamery per ft.35 340
Dairy.•'.30 338
Kn*.
Fresh laid, per doz.20
Poultry.
Chickens.20 322

Fowl.I832Q
Hay.
Best

loose, per ton.12 314
Baled.I8320

Straw.

Sufferers from Rheumatism
Lame Back, Swellings, Sprains, Lamenesstbere is quick relief for you in

Ha Fame
Covers
lOI Veare

-JOHNSON'S
Liniment■

1810-1911

ANODYNE

Loose.10312
Baled.
Vegetables.
35
Onions, tt>
10 Cabbage,
25 Beets, tb

Potatoes, pk
Lettuce, head

Celery, bnncb,
Carrots, tl>.
Parsnips, Q>,

02
00

04*05
tb

tb

02
Oiks 03
02

fruit.
35 u45 Lemons, doz
30s35
15 325
IO3I5 Apples, pk.
Groceries.
tb
06
Rice, per
3O8
20 325
20328 Vinegar, gal
38 Cracked wheat.
05
Ib
04
Oatmeal, per

doz

Oranges,
Cranberries, qt,
Coffee—per

Squash,tb
Turnips,

15

tb

Mi0’h
Tea—per ib—

Buckwheat, pkg

45 365 Graham,
Oolong,
30365 Rye meal,
Gran meal, tb
Sugar— per tb
Granulated, 06^307 Oil—per gal—
Linseed,
Ye'iow, C
06^*307
10
Kerosene,
Powdered,
Molasses, gal,
35<j60
Meats and Provisions.
Beef, tb:
Pork, tb:
75 335
Steak,
Chop,
15 315
Roasts.
Ham, per Ib
06 312
Shoulder,
Veal:
25
Salt.
Steak,
Roasts,
15318
Lard,

20

04s °5
04tt05

—
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15 318
325
315
328
313
13

Guaranteed by G. A. Parcher to Stop
Falling Hair and Banish
Dandruff.

founds;

3iuEtUsnnnua.

should give apto
this
efficient family
proval
remedy—your bowels will be
regulated so surely and safely ;
your liver stimulated; your

digestion

so

-Webster
New
International'
Dictionary
THE MERRIAM WEBSTER?
it is a NEW CREATION, covering every
of
the world’s thought,
field
Action and culture. The only-

—

new

unabridged dictionary in

many years.

Because

K

4t deflno*

over

400,000

Words; mare than ever
appeared between two
covers,
a 700 rages.
6000 21lustrations.
before

|
1

|

it ia the only dictionary
with the new divided
Stroke of Genius.'*
A

Reran**
Z? ZZZ
page.

an encyclopedia in I
1
single volume.

Because

** iB

Reran**

it

a

Press

»® accepted by the
Courts, Schools and

as

the

one

supremo

au-

thority*
money and often the patent.
Patent and Infringement Practice

Exclusively.

Write or come to Ub at
333 1*Inti Strset, opp United State* •atent

*>° who
Success.
Let us
about
this new work.
you

Because
—

■

wj"
tall

WASHINGTON.
WRITE for specimen of turn divided pofo.
G. ft C. MERRIAM CO.. PAIkhers.Sprintfkid. I
• set of jwctnt maps.

Ks&tten ibis paper, swoSw FiB

improved by

BEECHAM'S
PILLS

Sold everywhere

the
system.
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You, also,

PILLS
tore

Stops Itching Scalp Overnight,

Itching Scalp keeps you scratching
and feeling miserable all the time.
12 318
Wash your hair to-night with pure
05
Tongues, each
soap and water, rub on a goodly
Fresh Fish.
quantity of PARISIAN SAGE and
50
Cod,
Oysters, qt.
the distressing itchiness will be gone
08
15
Haddock.
Smelts, tb,
12 320 Clams, qt,
Halibut.
25
in the morning.
50
Scallops, qt,
a pure, reP RISIAN SAGE is
Flour, Grain and Feed.
freshing and invigorating hair dressOats, bu
70
Flour—per bbl—
end
to scalp
an
Resides
putting
5 50 3 6 50 Shorts-bag
1 75 ing.
itch, dandruff and falling hair it nour1 60
Mix feed, bag
1 85
Corn, 1001b bag
1 60
Corn meal,bag
1 90
ishes the hair roots and puts a splenMiddlings.bg
Cracked corn,
1 80
did radiance into faded and unattractive hair.
BWff
LAW RBUAROING WBIUHTS AND MBASURB8.
It should be used by every member
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt of the family to keep the scalp free
shall weigh 70 pounds.
and prevent
from dandruff germs
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
Large bottle 50 cents at G.
in good order and fit for shipping, is 60 baldness.
of
44
and
A.
l’archer’s
pounds;
druggists everyapples. pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in where.
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas.
60 pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
of carrots, English turnips, rye and
ndian meal, 50pounds; of parsnips, 45pounds;
of barley and buckwheat. 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

Gentle and Sure

PARSONS0

15
12

22
12
25
12

Hundreds of thousands have been able to testify to its
curative powers in the last ioo years. Great remedy
ta^en internally for Diarrhoea,Coughs,Colds, etc.
25c and 50c Bottlea. Sold Everywhere.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Masai

in boxes

A record

is

better

than

Newspaper circulation ia
advertisers.
10c„ 25c.

a

prospectu
for

AMERICAN ADS
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PAY BEST
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DEATH OF KX-OOV. HILL

American

at
Heart
Trouble
to
Hotel in Boston.
John Fremont Hill, ex-governor of
Maine and chairman of the republican
national committee, died Saturday mornHe left
in* at Hotel louraine, Boston.
Augusta last Monday, March 11, on his
Succumbed

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A

PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELL3WORTH, MAINE.
ST THK

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHINO OO.
r. W. Bolus*. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titi-s. Associate Editor.

Subscription Price—$2 00

,

way from Maine to the national headquarters in Washington and was suddenly
stricken with heart trouble Tuesday in
his room at the Touraine.
He rallied during the week, and passed
a quiet night Fridsy, but
about dawn,
Saturday, there was a sudden change, and
death came at 7.30 o’clock.
John Fremont Hill was born in Eliot
Oct. 29, 1855. He was educated at South

$1.00 lor ala
months; 50 cent* for three months; If raid
strictly In advance. $1 50, 75 and 3ft centa
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arrearages are reckoned at the rate of t- per
a

rear;

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.
Buelnesscomtnunlcatlons should be addressed
lo. and all cheeks and money orders made pavaole to The Hancock Cocstv PcsusHiita
Co., Ellsworth. Maine.
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COUNTY ATTORNEY

Hi* Tribute to Hi* Wit*.
He follow ill*: obituary notice vaa
Fred L. Mason, of Ellsworth, Candipublished In a German paper:
date for Republican Nomination.
i
"Today red, tomorrow dead. So It
Fred JL. Mason, of Ellsworth, who re- wa* with
my wife, who only seven
cently announced his candidacy for the day* ago ‘was springing over trench
republican nomination for county-at- and table,’ and was burled yesterday.
I>urtng her life she was a live woman. who did not easily mistake an

be went to
with

ness

The Special Session.
The special session of the legislature of Maine convenes in Augusta
to day. According to Gov. Flaisted’s
proclamation, the three purposes of

business

In

career.

became his

partner, under the firm
A Hill.

ickery

name

This firm became

largest publishing houses

of the

1879

Augusta, and went into busiP. O. Vickery, and soon after

of \

in

j

the business.

torney, is

elected representaMaine legislative from Augusta
ture.
He served two terms as representaIn 1890 Dr. Hill

was

tive and

two

as

State senator,

serving

on

last

he

elected

was

since.

FOR

:

The real object of this session is to
“ball” through, if possible, an amendment to the constitution
legalizing
liquor-selling; in other words, local
option. And this, in spite of the result of the election last September.

Candidates Who

Seek

Nominations

at Primaries June
Below is
cratic

i

COUNTY OFFICKS

a

list of

candidates

republican
for

and demofor

Fight the Brown-Tails!
We wish especially to call attention for the primary elections to be held on
There will undoubtto an article printed elsewhere in this Monday, June 17.
be several additions to this list. The
issue which treats of the brown-tail edly
Americ an will be glad to add to it on
moth situation in this neighborhood.
notification the names of any who seek
The indifference of people right here
nomination, either republicans or demoIn town over a situation which is seri- crats.
for SENATORS.
is astonishing.
Republican.
It will well repay even those who
Melvin D. Chatto.South Brooksville
are aroused, but who are not skillful J. Herbert Patten.Bar Hatbor
in detecting nests, to employ some- f George A. Savage.Northeast Harbor

ous

who is to inspect their orchards
and shade-trees.
An owner of an orchard of fifty
trees reported the other day that he
conld find but five nests; the next
day a.man with a trained eye went

Harmon.Stonington
Joseph
Byron H. Mayo.Southwest Harbor
Dr. C. E. Wasgatt.
Deer lale
C.

FOR SHERIFF.

Forrest O.

Republican.
SUaby.Amherst

HANCOCK

j

that orchard and removed
more than fifty ne9ts, getting five
from one tree on which the owner did
not discover one.

Republican.
Timothy F. Mahoney.Ellsworth
Democrat.
John

shock not

only

to Maine and
New England, but also to the country,
and was the occasion of genuine sorrow in the social, business and political circles with which he was so conspicuously identified. There was no
activity in life with which he was associated which he did not adorn and
to which he was not useful. He was
a man of high ideals, a staunch friend,
of clean life—public and private—
loved by his friends and respected by
those who differed with him. Maine
mourns, and the nation sympathizes.
was a

A.

Cunningham.Ellsworth
FOR COURT? COMMISSIONER.

Republican.
Henry E. Davis.Ellsworth
j Hollis B. Kstey.Ellsworth
Ellsworth
Henry J. Joy.
Fred H. Tage.
Bucksport j
Paul W. Scott.Deer Isle
I John F. Wood.Bluebill
Democrat.
George E. Davis.Ellsworth
John E. Doyle.Ellsworth
H.I.Fremont Maddocks.Ellsworth
FOB COUNTY ATTORN BY.

Republican.
1

Harry L. Crabtree. .Ellsworth
! George E. Googins. Bar Harbor

! Fred L. Mason.Ellsworth
Ueinocrat.

HerbertL. Graham.Bar Harbor

"The money goes to the silent parteh?” good natnredly remarked the

young woman.
"Not on your life she Isn’tr answered the man. “Nothing silent shout her.
She’s made more noise for the Inst two
weeks for this $25 than you can imagine.
8he’a the noisy partner of the
firm, and she makes good with the title
boo.”—Boston Traveler.

member of the State and

VALUATION.

COUNTY

of Assesasors.
The

Fingers.
When you get a splinter in your finger It Is sometimes possible to get at
It by pressing tbe point of a needle un-

in

The amount of money voted for schools
$50,625; for highways and bridges,

£78,545.
county had two

**w

mills, £49,767;

livestock returns show that in 1911
there were in the eounty 5,042 horses,
valued at £306.847; sixty-six three-yearold colts, valued at $6,175; ninety-eight
The

Love and the Drama.
A periodical devoted to the drama
pleads for plays based on some emotion other than love. Tbe difficulty In
producing each plays Is that every
play must bare a hero, and In making
a hero the playwright as well as bis
andlence almost inevitably adopts tho
view expressed 2,000 years ago by a
at £9,547, a total livestock valuation for
acribbier on one of the dead walls of
the county of £506,210, an increase of £13,I Pompeii, “He who has never loved a
400 over 1910.

two-year-old colts, valued at £5,766; 110
for TREASURER.
one-year-old colts, valued at £4,870; 4,967
Republican.
cows, valued at £114,531; 275 oxen, valued
Boyd A. Blaisdell.Franklin
Charles W. Joy.Ellsworth at £14,656 ; 321 three-year-olds, valued at
COUNTY OOSSII*.
Democrat.
$6,850; 725 two-year-olds, valued at £11,Penobscot reports a distinct but slight Frank L. Heath.Ellsworth 440; 842 yearlings, valued at £7,5*; 7,223
4 o’clock last Friday
at
shock
■earthquake
FOR REPRESENTATIVBS.
sheep, valued at £17,000; 1,371 swine valued
afternoon.

Houston,
The Texae Magazine, ot
Texas, announces the early publication ot
a new serial story, “The Rising ot the
Lone Star State,'’ a tale of the Texas revolution, by Merle Elliott Tracy. The
author ot the story is a native of Southwest Harbor, and will be remember as at
one time
prominent in the democratic
councils of the county. Mr. Tracy was
born blind, but an operation performed
on his eyes when an infant, resulted in
the gradual recovery of his sight, u ntil a
the age of twenty he was able to read, but
He has been settled at
with difficulty.
Brownsville, Tex., as an architect, about
three years._
An Old Campaigner.
Hon. Joseph M. Hutchins, of North
Penobscot, who is a candidate for representative on the republican ticket for the
Brooklin PenobscotBluehill
Surry
Brooksville class, has had a long, interesting and useful career in the public service.
He has been three times

a

member ot the

legislature, representing two different
constituencies; he has been chairman of
the board of selectmen several times, and
served one term of six years as county
commissioner.
Jn all these offices his record shows him
in favor of the greatest economy consistent with efficient public service.
Mr. Hutchins has been thoroughly independent on all questions, being guided
by his judgment formed from the widest
and fullest information obtainable.
He declares that if elected he will serve
has

and

politicians
the people—not
190o
porations. In the legislature of
made two notable speeches, and they
the

cor-

he
at-

tracted wide attention. One was in oppo
aition to the Sturgis bill, although he is
the strongest kind of a prohibitionist,
prophesying clearly, and pointing out how
the bill, if it become a law, would react.

Under the apportionment by the last legislature, there are seven representative classes in
Hancock county, instead of eight, as follows:
Class 1—Eden.
Class 2 Bucksport, Orland, Castine, Dedham and Verona.
Class 3— Ellsworth, Trenton, Aurora. Amherst, Otis, Mariaville, Waltham and Plantations 8, 10, 23, 28, 33.
Class 4—Stonington, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
Isle au Haut, Eagle island. Hog island. Butter
island, Bear island. Pumpkin island and Long
Island plantation.
Class 6— Gouldsboro, Sullivan,
Franklin,
i Hancock. Winter Harbor, Sorrento, Eastbrook and Townships 7 and 9.
Class 6 Bluehill. Surry, Brooklin, PenobI soot and Brooksville.
Class 7—Mount Desert, Tremont, Southwest
Harbor. Swan’s Island. Cranberry Isles, Lamoine. Mt. Desert Bock and Marshall island.

woman

—

I

EAST

Harry Hodgkins

j

LAMOINE.
is at Swan;'*

Island

Haring

are

on the I7th day of March. t»u rn,
In* Inel. Il*hte, water, lee. mlecrlle
rite*. Weehlnn towele. h»ullr.R ,,h,.
aerrete lor thte
a-iT
•prlnkllnn
the flees) rear rndloit Jon# 30. l»:a,
portion of the jeer • tnev be deetaed
• hie.
The nnhl to meet
1*
hT
Ueaaury department.
W. Tnrtmr, Coatodtan.

irnoe—il

in, a»7“» Wtot
0*

The Sorosis supper and dance Thursday
the Free Maga-

library

zine

I

pleasant

very

time.

Ustfolly decorated. The afLUzie Tracey, to whom much credit is due.

The hall

was

fair

under the direction of Miss

was

Her aids

furnished
about

s

Mrs. Kmeraon
of three pieces
music.
Proceeds,

mm2

orchestra

excellent

fit.

CAHI»:or THANKv

IL

March IS.

deaire
TIJ'K
our
▼

to r*tend our tlncere th»olu
to
neighbor* and friend* •<* tv.
acta oMEinon*e« in o«r recent
h*,*,**.
meat; atao to member* of the gran** ^
Korea*era. ami raped ally to thov* wno

T
many

EAST8C1JJVAN.
Mre> Mama Cleaves and Mitts Ward, of
Addison, war* recant guest* of their
cousin, Mrs. EL W. Doyle.

beautiful flower*
Mo- amo Mna. B. V. Umax?
Eden. March 19. itll

CAKOjOr TIMNK<
K with to thank oar friend* and Betthtxinoftbli cilj tod H«r IUr!wr(aMi;
fT
the kindr*e«* shown <>«r daughter dur of bsr
Uluru an* altar bar death.
Mi. *?ti. Mm Frkd II. (itaiT

\1

CAUTION
forbid all persona trusting ay
«if«\ Minnie E M arch, on my accoant.u
I ha** made amplajproatakru for her »4pport,
aud shall pay bo blfli contracted by her
Haoaott W. Mcxrg.
Ellsworth, March 1ft. 1912.

IHKHKBY

Is

not

NOTICE.
'TH1I8 la to certify that I. W. M II>pklo«.a*4
wife. Marietta
1
do mutually
agtee \o separate lo marriage now and f-.rerer.
iMuinrd) W. M. Honusi'
Mamistta Horst a*.
Trenton. Me March ft. 1912.

Hopkins

Itgal

H.

a

gentleman.”—Ex-

She- Kind words

Luofcy Beast*.
need of some small

but

a

laid up and not

Many

a

man

never

had half

nize

whole

a

"What

can

whole

never

working.
who complains

a

one

chance
it he

He

die.

lot of them

<

—

seem

that

wouldn’t

he

recog-

it.

saw

a* R-—aaviavn

change,

together,” replied the young hopeful.
Aunt Mary \horrified) -Good
gracious,
Harold, what would your mother say if
she saw you smoking cigarettes?
Harold,
calmly) —iehw’d have a At
They pi hsr
cigarettes.

:ju

mc*

—

There is mere Catarrh m this section of tfc
country thaa ail other diseases put toireUn
and until the last few years was supposed 1
be incurable
For a great many years doctoi
it a local disease and
prescribe
pronounced
local
remedies, and by constantly falling I
cure with focal treatment, pronounced it
it
curable- Science has proven catarrh to t»e
cenatitatlaaal disease and therefore re »u*n
constitutional
treatment.
Hall's t atnrr
by K. J. Cheney hCc
Toledo. Ohio, is the only
constitutional eui
on the market,
it is taken internally in doe*
from lb drops to a
teaepoonful. It sees d
rectiy ea the blood aud mucous surface* «
the system.
offer one hundred dolls
cur«
fo*1 elrct
lars aud testimonials.
F J CUreNEY *
CO„ Toled

<

They

Ohi?/™

f«e*J

by Druggists, 7V.
Hall's rainiij Pills for
oon&fckpetion.

AurrioN ^-Tbr kiM»Mri. lor tb»

B

Q

ua?

^

*JHt. on wrltun application. etatlstf jcr na<l*
lb®refer, wubm two years from the **«**•'
vent, may make such reneonabla abstrraeat
aa they think proper.

aabaertber nareoy givae notice that
been drnly appointed »-:ninu*
estate of
IDA N. HOlXiKINa, late Ol gLLSWUHTH*
in the county of Hancock, deoeas®*'-. aod
All f**’
given bonds as the law directs
sons having
demands against ttwi
of said deceased are desired to
the same for settlement, and all indented
thereto are repeated to make payment mneed Intel*.
Lewis Hoxk.h»»Httsworth. March IS. UN3.

Im
THEhe
of the
irator

>TEBDLBWORK—Package

—

cawrrtta

TT, 74. 75 ahu rear or *4.
Barrio* 7ft—Before making an aa*ri»»«ot,
Lh* assessors ahall give seasons')!*- nUice la
til
writing to the inhabitants by pt at
callous in acme public place in tb< town, or
ahall notify them in auch other way u tn«
town at its aumual meeting direct*, to ru*ke
*.* of
aud bring in to them true aud perf*e*
their poll a. aud all their estates. rr*. and perof
sonal. not by law exempt from tan.:
which they were poasrs-aed on tbe first day ot
of theaame year.
April
BacTioa T4
If any resident owi -•■*. after
*•-. the
auch not tea. does not bring in auch
asaewsora ahall ascertain oibarehr. a- » early
of
aa may be. the
nature, amount aud *».
b. ta
the cat a to. real and
personal, for v»
their Judgment, he is liable to l*a taied, »nd
hr ta thereby barred of hi* tight t<> u.»tr application to the aaeeaaors or tb<
iniaaionara for any abatement ol bit t*«- *• «*■*
ieaa be offer* auch Hat with ha a apt cation
offer
and satisfies them that be was cut able
it at the lime appointed.
f them
Hbctiow TV-Tna assessors or either
may require tbe parson prosoetn* *- -r
to make oath to its truth, which oath * rdexot
theta aaay admin inter, aud either of tbera ca*J
require him to answer ail proper in<] .trie* ;a
writing aa to lha nature, attention ai. i '»-u<
of hia property liable to be taxed in tk- M*«aud a refuaai or neglect to answer --.ca inquiries and subscribe the seme, bar* an ip*
to the coaatv commiaaiooera. bat *ocb
te» and answers shall not be conclusive upon
the assessors.

can

lost.

visit-

onrvn#,

1

rtona

l do for my little boy,” asked
mamma, "so that he won’t want to eat
between meals?’’ "Have the meals Acker

Sole

Jfotiri*

AKnKMOKb' NOTH K
H inhabit ants of Ellsworth at u a!. per.
pH »*o»
a tbe
JL
legally liable to be iaecity of Kllaworih are hereby no. 1 tied and
warned to wake and bring Into the a»»(Mon
of taaea of aald Ellsworth. for th- .ur l»'J,
true and perfect list* of their poll* ami all of
their eatate, real and personal, mu by lav exempt from taxation, which they were possessed of on the Aral day of April
f
tie year
1911. agreeably to the provisions of t hr Mat*
ulea of tbe Htate
be la
The aaaea«or* «
session at tba mayor and aldermen's room,
under Hancock bail, from April
to April :a.
inclutire. during the buaineaa hMN
•rcuiar day, for the purpose of repair tag raid
llaw.
Hon K ACSTi*.
Hiiwsbt P. flrtroonnairMix.
Howard F Writ<< mh.
Assessors of Rllaworth.

“How** the weather, nurse?” "It turned
"Then don’t take
baby blue, ma'am.”
Fido out.”

Maybe not,

hereby iW*n that the Ha&eo*

Flrt Insurance <o» «*»»,*
.Maine, will not ho Habit fw aat
Soaaca occurring on ontatandlmr
policifa
April I. i»U. Ail panoea holding po.icfta ia
•aid company arc rrqoenied to
promptly
them to the RttdrrtlfBed for cance UiIod.
W. B. Hui'Pin.i,
North Sullivan. Mr March IS. i»ix

Dunbar and

Kelley

Smith.

NOTICK
t»

Mutual
NOTICE
Bar Harbor.

Gray,

Musses Whitaker and

were

Mrs* Fannie

j

a

was

WU1 fiad»' ret urn"to.
the mistress of the bouse stepped to
T» K AMKUC4R office?
the top of the back stairs.
“Bessie." sbe called to the maid beWilliam Jordan and wife, of Egypt,
fouvto.
low, “have you any coppers down
visited relatives here last week.
there?"
eontainkng mlSerenas Higgins and wife, of Hall's
l*'rn-and J ip°olathread. Onu«r
“Yearn—two," faltered Bessie, “hot van have Maine at the AMaatcaa office by* nay.
Cove, visited relatives bare Saturday and
for
thse advertisement.
they're both my cousins, please, ing
Sunday.
! ma’am."—London Punch.
Lena Deslsle was called borne from BanZolct
Candidates in the primaries in above gor last Friday by the death of bar niece,
-FPICE8 over Moore’s drag store last vnDeslsle.
Beta
classes so far announced are as follows:
“You used to say,” sbe complained,
br “ ofI E.®”*1*
tou<
l«t. Inquire
U. Moom. Ellewcrth.
Galen Occult and family, who have been “that 1 was yoor
Class 2.
sunlight; that the
Willis A. Ricker, rep.Castine at Maynard Hodgkins’ during the winter,
MAL1. HOTEL
world was gloomy when you were not
the dtp** In Kiln.
-7worth.
Class 8.
returned to Franklin Saturday.
ApplJ to Hot tH. t Haworth. Mt.
In my presence"
Milton 8. Beckwith, rep.Ellsworth
AJlie Chick and wife, who have Ucq
“I know," be sadly replied; “that
Class 6.
JFor SaU.
Mrs. Lizzie Hamor, have gone to
waa before you had acquired the habit
J J Roberts, dem.Winter Harbor visiting
•f telling me candidly every few min,
Brewer, where he has employment.
Class 8.
Sln.l. comb Rhode
utes what yon thought of me”—ChiFriends sympathize with Leslie Deslsle
Joseph M. Hutchins, rep.Penobscot
Dr. Otis Littlefield, dem.Bluehill
and wife in the death of their daughter cago Record-Herald.
Class 7.
Tonnnic..
Beta last Thursday night, after only a few
D.
Albert K. McBride, rep.Northeast Harbor
She was a
days’ illness of pneumonia.
Of No Utility.
Steamer.
New
boiler and
bright, attractive child, beloved by all
Regardlesa of the fact that an ed*>°rD<rI® first-class order.
Will be
POLITICAL NOTES.
Mr. Deslsle, who was
who knew her.
itor almost always has on hla trousers, A;A
ln<'nl« »' Cannci
Albert K. McBride, representative from employed in the northern part of the some people can't get over the Idea
until Monday.
that a penwiper Is a nice present for
his class, has announced his candidacy for State, did not reach home
“ar-*
held at the home of
blm.—Ohio Stats Journal.
** E,,#wortbTe
renomination by the republicans at the Funeral services were
number IS&-21.
E. G. Deslsles this afternoon.
in
June.
primaries
N.
March 19.
In Luek.
nr
J. J. Roberts, of Winter Harbor, has an^ PoD,d “Prtjfht. nearly
L. M..„
Caller—How much for a marriage KlUeonh!'lu<|Qlr* °*
nounced his candidacy for the democratic
bad
often
heard
hie
who
A little boy
license?
Town
Clerk
One
dollar.
nomination for representative in his class.
f lOW
talk about the Civil war finally
Freeh
Caller—rve only got 60 cents. Town
I father;
to Jam
did any one help you
Clerk
You're lucky.
j asked: “Father,
Philadelphia
I
I’d rather be a Could Be
put down the rebellion?’*
Bulletin.

Maynard Hodgkins and family
ing in Franklin.

HteU. Poet office end
JTNITK.n
Hotter. KUeworth, Maine, OSitr ot°r!*
I..
todiun. Merrh A l»ll Nealr.l rrt.iw.el,
he fecelved et Ihle bntldlnl nntll
v
.W‘

j evening for the benefit of

change.

on

business.

■Spcti.il Xotitfs.

a

th«

der It, but unless you have deft fingers or a pair of tweezers you may
not be able to pull It out even then. A
new pen nib Is a very good substitute
for a pair of tweezers.
I-ay tbe nib
over the splinter so as to hide It. Then
press down hard enough to separate
the nibs. If you now let tbe pen down
level with the splinter and allow the
nibs to close again they will take hold,
and you can draw the splinter out
Remember that any metal thing that
is to be applied to a wound, such as a
needle, penknife or pen. shonld be
passed lightly through a flame first, so
as to disinfect It. A gas Jet or a match
will do.—New Tork Sun.

was

£1,225;
other mills, £21,750.

‘"J

»

March 19.

Splinters In

£118,700.

The woolen mills of the

•£
i.i?'*-

vacation.

on a

«V,1

tol?,
‘f'i!***

J

stock, £1,155;
boats, £193,167;
value of w harf property, £123,900.
The value of logs and lumber is given
wood and bark, $9,?00; caras $67,236;
riages,
£125,901; automobiles, $25,916;
musical instruments, $135,167; furniture,
£225,112; value of other property, £190,489;
value of property exempted by vote, £52,290; value of property exempted by assesof town property,
sors, $39,321; value

sets valued at

nr.

*»
dellerred ut cor
"Wk
Inn winter. We here dec mm
I
wood., »«.J0 per cord. her No
*
cord. Fnr.-fa. 1 HJO pr, eel,
dci,
the yard at onr fectort
>»
All who »,.h
niehtte with
ouentlty et three
would like to have call at tb* facte "**S.
°flwa |
eerlr »• poadble end .t.t. the
conld rnrnleh. end coneuU with
1(,
10 rf«vi
to our requirement* for ait* „|P
wood to be fttrniahrd at tha** r,ri lURtil* of
™
Elu
worth Hardwood Co.
to

The Giraffe at It Feed*
A surprise party «m arranged for 8«tb
The singular shape of the giraffe is
Johnson at
E. EL Bragdou’n on bis
adapted to its habits of life. It feeds
twenty-first birthday anniversary.
on the young branches and top shoots
Rev. Mr. Harmon, a classmate of liev,
of the trees, and ita long fore legs and
neck enable It to browse at a far great- [ Mr. Brotberaon. preached at the morning:
Mr. Harrison has been
er height than any other animal, says service March 17.
heard here before, and is a! way a gladly
the Philadelphia Inquirer. In Seeding
It stretches up Its neck and with its welcomed.
long prehensile tongue, which It can i A party from here went in to Tank Hat*
protrude to a surprising distance, urday night, staying at "Hollivsn camp'
hooks down the tender shoots and A pleasant trip is reported, though the
But the crea- aleighride was changed to a mud rule by
leaves into its month.
ture's peculiar form, though enabling the heavy rains.
it to feed on what it likes best is
George H. Hill, of Caldwell, Kan., with
sometimes the cause of its destruction. Mrs. Mill, is visiting at her old home after
to
reach
that
The fore legs are so long
an absence of tw>esty*t*o
Mrs.
year*.
the ground it has to stretch them wide Elizabeth Simpson arranged to bare bit
a
brother El wood, of Bar Harbor, with hia
apart and bend down its neck in
semicircle, and while drinking in this wife, meet them as a surpriac Saturday
after their arrival.
defenseless attitude the lion or leopard night
The
two
springs upon it and overpowers it be- families lived in Kansas until Kiwood
Hill came east in UK.
fore it can recover itself.

Compiled by State Hoard

mills, $10,130; material
shipping, £87,014; small

taken

lo th,
nAHDWOOD-Wr
whit, birch. TCllow birch
be

Kav. Mr. Harrison, of Bangor theological
seminary, preached an interesting sermon
Sunday afternoon.

ner.

<

FOR REGISTER OF PROBATR.

The unexpected death last Saturday
in Boston of ex-Gov. John F. Hill

a

Classical institute

man.

total number of polls taxed in Hancock county, according to the report of
the Btate assessors, was 10,109; not taxed,
914; total real estate owned by residents,
$9,243,851; real estate owned by non-residents, $7,246,790; personal estate owned
j
by residents, $2,962,090; personal estate
owned by non-residents, £401,220; total
values, $19,253,964.
in the county
found
The assessors
\
money at interest to the amount of £961,337; town debt to the amount of £409,979;
taxes assessed on property, £541,359; taxes
assessed on polls, £90,044; stock in trade,
£505,995; bank stock, £153,865; trust company stock, $102,493; other company stock,
£9,396; railroad property, £113^18; water
company property, £162,570; electric light
company property, $173,345; gas company
property, $1,700; companies not otherwise
enumerated, $106,144; machinery not taxed
as real estate, $32,485; fiuished products in

j

Democrat.
Otba H. JellUoo.Ellsworth ;
Burke Leach.Bucksport

through,

is

of Charles W.

In 1900, in connection with his law practice, he became associated with his father
in the insurance business, under the firm
name of C. W. A F. L. Mason.
He has a
large acquaintance throughout the county.

Figure#

county office, whose candidacy has so far
been announced, and whose names will
doubtless appear on the official ballots

one

He

son

j

17.

nomination

past

recently

Fat on ha*

Phillips

Mrs.

„

ffl,Intel).

trip to Portland and Boston.
Armand Joy is at borne from Higgins

woman

United States courts.

—

—

good roads.

behind the counter, whose age
might have been twenty-tire,
•‘It’s for Mrs. Mary K. Brown. ITS
-avenue." anawered the man.
"Tour name. too. please." again questioned the young woman.
“My name is Henry Brown; I'm the
other half of the firm," answered the

been

Ellsworth Nov.
Mason. He
was educated in the Ellsworth
schools,
and after reading law in the office of B.
T. Sowle. entered Boston university law
school to complete his education.
He was
admitted to the Hancock county bar in
1889, and has beon engaged continuously
in the practice of law in Ellsworth ever
14, 1864, the

representatives

January
formally
In oar judgment the first two could
chairman.
wait until the next regular session;
Dr. Hill had large railroad and banking
no great oublic exigency seems to deinterests outside his publishing business.
mand immediate action on these.
The funeral was held yesterday at his
The same is true of the proposed late residence in Augusta.
for
bond issue
desirable as it is

of lhe well-known members

twenty-two years.
Mr. Mason was born in

important committees.
in Congress;
He was elected governer in 1900 and resecond, to amend the laws governing elected in 1902. In 1904 he became a memelections, and third, to propose an ber of the republican national committee.
amendment to the organic law of the When Frank H. Hitchcock gave up the
State which will permit of local option chairmanship to become a member of
with regard to licensing the selling of President Taft’s cabinet. Mr. Hill became
acting chairman of the committee, and
intoxicating liquors.

State for

one

of the Hancook county bar, having
practicing law in Ellsw’orth the

to the

this extra session, the first extra session since the outbreak of the Civil
First, to redistrict the
war, are:

go," Bald a man to the clerk In a Boston telegraph office recently.
"The name, please." asked the receivlng teller, a good looking young

one

now

INSTRUMENTS OP ALL KINDS

county m:ws

graduated at the Maine medical
school, Brunswick, completing his studies
This week’s edition of The in his
profession at the Long Island col* !
American is 2,350 copies.
lege hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y.
After leaving college Dr. Hill practiced
2,352 medicine for about a year in Boothbay
Average for the year of 1911,
Harbor, but very soon decided to devote
a

Talking Machine*

S. J. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE, ZST

;

I

academy and the Putnam school
Newhurvport, Mass.; studied medicine,

his attention to

EDISON

SMALL
young and so merry, and now
burled. What Is human life? I have
»aid to myself repeatedly within the
past few days, and also yesterday In
the church yard when I paid the sexton. who will also keep the grave
mound in order. So cheerful a wife 1
shall certainly never, never find again, i
and therefore my sorrow Is a righteous
one. I wish that heaven preserves any
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
man from a similar sad fate, and
Mr*. Krt~d Black h»» returned from B»nthanks for the flowers, as well aa the
Herr Cantor, the music master of the »for.
went
Cbarlc* Preble a vtoitlnf reletlve* In
cjolr. for the grave hymn, which
through and through me, but was very- Boston.
Ackerman, Master Lock
well sung
Th«* Neig bar hood club meet with Mrs
smith."
Charles Allen this week.
Hath Allen will be home this week from
Net the Silent Partner.
normal school.
"I want to telegraph #2T> to Chica- Farmington
so

and

WEDNESDAY MARCH 20, 1912.

VICTOR and

X for a V.
For that reason everybody can tell the extent of my sorrow:

!

Berwick
in

PIANOS

hot'wiu^&V.nd

tUHjtrtusranxv.

S
1

Wm. O.

TITLES

fe

r.‘«

ILLS WORTH,

Lomo^M*.' cHSSSC R.°K.

MAIN!

iMrch.a mad. and
And c,pl,a furni.H.d on .nort
notlca, auto at HAIRURf W»

^

E^wSSbP'

EMERY

ornoii

MORRISON, JOY I CO. BLOCK,

4?p,if£

IARHI. I»l-

F.im »«■

P* VST^oT*

—

STUDY AT HOME

—

—

be an Are,
If I could
For a Could Be is a May Be,
With a chance of reaching par.
I’d rather be a Has Been
Than a Might'Have Been, by far.
For a Might Have Been has never
But a Has was once an Are.
not

“May

1

ask,’

been.

none

but

-Mo.eVn^'LV.ew^^
fyclp tBanlrt.

inquired the interviewer,

nudes?” “Certainly,” replied the painter. “The styles
change so rapidly in clothing that a picture would be out of date almost before
the paint is dry.
“why you paint

—

A Helping Hand.
Visitor—Are your children doing anything for you In this your last Illness?
Old Man—Yes; they're keeping up my
life Insurance.—Puck.

CAPABLE girl

»»TElleworth^Me.

O'

women

0<X>d w**“-

LA?«r.T*^n;:

"eenerel

for
Addrem Bol

!
!

Shorthand and Typewriting inatruction kl*eB
by mail by an experienced Court Stenographs

Typewriter furnished free. Limited number
of studenta. Write to-day. AuRintuil’rf®*
Court

?«*

Htrn

ifrsphrr, Hath.

Me.

*-<

I Subscribe

for The

American.

of the wwm or drain so that It
■hail follow Main steet to the river.
The city clerk waa instructed by vote
of the board later in the evening to write
the department that the board cannot divert the course of the brook or sewer
which follows a natural water course.
course

CITY MEETING.
appropriations

OP

budget

FOR COMING YEAR.
and

„anvn»eK« ron permanentroad

SIDEWALK

SCHOOL APPROPRIATIONS.

WORK AND HANCOCK

E. J. Walsh, chairman of the school
board, appeared before the board to request larger appropriations for the comand the school bouse
mon school fund
fund, giving reasons therefor. The school
board asked that the school appropriation be fljAOD' the school house appropriation fTOO, and that the high school and

HALL REPAIRS,

»" Pre*«nt »' the ««*•«
Ttte loll ho»rd
of the city government last
evening, when the budget of ap-

Tbumdey

proprletione

wee

taken up.

aldermen and the mayor
t oil of the
of appropriationa
sjvon the eobject
»v-,„,iderailon during the week, and
on the
U»ta were prepared, llema
»Pp»™tely and oolbud* ; *er®
there wai diaagreeuctively. and where
some

on

n!

compromise

items,

was

fc,rno!iioaaty effected,

the bndget for
provision
,n,.„t highway and atdewalk work,
on Hancock ball.
r .ad and repairs
waa

made In

in

line

with

appropriation!
Th
recomM«P>r Cunningham'! inaugural
I ward waa unanimous
mends! Iona, and the
them. The only change in
In adopting
ropriations for these purposes sugtb(.
was the reduction of
,,
i,y the mayor
to *2,000.
[or Hancock hall from *i,500
is the budget of sppropriaare

Following

linally pasted, with the approtwo preceding yeara for
priations lor the
com, arison:
as

tion,

1910
Fund*
♦*,000
Continent,
4303
HlfbWPerro»nrnt hinbwftjr#
900
giJfWAlk.
p^rminrot sidewalk*.
Bridge.
Bock crumbing.

road,

Stale

City poof,
Gty «choo»A,
His-* school.
Te,t-bo«ka and anp*
School

bouM,

gupt of •cbooU.

Polio*.
fir* department.
City library.
latere.t on city debt,

Cicy

wAt*r.

Electric lighls
ptrpet cmre cem. lots,
BAocuck ball repair*.

1911
90.000

4,500

1912
*0.000 00
3.000 00
2.000 00

900

400

500

500 00

1.000

1,000 00
750 00
a.Ml 50

MAO
1,000
2300
750
400

400 00

730
8,000
700

1.200
3,000

1.200 00
3,500 00
700 00

».*»
2,000
2300
«

3,*ou
2.030
2.400
72

2,400 00
72 00
2,000 00
’*1

these

While

appropriations aggregate

this,
it U cat»mated, will be more than offset
the
rate
this
State
tax,
year
by * smaller
being only four mills as against six mills
Htate
for
The
but war.
appropriation
road- is sufficient to secure the Sate aid of
more

than

f 1,000

more

than last year,

CRT LIBRARY.

to relieve

the

board of aldermen of

:

contract.

The

matter

was

discussed

at

changed would be
by amending the city ordinance defining
the duties of auditor.
The

mayor announced the reappointment of E. E. Springer as janitor of the

library building, which
the board.
until

a.

April

m.

the

confirmed

was

by

cellent character.

The first matter brought up by Judge
was in relation to securing a place
m a repository for State and government
reports and documents. One of the condition* under which libraries receive State

Emery

aid is that provision be mtde for these reports. There is no additional room for

took

a

toe use

with his

family,

at 8.

Mrs.

day

on

George

was here TuesWaltham to her

Stanley

8.

from

her

way
home in Brewer.

family

MOUTH OK THR

The remains
vault.

The

Mrs.

Sadler

Willis

per

WORK Kits.

tended and

proved an enjoyable session.
11. E. Lufkin, secretary of the Maine
State Sunday school association, was present, as were also Revs. P. A. A. Ktllam, E.
D. Riser, E. L. Sawyer, and assisted the
pastor. Rev. O. J. Ouptill, in making the
success

which it

hour and lunch

KLbSWOlM’ll.

who has

been ill the past
weeks, is out again.
Ora Carter will go to Ellsworth to-day
to be employed in Charles
J. Brown’s
few

taken

were

here.

and

“It is

al-

summoned, it

0. W. Tapley, custodian of the customhouse, presented communications from
the
treasury department at Washington
in regard to the drain
across the lot on
*hich the addition to the postofflee is to be
built this year. Tne government repeated
its suggestion that the
city divert the

school. Ten-mtuute talks
Its Motive.Bev E L Sawyer
6 Its Strategic Value.Rev O J Guptill
Preservation of the Child ideal,
e
Kev E D Kizer
Offering for State work
Address, The Boy and His Problems.
Mr Lufkin
a

Adjournment

Atmcrtittnunu

shop.
Hattie Carter, who has been confined to the house the last two months, is
improving rapidly.

GENERAL INSURANCE

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Two-story house, shed and large stable, all connected with city water and electric
o( land. A bargain on easy terms.
l
acre
and'about
lights,

George M. Cunningham is home,
after spending two weeks w'ith her sister,
Miss Vernie Carter, in Old Town.

Raymond Cunningham will return to
Surry to-day to attend high school. He
has spent his vacation with his parents.

Spring

Medicine

Hood’s is King
“For all the troubles I have had Hood’s Sarsaparilla surely is the king. I have taken it at diflerent
times in the past three years when I have suffered
from catarrh and stomach troubles, and have always
found it a
medicine.
My stomach is very

grand

much better than it was, and as a spring medicine,
too, I know that no one can do any better than to
take Ilood’s Sarsaparilla.
My husband and I have
Mrs. B. E.
reason to recommend it cordially.”
II.
N.
387
Union
Laconia,
Plummer,
Ave.,

j

PINE SEEDLINGS

BUY WHITE
KEENE

FORESTRY ASSOCIATION,
KEENE, N. H.

Every

state in New

England

encourages re-forestation. Nearly every one gives
exemption from taxation on land which is planted with forest trees. In thirty years
can
convert your waste land into a valuable and marketable asset.
you

We Can Furnish You Unlimited
ror

E. Billington is ill.

Mrs. C.
G. F.
Ella

logalls is away

on

business.

Jarvis and Lizzie Gray

are

visiting

in Boston.
Mrs. R. A.
Allen for

Coggins

Is with

Miss Fannie

short time.

a

Quantities.

prices.

Gaspar,
Beverly, Mass.,
visiting his parents, has returned

Earl
been

of

who

has
to

Massachusetts.

Stickney,

Miss Louise

of

iting at U. J. Milliken’s.

by

here

Boston, is vis-

Bhe

was

called

the illness and death of Mrs. L.

J.

Allen.

Clay

Welland

The friends of O

pathize

hospital, Bangor;
who lost

father,

also
his

with
wife

Mrs.

only

weeks ago.
March 18.

Twenty Years' Experience.
Personal attention
or mail orders

day

Clay’s
a

few

the

Office,

Miss Helen Borland left on the Boston
boat Monday, en route for Baltimore,
Md., to spend two months with her
brother Hugh, who is attending the Uni-

Maryland.

Florence Homer returned to Boston Monday, being in town to attend the
funeral of her grandmother, Mrs. Smith.
J*
March 18.

Commisssion fflerdjanta.

working for William

Mrs. Izetta Dyer is working for William
Counce.

I

RELIABLE CLOTHING
Ellsworth, Maine.

BOSTON

cot-

went

Eugene Jordan, who has been
visiting in Massachusetts, is home.
Misses Elsie and Vera Wardwell, who
have been visiting in Castine, are home.
Mrs...

Gray

hospital

in

has

placed

Boston

his

son

W’ales

for treatment

of

the eyes.

CO.,;

WANT

APPLES
Poultry and Eggs

Ernest

wife.

March 16.

Dressed Lambs and Calves

Lines ol

Ful

AND FIXTURES.

Wirisf
Supplies Cheerfully
ANDREW Nl. MOOR.
Ellsworth
Estey Building. State St..
Oivsa

sod

os

ease), for man. woman
Sent postpaid for 36c.

or

Hooper Co., 00 Brotnfleld St„ Boston, Mass

G.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.
Ellsworth. Me
Estey Building. State St..

O O ATS

For quality and price my
stock cannot be excelled.

CLARION.

Clothing Cleaned, Pressed, Repaired

“Clarion”,
requirement
Wood Bishop Co.,

it i*

a

DAVID FRIEND.
Main Street,.Ellsworth

to meet every

by the
Bangor. Sold by

Made

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street

BERRIES

Ellsworth.

HAIR GOODS
FOR LADIES and MEN
The very latest styles, artistic workmanship. Prices reasonable.
Write us your wants at once.

ERLICK’S, Brown block. Portland, Me.

ALICE

BL

CatOe.

SCOTT

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union safe Deposit A Trust Co., of Portland, for furnishing Prohate and Surety Bonds

Agent Oliver Tyi>ewriten typewriter supplies
Cor. Matu and Water Sts. (over Moore's Drug
Store). Ellsworth, Me.

Anyone

troubled with

EIO Z El M A
can

obtain

a cure.

POTATOES,

WITH AN APPROVED HOUSE
CHAPIN BROS..
107*109 So. Market St.. Boston.
Ask for free stencil. We will send market

DEAL

quotations

on

request.

Hay Higher
Write or Wire for Shipping
Directions.
W. J.
PHELPS,

Chamber of Commerce, Boston, Mans.
Reference Beacon Trust Company*

LAWRENCE & CO.
Established 18G3

Wholesale
OULTRY,

Commission

Merchants

Eaas.

PRODUCE

FRUIT,

APPLES A SPECIALTY
Boston, Mass.
on application.

Faneull Hall Market,
Stencils, etc., furnished

Hall *%? Cole

Fruit and Produce Commission Merchants
Apples, Potatoes and Cranberries
our

^rofceeionai

SEND US

FANCY HENNERY EGOS.
Top Market Prices
Prompt Returns.

Will selected line ol Neckwear being closed out cheap

Whether lt’B a range or a fur-

sure

Steam Laundry and Bath Booms.

FUR

THE—

Shippers.
APPLES

To Ellsworth

Guaranteed |
solid sterling
silver picture
‘NO PAY, NO WA8HRI.'
frame, with :
child. Size 3x21-2 in All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

SPECIALTY MADE OF

Gray and family returned
to New York Monday, after spending the
w'inter w ith his parents, S. D. Gray and

Capt.

,,

^mission merchant

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

j

nace—if it is

Gray will shingle the Smith
tage in April.
Maurice Gray and Alvarado Gray
Ellsworth Monday.

a

dwd&JMee&s
Kf

For Sale by

I

YOU

Dyer.

Manfred

Maine

The advertisements below represent some of
the leading houses of New Kngland.
Our
readers will doubtless And them of value.

Estimates

Miss

Jesse

Bluehill,

Best in America

ELLSWORTH

is

M INCKLEY

Phone 3-11

FOR

domitory.

of

R.

ONE ELECTRICAL wfmNcand POTATOES

The seminary will open March 20, after
an enforced vacation of two weeks owing
to an accident to the heating apparatus at

versity

5—5.

ARCHITECT

for Boston.

The grammar school closed Friday for
the spring vacation. Miss Baker left Saturday morning for her home in Steuben.

in

Telephone
WALLACE

atmrrtisnnnits.

boat Mon-

Miss Ouida Ward, of Houlton, is visiting her cousin, Miss Kathleen Webb.

the

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.

Hats

BUCKS PORT.
on

to all details.
Telephone
promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,

The American prints more vital statistics—birtka, marriages and deaths—
than all the other papers printed in the
county combined, and most of them it
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
contemporaries.

Anon.

Miss Marian Rust left

Work and

sym-

of his wife,
March 16 at the Eastern Maine

with him in the loss

who died

Heating, Furnace
Jobbing.

Hot Water

Grace.

[Corrected.]

ing relatives here, has returned to Ells-

PLUMBING,
HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

MEADER-At San Francisco, March 7, George
H Meatier, a native of Ellsworth, and formerly of Lamoine, aged 29 years. 2 months,
27 days. Interment at Cypress Lawn cemeter>, San Francisco.
NICE—At Black Island (Tremont),* March 11.
David Nice.
8ILSBY—At Amherst. March 11. Mrs Serena
E Silsby. aged 87 years, 4 months, 13 days.
[Corrected. |
SMITH —At Bucksport, March 14, Mrs Caroline A Smith, aged 79 years.
TRACY—At Gouldsboro, March 13. Mrs Lucy
Leighton Tracy, aged 70 years.

Sinclair, who has been visit-

Miss Nellie

Lamson &
Hubbard

GERRY —At Bar Harbor, March 15, Elsie M,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Fred H Gerry, aged
1 year, 1 month, 9 days.
JOHNSON-At Bar Haabor. March 13, Mrs
Blanche Murphy Johnson, formerly of Sullivan.
LAWRENCE—At Bucksport, March 12, John
F Lawrence, aged 45 years.
LUFKIN—At Brooklin, March 10. Prince E
Lufkin, aged 75 years, 2 months, 2* days.

SURRY.

Fernald Howard

a

MAINE

ELLSWORTH,

ALLEN -At Brooklin, March 11, Henry C
Allen, aged 59 years, 7 months. 24 days.
March
CAIN—At North •Brooksville.
11,
Ellen L, wife of! William Cain aged 54
-if#
years, 2 months, 16‘days.
CLAY—At Bangor, March 15, M*-s O Welland
Clay, aged 20 years, 10 months.
DrsISLE—At l>amoine, March 15, Reta J,
daughter of Leslie ami Mattie Deslsle, aged
3 years, 6 months.
DOMANSKI—At North Castine, March 15,
Mrs Edith Domanski, aged 50 years.
GRACE-At Seal Cove, March 8, Mrs Rosalie

Mrs.

CAPE ROSIER.

As

insured;

it is better to be
to be sure;
it is best to be insured” with

MASON
C. W. & F. L. AGENTS,

Emery

POOTOFFICB LOT 0EWRR.

good

write:

Mrs.

between

d»y:
Afternoon.
The second matter presented by Judge
\ Song sod devotional service,
was a request that the appropriaBev P A A Killam
tion for the library be not less than that
Needs and deeds, an experience meeting,
of last year. The fact that last year’s ap- I
Led by Kev E O Kizer, Ph D
propriations had not been fully expended Address: Building up the Sunday school,
he hoped would not affect this year’s apH E Lufkin
propriation. The library trustees bad Round table
purposely held bacic some of last year’s Offering for expenses
fund in contemplation of extensive pur- Conference: Shall we effect a district organization?
chases of new books now in course of pubSocial hour and lunch
lication, and alto to meet the expense of
Evening.
putting a new furnace in the library Praise and prayer.Led by Mr Lufkin
building.
Symposium: Evangelism in the Sunday

friends

many

suddenly ill,

—

Hodgkins

aud benefit of all citUena.

placed in the receiving
only child of Mr. and
they have the heartfelt

blacksmith

enjoyed

sessions, Mrs Whitney’s Sunday
class serving sandwiches and cof-

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
Maine.
Water Street, Ellsworth,

SAWYER—SCAMMON-At Franklin, March
I A, by Rev G Mayo, Miss Julia Sawyer to
Meltiah E Scammon, both of Franklin.
At-'North Brook«,l!le.
SUlTH GRAY
March 10. by Rev J N Palmer, Mias Tulia
Olive Smith to Thurman Lewis Gray, both
of Brooksville.
WEBBER—TOURTE LOTTE -At Ellsworth,
March 14. by Rev P A A Killara, Miss Geneva
A Webber to John F Tourtelotte, both of
I^uke wood.

was.
was

a

FROM

served.

Austin,

^

entirely outgrown last year’s garage; we’re building
four times as large; watch it g-ow.

new one

MAKKIKD.

gathered recently at the
George Fullerton for a chopping match, after which a bountiful sup-

WEST

Association Formed at
Meeting Yesterday.
Tbe Sunday School Workers' institute,
which was held Tuesday afternoon and
evening with the Union Congregational
church, Ellsworth Falls, was largely at-

A social

was

A few friends

home of Mrs.
was

We’ve

NEW GARAGE

Choate.1

West Ellsworth for a few days before
going to Skowrhegan, where they will live.

delivery trucks

complete: line of light

GRAY—At Bluehill, March 18, to Mr and Mrs
Richard Gray, a daughter.
KNIGHT—At North Stonington, March 7, to
Mr and Mrs Willard Kuight, a son. [Alton
Young. |
SANBORN—At Brooksviile, March 17, to Mr
“and Mrs Charles Edwin Hanborn, a son.
STAPLES—At South Penobscot, March 18, Mr
and Mrs George M Staples, a daughter.

Sadie

Mrs.

and

Our line for 10I2 will comprise SIX MODELS in Roadsters and Tourcars, substantially the same in design and construction, differing only
in size, all equipped with the famous Buick over head valve engine, which
we guarantee has more speed and more power than any equal sized motor
on the market.
Competitive tests have demonstrated its superiority and
endurance in 04 per cent, of all tests in which we have participated.

COUNCE—At Sooth Brooksviile, March 7, to
Mr and Mrs William Coonce, a daughter.
EATON—At Brooklin. March 12, to Mr and
Mrs John Hiram .Eatoo, a son. [Araasa

Boston,
Irving Closson and wife are visiting his
parents, Capt. D. F. Closson and wife, for
a few days.

$850 to $l,800.

—

ing

BORN.

visiting.

where she has been

from

6 Models

the

though several doctors
lived only a few hours.

Mias Ora March, of Crono, spent Friday
mother, Mrs. George Murch.
Miss Margaret Mathews has returned

Mrs.

institute the

child

1912

BUICK

were
was

with her

2.

SINOVY SCHOOL

This

Mrs. Gerry, and
sympathy of their

KIVKIt.

recess

thf-e in the library building. Through I school
corrt-jHjndence with State officials, Judge fee.
There were some changes in the proEm*>ry had been assured that if, by vole
of the city government, the aldermen’s
gram as announced. It was voted at the
room at Hancock hall could be designated
conference in the afternoon to form an
as an annex to the library, and the city
Ellsworth district Sunday school associaclerk as assistant librarian for the custody tion, to iuclude the Sunday schools of Ellsof State reports, the requirements of the worth, I^amoine, Hancock,
Surry and
Stale would be satisfied and the State Trenton. At the evening session, officers
atipeua allowed. Eater in the evening the were elected as follows: Kev. P. A. A.
following order was passed:
Killam, president; B. B. Whitcomb, viceOtdtrtd, That the room of the mayor and
president; Mrs. E. Eugene Moon, of Hanaldermen aud city clerk be made an annex of cock, secretary and treasurer; Kev. E. L.
the ciiy library for the custody of such Sawyer, superintendent of home departstatutes, court reports, reports of State offiment; Rev. E. D. Kizer, superintendent of
cials. rtc., as may be received from the State
i teachers’ training department.
of Maine, and also for the custody of such
Rev. F. Palladino, of Bangor, who was
documents as may be received from the
to deliver an address in the evening, was
Tniled States.
unable to be present, and in his place Mr.
Tbst the city clerk for the time being be
Lufkin spoke on “The Boy and His Probas’i'tant librarian for such care and custody
*
of all said books and documents as shall
lems”.
make men accessible at reasonable hours
Following was the full program of the
for

Bayside, is,

—

board

El U worth

Kx-Chief Justice 1#. A. Emery was the
speaker in regard to the city library,
which he characterized as one of his pets.
Judge Emery has long taken an active interest ui the management of the city Itbrarv, snd to him is largely due its ex-

at

Stack pole’s, preparing to go to Skow began, where he will live.
P.

some

of the auditor could be

board.took up the budget of
appropriations, they board remarks from
citizen* present in regard to particular

flr»:

place

the Penobscot

on

river.

length, but no action was taken. Mayor Waters, of Hampden, were guests of F. B.
Cunningham advised the board that in Sadler and wife one day last week.
his opinion the only way in which duties
Frand Meader and family are visiting in

Before the

appropriations.

months in the woods

Prank Meader, who recently sold his

Frank Torrey, of Sedgwick, spent the
week-end with Capt. F. B. Sadler.

At 12.30

|K»

P. Moran.

Aid. Moor said he understood when he
voted to elect an auditor, that that office
detail work of examining bills presented to the city for payment, and to
present monthly reports of the standing
of the city's finances. He did not see the
necessity of the auditor examining accounts of the collector, who was under

4.000 no

2.030 00

Mrs. Emery Stroat is visiting in Harriogtpn.
Irving Shaw has been here several days
Miss Martha Barron left Tuesday for visiting relatives.
Presque Isle to visit her niece, Mrs. Lura
Henry JD. Smith is home, after several

tives here have the sincere sympathy of the
community in their bereavement.

the

00

BOO

a

George B. Floyd and wife have moved
back from Ellsworth to their old home
here.

shall submit to the mayor and board of alder*
men at each monthly meeting a statement In
detail showing the city's standing, with its
several appropriations, the credits and debits
and balances of each fund."

was

soooo
400

700

j

1,000 00
2300 M

400

Martin H. Haynes is in Boston for
week.

normal school for the

two

00

1.000
400
33*50
1,000
2300
too
400

Miss Julia Barron is home from Castine
Easter vacation.

SSbbnrtiBtmnUs.

FALLS.

Miss Frankie Flood has moved into the
OBITUARY.
of
house which she recently purchased
This
was
shocked
to
greatly
community
text-book appropriations be the same as
Mrs. Abbie C. Haslam.
hear of the sudden death, on March 7, of
last year—12,300 and f7S0 respectively.
E H. Giles, of Amherst, was here |FriThe action of the city government on George H. Meader, formerly of this place,
in California.
Mr. Meader was in the day and Saturday of last week, the guest
these funds is told in the budget of approthirtieth year of his age. He left last April of W. M. Davis nnd wife.
priations as printed above.
for California with bis family, and was
Almond G. Jellison and wife) and Miss
OTHER BUSINESS.
employed there as a carpenter.
Marjorie Jellison were in Waltham on
Bond of I). L. Fields, ffiOO, as constableHis eves began bothering him, and al- Friday of last week, guests of B. F. Jordan
at-largv, waa approved and died.
though ho was given the best of medical and family.
The mayor was instructed by vote of and
surgical skill, it was without any
Mrs. Isaiah Richardson and son* Wilthe board to employ John A. Peters as atbenefit.
He entered a hospital for an liam, of West Ellsworth, and Mrs. Amos
torney for the city in two suits against the operation, and after being there eleven
Gott, of Durham, have been guests of
city now pending—one brought by William days, the operation was performed. An Leonard J. Maddocks and family several
Nevells for injuries to a horse through al- abscess was found on the
which
nerve
j days.
optic
leged defective highway, and one brought led to the brain, and he never rallied.
Mrs. Martha Witbam went to Bangor
Fred
Dunham
recover amount he
to
by
Mr.
asMeader
was
his
;
popular among
Monday noon, taking with her Miss Alice
claims due him from the city on an as- sociates
and
was
a
there,
very promising
Witham, who will undergo an operation
signment of a road credit by Henry Coi- young man. He belonged to the order of
for adenoids at the Eastern Maine general
pitts.
Modern Woodmen.
hospital.
Aid. Moor raised the question of the
The remains were laid to rest in Cypress
Funeral services of Elsie, the thirteenduties of auditor. Under the city ordi- Lawn cemetery. The flowers were profuse
child of Fred H. Gerry and
| nance creating the office of auditor, his and beautiful, which showed the esteem montbs-old
of Bar Harbor, were held Sunday afduties arc dedned as follows:
in which he was held. He leaves a wife, wife,
ternoon at the home of John Moulton
•
•
•
"he shall audit each month the who was Ethel Whitaker, of Lamoine,
Rev. O. J. Guptill officiating.
accounts of the collector and treasurer, and and
children.
The
and rela- and wife,

500 00

1.000

ELLSWORTH

DOLLARDTOWN

Specialties

100-102 Faneull Hall Market,
BOSTON
Bend for Stenalls and weekly market report.

The newspaper which has
rate

no

uniform

for advertising

fled to take

space, and is satis•
what it can get for it, is a

cheap advertising medium, and the ad•
Write with stamp to Mrs. Warren vertiser need expect nothing but cheap
Hutchinson, South Brooksville, Me. results.-—Lawrence burg (lnd.) Press.

Mach sympathy is felt for her I
sister, Mrs. Bertha Ash, the only surviving

COUNTY NEWS

COUNTY NEWS

noon.

family,

member of the

FRANKLIN.

der in

Saturday afternoon, March \ there was
a quiet wedding at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Ira McGown where Mrs. McOown’s
sister, Venue Louise Tracy; was married to
The single ring
Theodore F. Bragdon.
service was used. The ceremony was perBoth bride
formed by Rev. G. Mayo.
and groom are among Franklin’* popular

who

was

most ten-

Mrs. Mildred Norwood, of Tremont,
•pent U*t week with her niece, Mr». MilMrs. Norwood is gr«»t!y
dred I .opens,
afflicted, being partial It deaf and totally
blind. Mrs. Sarah Reed, an old friend,
was with her two day* while here.
THELMA.
March 18.

BROOK UN.

devotion to her sister during

her

H. 8. Kane has opened his clam factory

her illness.
Conditions

opening of

favorable for

are

for tbe

early

an

season.

Ada Herrick is visiting in Pemand Providence, R. 1.

Miss

quarries this spring.

the

broke, Mass.,

Blaisdell and Archie Bunker are
out of the woods with their teams; also
Albion Webb.
Alvah

COUNTY NEWS.

Interment «t

officiating.

Mr. Robinson
Tremont.

to clow hi, father,
houK)
Uj *tosled by the Lufkin
family.
Mi« Alice Hall hu
mnrnc to
ehuaette to rwnme her achool
work
WiUiam Karnham ha.
ro0f
' ork, when he i.
employed a.

SEAL UOVK.

w

OBITVARY.
Hodgkins Grace

died at the
Mr*. Rosalie
of her niece, Mr.. Florence Ober. on
March 8, after a aeTen mootha’ iltneaa, following a stroke of paralyaii.
Mr*. Grace wai born in Georgetown, the
the daughter of Kichard and Nancy
(Kehaile) White, and «ai the youngest of
a Urge
family-wren daughter, and one
eon -all of whom have pawed to the great
beyond. She wa» educated for a teacher,
receiving her education in the public
acboola of Georgetown, Bath high achool
home

Win held Lufkin came last
»wk
company bia family to Uncolnvili,
***
they will lire.

Miss Alma Herrick, who has been in
Needham, Mass., the past year, is home.
Capt. Frank W. Hutcnlna ha. ron.
SOLTU BROOKSVIL1-E.
Miss Nora Reed, who is training s§ a
Vinalhaven to Joint hi. vessel the w
Mrs. G. G. Pettee, who has been very ill
ill
the
been
baa
past
Bakeman
J.
John
w
Bennett.
of grip, is improving. Mrs. Jerusha Tripp nurse in New Hampshire, is home on a
young people, and their many friends in
two weeks.
short vacation.
March 11.
this and neighboring towns extend con- is caring for her.
house
the
Chase Robertson is confined to
Mrs. Foss Cunningham and son Virgil
gratulations.
Guy H. Miller and wife, of Boston, are
Qreyyon Wehater i. Ill of grip.
knee.
•
«PEC.
March 18.
visiting his mother, Mrs. Hattie I. Miller, are home from Portland, where Vifg*l by ftpreined
Miw Powy Wardwell U home
has been in the hospital for treatment for 1
Charles Green, of Kook tend, ia visiting
and other relatives.
from tKo
taeiMal
lTj^
John W. Biaisdeli's lumber crew moved
normal
achool.
and Litchfield academy.
his knee, which he cat last fsll.
Mrs. Frank G. Robinson has returned to
j his brother, M. 8. Green.
out of the woods Thursday.
her work when "till
She
commenced
Mim
Carrie
Boaton
Witbam
has
to
gone
1. home
Prentiss Lufkin died suddenly st his !
Millard Robertson
her home in Boston, after two weeks witn
*
Cecil Butler and family are up from
a poaition aa assistGreenville, where .be teaches.
home Sunday morning, at the age of to go as steward of the Rebecca J. Moul- quite young, haring
her mother, Mrs. A. M. Moon.
|
Harrington during his school vacation.
ant in the intermediate dr|*rtii»at of a
Butler ha. been
Harry
Mrs. William Murray, who is in the seventy-seven years, after a week’s ill- ; tqn.
.pending . , "
Bath achool at the age of fourteen year*.
Mias Florence Dunn injured one of her
day* with hi. parent*. Fred Butler
L. H. Gray is building a large launch to
East Maine general hospitaijU Bangor lor ness. Me. Lufkin was a carpenter and 1
covered a period of
eyes at her home Monday.
in BluehiU.
followed the trade all his life. He had ! rent to Mr. Kort, of Boston, for the sum- Her work a. a teacher
wife,
is
surgical treatment,
doing finely.
more than forty year*, and ahe had taught
Misses Edith and Marcia Bragdon are at
been a
member of Naskcag lodge, F. mer.
Mra. Mary l*te Bowden, of
M.
March IS.
Cartine *j„
more than 100 term, of achool, teaching in
home from Portland fora vacation.
and A.
M., since 1874; also a charter
has
daughter Marion, ia viaiting her -notiJ
been visiting
Mias Ioez Connor, who
N.
lUth,
Georgetown,
Y„
Brooklyn,
member
of
Brookhn
lodge, I. O.
Lee Eldridge and wife, of Shelburne
SALISBURY COVE.
Mra.
Feed
F.
Wardwell.
returned to North Brooksville Wed- Pblppsburg, and Kittery.
O. F., and of Center Harbor Rebckab i here,
Falls, Mass., are visiting at his mother’s.
Leon L. Smith, wife and son Wilson are
Mim Josephine Conner, who
nesday.
In 187N ahe waa married to Benjamin S.
i. j.
He leaves two daughters -Mrs. [
lodge.
Mrs. Elizabeth Gates and
daughter visiting in Portland.
Mrs. Inez Gray and daughter Myrtle, of Grace, of Kittery. Mr. Grace died in 1882, critical condition, will enter the hosnjJ
Weston Gott, of this place, and Mrs.
Edna, of Castine, are visiting home friends
Harry Trott, principal of the grammar Edith Hubbard, of Chelsea, Mass. A kind of Naskeag, are visiting relatives at Houth and a few year. Hater Mr*. Grace resumed at Bangor neat Wedneeday lor
here.
school in North Vmalhaven, is spending
Mtm Nellie Walker returned to
Brooks ville.
teaching, and followed that mention until
neighbor and friend and loving father has
8toe
The many friends of Josiab G. Bunker i bis vacation with his parents, Henry Trott
ahe came to thla place and had Ington Beturday, after
having t.ughl
is exOapt. Irvin Gray has gone to Boston to 18»7, when
gone to his reward.
Sympathy
are glad to bear he is improving, after a
with
her
niece.
and wife.
her
home
made
since
the
of the schooner David R. Til*
ceeafully
year’* achool in the timers™,
pressed to the sorrowing ones.
I uke charge
^
_

■

M

trrsta,^

illness.

severe

Miss

Williams, of Waterville,
spent a night with her parents recently on
her way to Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Charles

her

Miller
are

and

guests

of

Hopkins

wife, of Dorchester,
Mrs. Miller’s parents,

wife, of Bangor, were
of Percy Hanscom and

Mrs. Edward Dyer and daughter Frances
have been visiting friends in Ellsworth a
few

days.

Bertha Wilbur and little daughter,
of Northeast Harbor, are spending two
Mrs.

Harry Havey and two daughters
Saturday from Bangor to visit rela-

glad

Their

friends

many

extend the

B.

headway

much

few articles

when

discovered,

saved.

are

Blanche

Caier

from

that

Mrs.

estimable

working

is

Earl

at

is

clerking

Coombs, who

Packing Co.’s

clam

factory

|

Sylphia Coombs, who

|!

birth of

the

a

Thornaa Robinson and

family,

this

Mertis

Schooner
from her

Harbor and
ness

Friday for two
Principal Edward Lin-

for

for his home in Bar Harbor Saturday, and the assistant. Miss Edith Skelton, for hers in Belfast, Friday. The
class parts for graduation have been assigned as follows: Fred 8. Herrick, jr.,

Perry

who have

was

D. Smith.

taken

Derby, VtM

Jessie

«

L

WEST GOULDS BOKO.

taken

Mr*. Henry L. Griffin, of
iting Mm. 8. O. Wood.

to Southwest

placed

in

a

tery' in Georgetown.
March 18.

boro.

O.

,

March 9, seventeen of Alpheat Kiapmet at bta home to crlebrtu
hit twentieth birthday. It wu»;a complete

ley’s friends
surprise

was

attended.
Kills

School

A.

in

Alpbeua,

to

and much

enjoyed by

all.

Staple*,

her

Bangor, it vis-

The sixty-three club was pleasantly wFeb. M at H. P. Lowell's, and on
March 5 at E. 8. Sargent's, South Qouldi-

tertained

Mim

schooner

Saturday sfternoon

of Edward West, where it*
Her remains were taken io

Boston, accompanied by her sous.
March 17.

teacher

department

will

be

L

March 11.

in the pri-

_

mary department, *m called to S*»n'»
Inland by the serious illness of her mother.

ia borne.

foar-maated

prayers

boarded.

receiving tomb until spring, when the
burial will take place in the family ceme-

largely
DEER ISLE.

The

body

The flection ball Friday evening

Sub.

Mattie Knight, who ha# been teaching
in

m.,

were

the home

WINTER HARBOR.

Ashing.

U.

The

Harbor to be sent to Bath and

Northeasts

at

There

A brief service was held at the home
Sunday, March 10, conducted by Kev. O.

quarters
brought here to put in readi-

summer

March

H.

winter

and Cfcstioe grange. Bhe is sunrised
br
three son*, who have the sym|*tby ol

willed otherwise.

son

living in the Catherine Stanley bouse
since retiring from light-house service
last fall, will soon move to their home at
Southwest Harbor.

spring.

This community was abocked
by u,
death of Mra. Edith
early Friday morning, after a few boon1
illness of acute indigestion. She >H
8ft
year of age. Mrs. Domanski was pr,Wl.
nent in social and musical circles, a
inCM
to the needy, end a devoted mother,
8be
was s member of the W. K.
the
0. E.&.
C.,
sudden

take up life's duties, and friends
hoped for tt least a partial recovery. God

been

scott left

last week.

on

diet riel.

more

—Clair Augustus.

High school closed

Clark, who has been in the
woods for John W. Blaisdell, came home

only

congratulations

tion in Boston with her mother, Mrs. F.
W. Cole.

weeks’ vacation.

Martin

floors

Easter concert will be held in the
Capt. John Hopkins cut his hand badly
last week.
Baptist church Sunday evening, April 7.
Mrs. J. O Hancock has returned from a
Miss Nellie Cousins, who is teaching at
Fort Fairfield, is at home on her vacation. ! visit in New Hampshire.
Miss Rschel Cole is spending her vacaHenry Raymond and wife are receiving

Mrs.

win*

pine

his

An

here from

has been ill all

rooms over

MAN8ET.

Edith Lufkin Hubbard was called
Chelsea, Mass., Tuesday by the
death of her father. Prince E.
Lufkin.
She was accompanied by Mr. Hubbard.

in the

ent.

The

Mian Alice Judge i» home from Concord,
Mass., where she has spent the winter.
Mrs. Emma Holden and little granddaughter are visiting in Massachusetts.

worth
;

hard

putting

store, which baa
been occupied by the Brooksville Granite
Co. the past four years.
C.
March 16.

H. M. Pease has gone to South Bluehill,
where he will have charge of the Farns-

of the woods.

all out

of S. 8. Scamrnon.

E. E.

ladies’ aid
society will meet this afternoon to plan
ways and means of assisting Mr. Coolidge
and wife, and a benefit social will be given
to-night at C. E. hall.
were

of

Gray is overhauling
Oapt.
the schooner K me lie Belle and getting
ready for the summer's coasting.
Thurman L.

M. L. Chatto is

land.

ter, is geting out in pleasant weather.
One more car-load will finish the stone
contract of Frank Bradbury for the pres-

Much sympathy is felt for H. L. Coolidge
and wife in the loss of their house by tire
Saturday night. The fire had made so
a

The teams

store

LAMOINE.
Miss Flora Stratton is at home
Castine for a vacation.

patience.

woman

Bracey’s.
Frank Bradbury, jr.,

hand.

March 18.

a

is out.

She was deeply religious by nature. She
loved God 's people and ills-work, and
wherever in life her lot was cast, entered
at once into the religious work of the
place, regardless of denominations. She
was especially interested in Sunday achool
work.
She was a Christian in the truest
a kind friend and neighbor, ever
sense
ready to aid the sick, and comfort the afA few months ago Mrs. Grace
flicted.
united by bapti.m with the Protestant
Episcopal church, of thla place
During the long, weary months of her
illness, she wsited patiently, hoping to be
restored to health, that she might once

Boston.

Mrs. Anna Herrick is visiting in Rock- i into the

WEST FRANK UN.

Mrs.
tives.

Capt. Nelson Freetbay is ill.
A. H. Mayo, who has been ill,

wife.

was

week with relatives here.

came

Lester

parents,

I ton, of

Ukk Femme.

§

i

character, and will be sadly missed. She
leaves a husband, two sons—Seth and
Archie, and two daughters—Mrs. Frank
Thompson, of this place, and Mrs. Waldo
Verrill, of Biddeford; also two brothers
and a sister. Funeral services were held
Thursday afternoon, conducted by Rev.
Mr Judd, pastor of the Methodist church
at Bar Harbor.
March 11.
R.
|

and

week-end guests
wife.

her

which she bore with much

Fred Gordon and wife.

Percy Homer

with

vacation

March 11.

spending

is

Linda, wife of George W. Hopkins, died
March 7, after a long and painful illness

poor health some time, is now* seriously ill
from the effects of a shock.
Guy
Mass.,

Young's district,

in

McFarland and

Emmeline Millett, who has been in

Mrs.

Sadie McFarland, who has been

teaching

Miss Myrtle Merritt i« ill.
F. P. Noyes and Carroll Dunn went to
Augusta Monday to attend the democratic

sus-

for the remainder of the term.
valedictory; Payson Carter, salutatory; ! Bishop, commanded and partly owned by pended 11.
State convention.
for Mrs. P. W. DeBeck this winter, has re8.
March
C. A. Haskell, of this place, was lost
I Olive Kane, class history and prophecy; Capt.
turned home.
Mm. Jane Guptill, of Gouldsboro, who
Lawrence Lurvey, class oration; Oscar W. on the Florida coast March 3. She w ill be
4tev. E. 8. Drew and wife were in
has been caring for Mr*. E. M. Stems,
8. 8. Clark has passed his seventy-fifth
Ford, presentation of gifts and addresa to a total loss.
Cherry field Monday.
returned home Sunday.
The supper given by the brothers of the milestone, and is now receiving
a
The class officers are
Mrs. Annie Joyce, who la in the Bangor
undergraduates.
Henry E. Frasier left Monday for Bosgrange, which marked the close of an in- ! month pension,
Fred S. Herrick, jr., president; Lawrence hospital for treatment, was operated on
Mrs. Alton Young, who has bc a emton, w here he has employment.
teresting contest between the ladies and j
Fred McKenzie has returned from Phila- Lurvey. vice-president; Olive Kane, treasWednesday, and reports of her condition
ployed at F. P Noyes’ the past winter, ban
W. Farrar has opened a barber
Richard
gentlemen, was a decided success. The ; delphia. He left his brother David con- urer; Paysou Carter, secretary; Oscar are encouraging. Her many friends hope
returned to ber home in Goulds boro.
ahop id tbe building formerly occupied
clam stew, which they made, deserves
valescent, although very weak.
Ford, historian. The class colors are blue for a speedy recovery.
E. J. Hobertaon.
H. P. Asbe and wife were in hullinn
by
special mention. Although the night was
and old gold.
March 18.
•
Ch'ek’R.
March 11.
Hex.
Charlea Smaliidge, of Caatine, ia in Friday to attend the funeral of Blanche
stormy, the ladies were there and gave
Gapt.
Henry C. Allen died Monday, March 11,
three hearty cheers for the brothers, after
town, called here by the serious ilinea of Murphy Johnson, who died March 13 at
ATLANTIC.
EGYPT.
after a week’s illness of pleurisy.
His
partaking of their bountiful supper.
Mar Harbor.
hi* brother, Joseph L.
*
Mrs.
J.
received
indeath is a great shock to his many friends
Lucy Staples
Mrs. Newell G. Hardison, who has been
painful
March 18.
R. h.
H.
E.
of
Small,
classical
InstiA. W. Gordon and wife. Mm. F. H
down
a
Higgins'
of
juries by falling
flight
steps at and neighbors. Many years ago Mr. Alien quite poorly for some weeks, ia improving.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
tute, formerly a principal of tbe high Noyes, Chandler and Dorothy Noye* atL. B. Joyce’s recently.
united with the Baptist church here, and
Coombs*
son
Holcie
8.
little
Harold
Mrs.
hThereat, Death has entered our ranks and
school here, is visiting friends in town.
tended the ball giy«n by th* ladies of
Warren Sprague died suddenly March 1, had been a faithful member. He was also was
removed from our midst neighbor Prank A.
very ill last week, but ia now improvHarbor
Thursday evening,
C. K. Grover, C. 11. Davis and Dr. Small Sullivan
Power, whose presence and counsel in previ- of pneumonia. Mr. Sprague was of a re- a member of Brooklin grange, taking an ing.
March 14.
went to Ellsworth Monday to attend a
ous meetings is recalled with interest, theretiring disposition, but was highly es- active interest in all its enterprises. He
Mias Julia M. Sawyer'and Meltzer E.
L
March 18.
fore
teemed. He leaves i widow, five sons and leaves a widow and thirteen children.
meeting bf Blanqucfort commandery.
Sea turnon, both of Egypt, were married
Resolved, That in the death of neighbor one brother, the last survivor of a large His death ia the first’severed link in this
K. T.
Saturday evening at the Baptist parsonage
Frank A. Power, Jordan River camp No. 9096,
Tbe third annual meeting of tbe past
family. He was sixty-four years of age. large family. The children are Mary E. by Rev. G. Mayo. Their many friends exSOUTH DEER ISLE.
M. W. of A., has lost a beloved and reMuch sympathy is felt for the wife, her- I Freethey, William, Mrs. Harry Qrindle,
masters of Winter Harbor lodge, P. and A.
Jacob Bryant is seriously ill.
tend congratulations.
spected member and the town an upright citibeen at work

_

Prin, Kendall and Ruth Allen, all of this
town; Mrs. Blanche Gott, of Swan’s
Island; Raymond C., of New London,
of this island, died March 3 of grip and a
Erneat L. and Mrs. Hattie Radcomplication of diseases. Mr. Staples was Conn.;
el iffe, of Rockland; Mrs. Nellie McPhira lifelong resident of this tow n, and will
;
of Brookline, Mass.; Miss Georgia
be greatly missed.
Though over eighty j son,
Allen and Gleason Allen, of Boston. The
years of age, his health bad always been
of the community goes out to
good and he retained his faculties to a re- sympathy
Services were held at the
markable degree. He leaves four daugh- the faraiTy.
home Wednesday
afternoon, Rev. G.
ters and two sons.
Mayo, of Franklin, the pastor who bapMarch 11.
8.
tised him, officiating.
The floral tributes
were many and beautiful.
GOTT’S ISLAND.
March 19.
L’NE Femme.
Fishermen report lobsters scarce and
self in poor health.

zen.

Resolved, That we extend to the bereaved
family our heartfelt sympathy in their great
affiic&tion, and that these resolutions be recorded on a full page in our record book, and
copy be aent to Tub Ellsworth American
and to the bereaved family, and that our
charter be draped in mourning for thirty

days.

C. B. Young,
F. W. Eaton,
R. R. McDonald,
Committee.

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Burial services for Mrs. Blanche Murphy
Johnson, w hose death occurred last week
at Bar

Harbor,

were

held

Sfcbcrnsnnrrus.

Mother

wife

receiving

the Little One’s Health.

is

a

HOAP.

March 11.

J. W. McKay, who has had a severe
rheumatism, is gaining.
Miss Tillie Martin, of Bar Harbor, was
the week-end guest of her mother.
A. E. Tracy and wife were in Ellsworth
recently, guests of Mrs. T. 0. Tracy.
has gone to Boston to
with her Bister, Mrs.

Mrs. F. 8. Graves

spend a

few weeks

W. Ames.
March

18.

M.

bod was

born to Mr. and

Earl

where

T.

Kidney Pills,

NORTH LAMOINE.

Mrs.

home here for

their

praise.

I

Hagan

has closed

her

while and gone to Sullihusband is employed.

a

van, where her
March 18.

and

heath.”
The above statement was given July 1,
1906, and on July 31, 1911, Mrs. Freeman
said: “I still think highly of Doan's Kidney Pills, and willingly verify my former

after

a

are

home from

The town-meeting dinner served by the
ladies’aid society was a great success; also
the drama and ball in the evening.
March 11.
Rookkt.

tbe

Norwood

is

visiting

grip,

oat

are

again.

in

Lunt has gone to Boston to
spend her vacation with relatives.
Kev. E. L. Bigelow is spending a vacaTheresa M.

few

days’

vacation

after

a

a

David
of

Nyce,

win-

social at

of Black

shock

;

hospital
came

in

home

Rockland three week* ago,

Tuesday,

much

encouraged

regard to her health.
March 18.

A GREAT POTATO FERTILIZER.

March 11.

P. M.
SEAL HAKBOK.

William McNaoghton

fractured

a

rib

recently.
Mrs.

James

Marshall, jr.,

island, died sud-

Varnum and Mrs. David
visiting in Franklin.

are

March 11.

morning, March
11.
Funeral services were held at the
Methodist church here Wednesday, Bev.

Essex Fertilizers
satisfy the users because they produce the desired
results. They are composed of
organic matter, the essential of
plant life, and such chemicals as will balance the whole. The
absorption by the plant begins at the time of sowing and lasts
until the crop is harvested.
For a permanent plant food in
concentrated form use Essex Fertilizers.
If in doubt as to
what brand to use write us for information, and ask for
our book of
suggestions, v

M.

It*pda Attack of Death.
'‘Five years ago two doctors told me I had
only two years to live.” This startling statement wm made by Stillman Green, Malachite,
Col. “They told me I would die with coasumption. It was up to me then to try the
best lung medicine and I began to use Dr.
King's New Discovery. It was well I did, for
to-day I am working and believe I owe my
life to this great throat and long care that

causes

Essex Fertilizer Co.,39 N. Market St.,Boston,Mass.,,

has cheated the grave of another victim.” It's
or other
throat and lung troubles now. Take the cure
that’s safest. Price 50 cents and #1.00. Trial
bottle free at all druggists.

folly to suffer with eoughs, colds

all dealers.

v

The most common cause of insomnia is
disorders of the stomach. Chamberlain’s:

Don’t let the

or

_

Stomach and Liver Tablets correct these
disorders and enable you to sleep. For
sale by all dealers.
^JZo±t
,,

|
j

I

We Want Local Agents Where We Are
Not Represented.

in

H.

FERTILIZERS

I have used Essex Fertiliser for the last four seasons, and find
tt to be a great crop grower.
I never raised so large crops before
as since I have used the Essex. This season I
planted seven acres of
on
the
same iand that I raised
potatoes
potatoes last year. This season
I raised eight hundred and thirty-five barrels of fine marketable potatoes
on the seven acres with no other fertilizer than the Essex.
My son also
planted one and one-half acres of land to potatoes, used seventeen hundred
pounds of Essex on the piece, and harvested and sold five hundred and
eighty-three bushels of market potatoes with no other fertilizer. W'e think
this is a fair yield, as this is an off
year/*
Feed. Chase, Sebec Station, Me.

Monday

baby sailer from eczema, sore*
any itching of the skin. Doan’s Ointment
gives instant relief, cures quickly. Perfectly
safe for children. All druggists sell it.—Advt.

Mra. Bartlett.

Jacob Bryant and wife, who hsve been
in Wwt Hlontngtoo this winter, are home.
M. P. Gray, an elderly man, fell tha

brethren

HIGH
GRADE

monia.

Y,

If you have trouble in getting rid of your
cold you may know that you are not treating it properly. There is no reason why a
cold should hang on for weeks, and it will
not if you take Chamberlain’s Cough
Remedy. For sale by ail dealers.

and to live with

visit

Wells Twomfcly, of Portland, is
her brother, Charles Martin.
Mrs. J. T. Know It on has been in Han*
gor the past week with her father, Capt.
Robbins who has been very ill of pneu-

evening,

a

a

Mrs.

family by the government steamer Hibiscus to his old home here.
denly

Augustus Coombs is home from
New York.

visiting

K. of P. hall
March 23. Proceeds
for the minister’s salary.
Gapt. N. A. Heed, keeper of Nash’s
island light, who is critically ill of
Bright’s disease, was brought with his
be

Benjamin Tracy and wife left Saturday
Troy, where Mr. Tracy ia employed.
Lucy Shepard has gone to Swan * bl-

for

Mass.

M’KINLEY.

ter’s absence.

Saturday

from

j

her

Miss Margaret Patterson is home, after
Clifton Springs, N. Y.
March 11.
G.

parents at Springfield, Mass.
Miss Marion Hodgdon, of Center, was a
guest at Mrs. B. B. Reed’s Saturday night
and Sunday.
a

came

several months in

tion with his

for

wife

John Thombs is visiting in Rox-

Mrs.

bury.

and

retired to tbe ball, where
week, injuring himself severely.
past master s degree was conferred
A son was born to Willard Knight sad
tbe
B.
Frank
upon
present master,
Sumwife, of North Stonington, March 9.
ner, by Past Master F. E. Weston. FolVivian Greenlaw, who ia employed in
lowing the degree work, tbe public was
admitted to the hall and enjoyed a pleasSpringfield, Maas., is visiting her parrot*,
ing program presented in an admirable J. H. Greenlaw and wife.
manner by tbe ladies.
Like previous oc- j
Mrs. D. W. Ff field. who baa spent » !•«
casions, the meeting of Saturday evening i days with friends here, went to her home
was voted a decided success.
at West Stonington Monday.
March 18.
g.
Mrs. R. W. Judkins, who went to the

niece, Mrs. Mildred Lopaus, at West Tre-

Thelma.

Harry Stanley

Rockland Tuesday.

the

TREMONT.
Mrs. Mildred

Do you know that of all the minor ailments colds are
far the most dangerheadache, nausea, diz- ! ous? It is not by
the cold itself that you
Drastic need to
ziness, languor, heart palpitation.
but the serious diseases that
fear,
physics gripe, sicken, weaken the bowels and ; it often leads to.
Most of these are
1
don't cure. Doan’s Regulets act gently and known as germ diseases. Pneumonia and
Ask your drug- consumption are among them.
cure constipation. 25 cents.
Why not
take ChamberlainV Cough Kemedy and
gist. ^—Ad at.
cure your cold while you can?
For sale by

Constipation

advise

mothers having children similarly afflicted
to try Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
He member the name—Doan's—and take
no other.

Coleman

ill of

There will

at

are

Fred Hagan is spending a few days with
his parents, Ira B. Hagan and wife.

in much better

in

New

H. T. Webstar and wife, who hare been

day
Mrs.

March 11.

recommended by thousands. Conin the following statement;
it’s from a resident of this locality:
Mrs. Charles S. Freeman, 236 Harlow St.,
Bangor, Me., says: “Our little boy was
troubled by weak kidneys from birth, and
although we doctored and gave him many
remedies, he was not helped. We finally

statement

Truaael) and wife
York.

Charles

Will A. Clark, sr., arrived home Thurs-

NORTH FRANKLIN.
A

been

of Doan’s

home

Boston.

visit in

Mrs.

vincing proof

use

ia

girl.

irregular urination, headaches, dizzy
Fracey March S.
spells or a tired, worn-out feeling, begin
Misses Verna and Sadie Lawrie
Pills
at
Doan's
once.
This
Kidney
giving
home from East port and Addison,
remedy has been used in kidney troubles
been teaching.
for over 75 years—it has cured and has they have

was soon

Carey

Mrs. Mildred Norwood* of Tremont, is mont.
visiting her niece, Mrs. Edwin Lopaus.
Friends of Mrs. Pbebe White, of BerCapt. Gard Lamson and son Carl have nard, were pained to hear of her death
gone to Owl’s Head to finish the scallop March 7, after a severe illness of cancerous
season.
humor. 8he leaves a husband, two chilMrs. Maggie Trask, who has spent the
dren—a son and a daughter.
Mrs. Alex White died March 7, after a
winter with her daughter, Mrs. C. H.
NORTH CASTUCB.
March 8.
Kim.
long illness, at her borne at Bernard.
Hodgkins, in Attleboro, Mats., is borne.
Ralph Snow, of Vermont, who has emMarch 15.
Chips.
Miss Muriel Lunt, who has spent the
ployment in Belfast, was here last week
winter in Boston, is home.
Should
CA8TINE.

Oftentimes weak kidneys cause great
annoyance and embarrassment to children. Inability to control the kidney secretions, at night or while at play, is attributed to carelessness and too frequently
Parents having
the child is punished.
children troubled with kidney weakness
would do well to treat the kidneys with a
tested and proven kidney remedy. If
there is pain in the back, discolored urine,

began the

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Master Charles

WEST TREMONT.

attack of

he

M., was bald at Masonic ball, Saturday
evening, March 18. An elaborate banquet
was served at 6 o'clock by tbe ladies of
the Baptist circle. The following past
were
masters, with
ladies,
present:
George W. Tracy, C. E. Grover. B. E.
Tracy, A. E. Small, C. H. Davis, 11. G.
SmaUidge, II. H. Hanson, F. E. Weston,
Bert Hand, E. C. Hammond, H. E. Sumner and B. F. Sumner.
After tbe banquet,

M.

Nice, of Black island, died Monday of paralysis, with which he was
stricken the day before.

FRANKLIN

Neglect

are

March 18.

resident

David

Children’s Kidneys.
Ellsworth

the oldest male

prices dropping.
Philip Moore and
congratulations. It

Friday

here

Staples,

Gilman

a

No

has

I
1

blukhux.

Ri0ehill-O«>»*®8*«v*,,**c,,d®my
recess.

J, week

clo"*<J

the spring
Kthel M. mover have
MM
. trip to Bo.ton.
from
„ed
is spending her
Ncine M. Douglass
with her mother, Mrs. Mine

Herbert Tapley, of Brooklln, is In town.
Pearl Gott, who is in poor health,
has gone to Bangor for medical treatment.

(or

ere

receiving
e deugb-

Fred E. Tapley has given up the livery
and will leave to-day for East
Saginaw, Mich. He will be accompanied
as far as Boston by his brother, Harry M.

business,

*r, horn

Merch 18.
Curtis i» et home from
M|>11- Mery
she has been teeching. The
nbou. where
Cartie teughl wee
Donee where Miee
U*« -«k‘

Misses

when

Keoekakscalled

them

were

delegation

a

the wear and tear of
yonr system.
That’s what mattes you feel old.
Nothing In the world will tone up
and Invigorate those weak, back-sliding organs, make rich blood and cre-

of

Thursday
ate strength so
qnlckly as Vlnol.
ing at their bome'in North Brooksviile.
Vlnol Is not a secret nostrum, simDainty refreshments were served during ply the medicinal elements of the
the evening.
cods' livers, with the useless nauseatMarch 18.
Tomhon.
ing oil eliminated, and tonic Iron added. Try a bottle of Vlnol with the
A LI'EH ILL FALLS.

burned

selectmen ere censing tbo brownneste to be removed (rom the
—J
* ra„ih
«nd raoslof the citizens ere looktheir orcherde end shade-trees.
Tbc

elt'-r

sng

and Nellie Stover

Grace

agreeably surprised

of Merettie Pert, wife
Bioehill friends
Welland Cley, were shocked
®I George

on

even-

tinderstanding

that your money will
bo returned If It does not make
you
stronger, feel younger and give you
an added Interest In life.
G. A. Parcher,
Ellsworth, Me.

Mrs. Annie Duffee, of Seaville, is visitOf her deetb st Bangor laet
Mrs. Clay was taken to ing here.
Friday night.
for medical treatment, and
Roy Hall fell on the ice last week, injurBangor Friday
her recovery was held by all. She ing one of his legs.
bope of
infant
besides
an
and
son,
a husband
Mrs. Mary Ober spent last week in
A. Pert; three sisters
bar father, George
Sargentviile with her sister, Mrs. Grant.
from
the
one
Just
year
March 11.
Crumbs.
and one brother.
marriage to Mr. Clay, the fuBar of her
after
A.
B.
is
being
Conary
improving,
bereaved
held.
The
j
naiai services were
of the confined to the bouse for six weeks.
family haw the deepest sympathy
j Harry Conary and wife have the sym•itirc community,
pathy of all in the loss of their sister.
caucus sturdily evening
nuH-ratic
dt
Tbe
Dr. Otia Littlefield
Forrest Candage had a successful operaatteuded.
well
fM
chairman and Harry Hinck- tion his throat last Tuesday, in Buckni fleeted
bMr

Pauper Notice.

_

Dr. Littlefield, Charles A.
let secretary.
Charles E. Greene wero elected
to the State convention, and

deleft***
M.

contracted with the City of Ella*
to support and care for those who
may need assistance during the next five
years and are legal residents
Haworth. 1
forbid all persons trusting them on my accouut, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
house.
M. J. Dkcmmey

HAVING
worth

sport.
Word has been received of the birth of a
daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Synclare,
on March 10, in Roxbury, Mass.

g,J0W *n1

Snow, Harry Hinckley, 1. K.

jobn

Stanley alternate*. The following town
committee was elected for two years: Dr.

Mr. Krehbiel
ments made

on

will

have

HaiiioatiB imi Steamboats.

improvespring.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

some

his house this

field, chairman; I. E. Stanley,! March 18.
Oti«
CRUMBS.
•ecreUry; Wm. C. Greene, Wilbur WardC.
P.
Corlla,
Alva
Lyman
Soper,
en,
BUCKS PORT.
JobD M. Snow, Koecoe Grindle, Harry
John F. Lawrence died March 12, aged
Wra.
B.
W.
Horace
Herrick,
Hinckley,
orty-five years, after a long illness. He
gnow, Georg* 'V. Abbott, Charles E. leaves a
widow, two sous and two daughK.
Ward
Albion
well,
Grwne, ijbarlcs
Lilt U

Maine

H.

_#

A MATSUR DRAMATIC*.
Bluebill Dramatic Co.

The

Claim” before
bouse Wednesday, March 13.

«Cnw ford's

|

pr*«ented
crowded

a

The weath-

er could not have been more unfavorable,
but lone before the time for the curtain,

Raiiboao

BAR) HARBOR TO BANOOR.
A

BAR HARBOR ....lv
Sorrento.•+*.
Sullivan.
Mt I>esert Ferry.
Waukfiie. Sullivn Fy
Hancock.
Franklin Road.
Waah’ft'n June-ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falla.
NI col in.
Green Lake.
Phillips Lake.
Ecery'a Mill.
Holden.
Brewer June.
BANGOR— ar.

scats had to be brought in.
From the riae of the curtain, the company held the closest attention of the audieoov and round after round of applause

Caroline A., widow of Capt. Joshua
Smith, died Thursday morning after an
illness of a few days of heart failure, at
the home of her daughter, Mrs. George P.
Homer. She was seventy-nine years of
age. Besides this daughter, she leaves one
son—Seth H. Smith of Boston.

fleeted
!

players daring

the

evening.

the

The general verdict was the “best
performance ever given in town”.
hard

It would be

pick

to

amateur

out the

best,

every members of the cast was well
fitted for (he part in which he or she
Miss

NugMargaret Hinckley,
the leading lady, and played
as

get! Nell, **s
Her solo in the
part to perfection.
first act made a great hit.
Mis-* Jennie K. Littlefield, as Abigail
UreenkMf. was a hit. Her solo between
the

the

very fine.
of Bella Woodward

act* was

was ably
part
taken by Miss Nettie B. Pollard, though
the part gave tittle opportunity to show

Tb->

her

ability.

Tbe members of tbe cast apMiss Pollard aa a prompter, and

preciated
knew

her

real

better

worth

Durbin

it in

Alice

Perkins

cat

tbe

than

Bangor this we«k.
returned to Hkowbe-

returned from
visiting.
Mrs. W. B. Sherwood and Miss Olive, of
Islesboro, are guests of F. L. 8eger and
Mrs. Lewi a Black haa

where ahe has been

Deter

Curtis,

Herbert Stanton,

as

has

Perkins' house, and will

purchased
move

Urge part its succasij
Pearl Emerson, as Jack Dtvi), \ w: item
*Ugr driver, took tbe house by storm.
Fred L. Greene, as Mike Moore, an Irish
lawyer, was good. Harry Hinckley, as
Bill

Mulligan,

menu

tbe

of

did

his

to show

best

tbe

Mulligan’s remedies, and to own
of his employer.
Charles

business

Tucker,

ss
Ling Lung, would make a
Chinaman turn pale with envy, and Luman Hatch, as Joe
Bowers, a broken-down
•ctor, was excellent.
HU specially be-

****** the acts with his clubs
by all.

was

enjoyed

Howard Osgood, the musical director,
performed well the part of the sheriff,
»od st the last

I

moment, without notice,
called upon to take the part of “Deacon” Crawford, which he did with credit.
Mr. Osgood and Percy Sauuders aaug

“Casey”

jn

a

the bouse in
The

play

way, and had

funny

very

an

uproar.

followed by a ball, with
The
Atherton’s orchestra.
march was led by Miss Pollard and Harry
Hinckley, followed by about fifty couples.
ffiuaic

was

by

March 18.

Bpkc.

Mrs. Maria T. Gross has concluded her
visit with her sisters, Mrs. Emma W. Van
Horn and Dora M. Burriil, and has joined
her
daughters, Berrie M. and Abbie E. in
hoxbury, Mass.
WEST BKOOKSVILLE.
The ladies’ circle was entertained Thursday alteruoon and evening at the commodious farmhouse of Mrs. Charles Babtodge. Although the day was stormy, the
attendance was a record-breaker for the
Present season, over thirty being present.
The time was
busily spent on work for the
fair to be held in
August. After supper a
•hcial evening was

enjoyed.
Dne of the most
enjoyable days for years
leased by the correspondent and his

Wlfe

Saturday, at

of the Jones
sumptuous dinner from a
dining-table at which the writer had
dined forty-seven years ago, we visited
the barns and
stables. We saw there
seventeen prime cows and yearling heifers,
Haters.

one

lj»?y

After

the

driving-horse,
sheep

home

a

with

two

many

work-horses,
apring lambs,

To Mothers—Ana Others.
cau.a»^ Bucklen'rfArnica Salve to cure
eczema, rashes, tetter, chafings,
humors, as well as their acental injuries—cuts, burns, bruises, etc..
***ety- Nothin*: else heals so
»V««I
boils, ulcers,
UIVCIB. UIU,
old, running or
16 eta. at

ckTi?«u

“jWrtBof

feyer*'

h.J. .h.n

"

8iokelamith, Greensboro, Pi
children, end like most childre

take
IJje
frequently
red several
kinds

a

'i*

cold.
“We ha
ol cough medicine
‘‘b°t have never found any y
A 111801 •» much fcOod aa Cham be
Cou81' Kemedy.” For sale by
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Daily except Sunday.
°Daliy except Monday.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.28
p m. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10.62
p. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
t Stops on signal to conductor.
(Stops only to leave passengers from pointa
on Washington County Railroad.
Passengers are earnestly requestly to procure tickets before eutering the trains, and
t

ahtjrniarnumji.

Nervous ?
Thin? Pale?

;

Ellsworth

| especially

to

Falls aud

Falls

to

Ellsworth.
H. D. WALDRON.
General Passenger Agent.
morris McDonald.
Vice President Si General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

Are you easily tired, lack your
usual vigor and strength?
Then your digestion must be
poor, your blood must be
thin, your nerves must be
weak. You need a strong
tonic. You need Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, the only Sarsaparilla entirely free from alcohol. We believe your doctor
will endorse these statements. Ask and find out.

Steamship
Corporation.

Eastern

Reduced Winter Fares.
Bar Harbor and Boston ifli.SO.

Blueiiill and Boston $<‘i.r>0.
Steamer Boothbay leaves Bar Harbor 10 a m
Monday and Thursday for Seal Harbor, North,
Harbor. Man set, Southwest Harbor, Base
Harbor, Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.

east

If you think constipation is of trifling
He
consequence, just ask your doctor.
will disabuse you of that notion in short
be
will
once!”
it
at
order. “Correct
Pills.
say. Then ask him about Ayer’s
A mild liver pill, all vegetable.

Mlneola

Steamer

leaves

Blueblll

0am

Monday and Thursday for South Blueblll,
Brookllo, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Kockland,
connecting with

Lowell, Hw,

steamer

for Boston.

RETURNING
The Boston Globe.
The reading public all through New England hae cauae to appreciate the wonderful
whose argalaxy ot writers of national fame
in
ticles appear in the Boston Holiday Olobe.
New
in
England appears the
no other paper
humor of Mr.
and

timely

Turbine Steel

philosophical

E. L. SMITH. Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M.

is what your money will
Invested In shares of the

A NEW
Is

earn

If

8ERIE8

open. Shares, 81 each; monthly pay
menu, 81 per share.

WHY

FAY RENT

when you can borrow uo your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce It every month? Monthly
payments ana Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paytng for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

as always, contains all
excellent illustrations and issues

and funniest domic
one of the cleanest
tions printed by any Sunday newspaper,

now

particulars Inquire of
O. W. Taplhy, See’y,
First Nat’l Bank.Bldg.
A. W. Klno, President.
For

sec1

THE

dim. Heaviness, Heartburn
Go in Five Minutes.
Eat a hearty meal if you want to.
Then take two MI-O-NA tablets and
you’ll wonder why that old stomach of
yours is so comfortable.
MI-O-NA tablets do more than give

cause.

Jane R.

late of

in said

Castine,
Wituerle,
relief, they clean,
renovate, put coutty, deceased.
A
certain instrument
strength and elasticity into the stom- purporting to be the last will and testament
ach walls and build up the general of said deceased, together with petition for
O.

r>

probate thereof, presented by Eruest
Adams, the executor therein named.
J. Atwood Bowden, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented
by Florence A.
Bowden, the executrix therein named.
Melinda L, Tower, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purpoiting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Mary A. Leland,
'■
the executrix therein named.
George Blodget, la;e of Bucksport, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purSTATK OF MAINE.
porting to be the last will and testament of
Hancock, »s.
said deceased, together with petition for proHuprc me Judicial Court, October Term, 1911. bate thereof,
by Mary 8. Blodget,
To tbe Honorable Justice of the Supreme widow of said deceased.
Henry D. Averill, late of Eden, in said
Judicial Court, next to be hokleo at Ifillaworth, within and for said county on the county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament and
second Tuesday of October, 1911.
Marcia Sargent, of Kllsworth, wife of Albert col lei I of said deceased, together with peti- severalty.
Wherefore he prays that notice to all perH. Walker, respectfully represents that she tion for probate thereof, presented by Mary
sons interested, to wit:
to ail persons named
was lawfully
married to the said Albert H. E. Averill, the executrix therein named.
as owners in the petition together with pub.Bessie
A.
late
in
said
oNOrland,
Hopkins,
Walker, at Kllsworth, Maine, October, '29. 1906,
lic notice to all persons interested in said
deceased.
Petition that AJdie L.
by the Rev. H. W. Sutton, a minister of the county,
or some other suitable
person be ap- property and unknown may be ordered, comgospel, duly commissioned to solemnize Page
missioners appointed, and his said inte.est
marriages; that they lived together as hus- pointed administrator of the estate of said deout to him to be held in fee and in severband and wife at said KUsworth from Octo- ceased. presented by Addie L. Page an heir- set
alty.
at- law of said deceased.
to
that
libelant
1906,
ber,
January. 1907;
your
Dated
at Ellsworth this fourth day or March,
a.
late
of
in
said
Atkeu,
Mary
Bucksport,
has always conducted herself towards her
t. d. 1912.
Henry 8. Mitchell.
Petition that Alice H.
county, deceased.
said h.isband as a faithful, true and affectionScott, or some other suitable person be apate wife; that the said libelee totally disreadministrator
of
said
dethe
estate
of
garding his marriage vows and obligations pointed
STATE |OF MAINE.
ceased. presented by P. L. Aiken, a creditor of
was guilty of cruel and abusive treatment and
County of Hancock, ss.—Supreme Judicial *
said deceased.
enreme cruelty towards your said nneiant:
lu
vacation.
2ourt.
Willard
C.
late
of
said
in
Penobscot,
That in March. 1907. the said Albeit H. Walker
Gray, Petition
Ellsworth, Maine, March 4,1912.
that George M.
deserted your said libelant, without cause, county, deceased.
Upon the foregoing petition ordered: That
and went to parts unknown to her, and for Staples or some other suitable person be apthe
administrator
of
the
estate
raid
degive notice of the pendency of
of
petitioner
pointed
more than three continuous consecutive years
petition to all persous named therein and
presented by Aurilla V. Gray, widow ihe
prior to tbe making of this libel he has 1 ceased.
whose residences are known, by causing a
ot said deceased.
deserted
and
during
utterly
your libelant,
Philena A. Morgrage, late of Castine, in said
copy of the petition and of this order thereon
said time she has neither seen nor heard
to be served upon each of said parties, fourfrom him, or received from him any support; county, deceased. Petition that Kobert Crosteen days, at least, before the second Tuesday
or some other suitable person be apgrove
is
no
collusion
between
that there
your libelpointed administrator of the estate of said de- of April, a. d. 1912, by some person duly auant and the said libelee Jo obtain a divorce:
to serve civil processes in the place
that your libelant believes it reasonable and ceased, presented by Ella Gray, an heir-at- thorized
where served.
law of said deceased.
proper that the bonds of matrimony between
And it is further ordered that notice be
John 8. Aiken, late of Bucksport, in said
her and her said husband should be dissolved
Final account of P. L. given to all persons interested and named as
county, deceased.
by divorce:
unknown in said petition by causing a copy
Wherefore she prays that such divorce may Aiken, administrator, filed for settlement.
Edward Brown, late of Sedgwick, in said thereof and of this order thereon to be pubbe decreed.
countv, deceased.
First account of Inez C. lished three weeks consecutively in the EllsEllsworth, August 26, 1911.
worth American, the first publication to be
Brown, admin stratrix, filed lor settlement.
Marcia Saruent W'alkkr.
John D. Whittaker, late of Franklin, in said thirty days at least before said second TuesSubscribed and sworn to before me this 26th county, deceased. First account
M. day of April, a d. 1912, that all may then apof.George
day of August, 1911.
Whittaker, administrator, filed lor settlement. pear before our Supreme Jadicial Court, then
Samuel M. Downs, late of Andover, Massa- to be holden at Ellsworth in said county and
Q. B. Stuart.
chusetts, deceased. Final account of George State and answer to said petition.
Justice of the Peace.
Arno W. Kino,
H. Poor, executor, filed lor settlement.
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
George W. Bartlett, late or Mount Desert, in
A true copy of the petition and Order of
said county, deceased. First account of FranSTATE OF MAINE.
Hancock sa.—Supreme Judicial Court. In cis U. Bartlett, administrator, filed for settle- Court thereon.
Attest:—John E. Bunker,
vacation.
Ellsworth. Feb. 26, a. d. 1912.
P. Wood, a person of unsound mind,
Clerk Sup. Jud. Court."
Upon the foregoing Libel. Ordered: That of Frank
in
said
First
of
Castine,
account
county.
the Libelant give notice to tbe said Libellee
STATIC or MAINE.
Charles P. Wood, guardian, filed fo*- settleto
appear before the Justice of our Supreme
Hancock, ss.
Judicial Court, to be holden at Ellsworth,
Martin O. Cunningham, late of Snrry, in To the the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
within and for tbe County of Hancock, on the
said county, deceased. Petition filed by AlJudicial Court, next to be holden at Ellasecond Tuesday of April a. d., 1912, by pubfred CjixIou, administrator, for license to sell
worth. within and for said County, on the
lishing an attested copy of said Libel and this
second Tuesday of October, A. D. 1911.
order tnereon, three weeks successively in the certain real estate of said deceased, as deEllsworth American, a newspaper printed in scribed in said petition.
E. Butler, of Brooklin, in said
Collin E. Bills, a minor, of Cavendish, in the
Ellsworth in our county of Hancock, the first
county, wile of George H. Butler, redistrict of
and sta'e of Vermont.
That her maiden
publication to be thirty days at least prior to Petition filedWindsor,
spectfully
represents:
A.
Bills, guatdian, name was Caroline E.
by Sterling
the second Tuesday of-April next, that he may
Hal); that sue was lawthere and then in our said Court appear and for license to sell certain real estate of said
married to the said George H. Butler, at
as described in said petition.
fully
minor,
answer to said libel.
Wescott & Preble, of Bar Harbor, town of Rocklaud, Knox county, Maine, on the twenArno W. King,
of March, a. a. 1895, by R. H. BurnSecond account of tieth day
Eden, in said county.
that they lived together as husband
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Coart. John K. Preble,
surviving partner, filed for ham;
aDd wife at Rockland, Knox county, Maine,
A true copy of the Libel and Order of Court
eettlement.
and at Brooklin. Hancock couuty, Maiu e,
thereon.
Henry Whiting, late of Ellsworth, in said from the time
or their said marriage nti 1 the
Attest:—John E. Bunker, Clerk,
county, deceased. Resignation of Samuel K. first
day of July, a d. 1903; that your libellant
filed.
Whiting, administrator,
has always conducted herself towards her
STATE OF MAINE.
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of said Court. said husband as a faithful, true and
ffectionHancock ss.—At a probate coart held at
A true copy of the original order.
ate wife; that on the said first day af July, a.
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
d. 1903 the said Geoige H. Butleroutterly deon the fifth day of March, in the year of our
serted your libellant without cause and went
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Lord one thousand nine hundred and twelve.
to parts unknown to her; since the first day
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
George A. Maddocks, of Ells- of July, a. d. 1908, she has never received from
a copy of the last will and testament of
worth, Hancock County, Maine, by his him any support; that said utter desertion
dated
the
CORNELIUS WELLINGTON, late of LEX
mortgage deed,
twenty-sixth day of has continued for three consecutive years
May. a. d. 1900, and recorded in the Hancock next prior to the filing of this libel; that his
INGTON,
registry of deeds, book 349, page 872, conveyed residence is unknown to our libellaut and
in the county of Middlesex, and Common- to me, the undersigned, certain lots or parcels
cannot
be ascertained by reasonable diliwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the of land situate in Ellsworth, in the said
that there is no collusion between
thereof in said Commonwealth of county of Hancock, bounded and described as gence;
your libellant and the said George H. Butler
assachuseits, duly authenticated, having follows, to wit: First lot: Beginning on the to
obtain a divorce; wherefore sbe prays that
been presented to tbe judge of probate for our oast side of the Bangor road at the northa divorce may be decreed between blr and the
said county of Hancock for the purpose of
western corner of land of of Charles G. Newsaid George H. Butler for the cause above set
being allowed, filed and recorded in the pro- hall; thence east on said Newhall’s line fifty forth, and that she may have the custody of
bate court of our said county of Hancock.
thence her minor children, Samuel G., aged 13 years,
rods; thence no.therly eight rods;
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to easterly on said Newhall’s line to land now or
11 years, and Harold A., aged 9
all persons interested therein, by publishing formerly of Roscoe Holmes aud others; thence Mary C., aged
a copy of this order three weeks successively
northerly to land now or formerly of John P.
Bucksport, Maine. Sept. 11,1911.
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper Phillips; thence westerly following line of
Cabolinb E. Butler.
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of Han- labd now or formerly of said Phillips to the
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 15th
cock, prior to the second day of April, a. d.
Bangor road; thence southerly following said
of September, a. d. 1911.
1912, ihat they may appear at a probate road to the place of beginning, containing day
Wilfred G. Conary,
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for thirty-five acres, more or less, wiih all buildJustice of the Peace.
said county of Hancock/at ten o’clock in tbe ings thereon.
excepting from the
Expressly
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have, operation of this
deed a certain lot conveyed
STATE OP MAINE.
against the same.
A.
C.
M.
to
Webster
by
Haserthy
Higgins by
Hancock ss.
Supreme Judicial Court. In
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate. deed dated November 10. 1899, and recorded In vacation.
Ellsworth. Feb. 28, a. d. 1912.
said Hancock registry of deeds to which referA true copy of the original order.
Upon the foregoiDg Libel, Ordered: That
a
ence
be
made
for
more
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
may
particular de- the Libellant give notice 10 the said LibeUee
scription of the premises so conveyed,
to appear before the Justice of our Supreme
second lot—Beginning at the northeastern Judicial
Court, to be holden at Ellsworth,
NOTICE OP FORECLOSURE.
corner
of Stephen G. Inman's
lot ou the
within and for the County of Hancock, on the
E.
of
THERE
AS
Charles
Sedgwick, western side of the Bangor road; thence second
Gray,
■\1
Tuesday of April, a. d. l»12, by pubHancock county. State of Maine, by westerly on said Inman’s line thirty-six and
fp
an
attested copy of said Libel and this
his mortgage deed dated Aug. 16, 1904. re- and one-half rods; thence northerly sixteen lishing
order thereon, three weeks successively in the
corded in Hancock registry of deeds, book rods and six feet to land of Libeous 1). Patten;
Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in
904. page 528, conveyed to George M. Warren, thence easterly on said Patten’s line to the Ellsworth in our
county of Hancock, the first
of Castine. said courty and State, the follow- Bangor road; thence south on said road to
to be thirty days at least prior to
ing lot of land situated in Sedgwick and Blue- the place of beginning, containing three publication
the second Tuesday of April next, that he
Being the same and three-fourths acres, more or less; and
hill, described as follows:
and
then in our said Court appear
may there
fully described in saiJ .mortgage deed to whereas the condition of said mortgage has and
answer to said libel.
Arno W. Kino,
which reference is hereby made, and whereas been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
Justice of the Sup Jud. Court.
Geo. M. Warren by his deed of assignment breach of condition thereof I claim a foreA
true copy of the Libel and Order of Court
Hancock closure of said mortgage.
dated Nov, 4, 1W4, recorded in
thereon.
county registry of deeds, book 456, page 474,
Alexander U. Haoebthy,
E. Bunker, Clerk.
assigned to me. Celia Alexander, of Castine,
by R. E. Mason, his attorney.
said county and State, said mortgage deed,
STATE OP MAI NIL
March
1912.
12,
Ellsworth, Maine.
and whereas the condition of said mortgage
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
has been broken and still remains so, now
STATE OF MAINE.
Ellsworth, Ln and for said county of Hancock,
therefore, I claim a foreclosure and give this
of March, in the year
Hancock ss.—At a probate coart held at on the fifth day
notice for that purpose.
Ellsworth ir and for said county of Hancock, of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
Cklia Alkxandkb.
on the fifth day of
March in the year of twelve.
Castine, Me., March 16, 1912.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
oar Lord one
thousand nice hundred and
a copy of the last
will and testament
twelve.
subscriber hereDy gives notice that
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be a and codic.l of
she ha>- been duly appointed executrix
HENRI MARIE CHARLES
copy of the last will and testament of
COMTE
DE
of the last will and testament of
WILLIAM P. TENNEY, late of BOSTON,
LAUOIER VILLARS, late a citizeu and
EMILY SMITH CUSHMAN, late of ELLSin the county of Suffolk, and Commonwealth
resident of the REPUBLIC OF
WORTH,
of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the proFRANCE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds bate thereof in said Commonwealth of Massaand c f the probate thereof In said
deceased,
been
being required by the terms of said will. chusetts, duly authenticated, having
Republic of France, duly authenticated, havAll persons having demands against the es- presented to tne Judge of probate for our said
tate of said deceased are desired to present
county of Hanock for the purpose of being al- ing been presented to the judge of probate for
the same for settlement, and all indebted lowed, filed and recorded in tne probate court our said count) of Hancock for the purpose of
being allowed, filed and recorded in the protheseto are requested to make payment im- of our said county of Haneock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to bate court of our said county of Hancock.
Emily L. Smith.
nuaiately.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
interested
all
therein, by publishing
Ellsworth, Maine, Feb. 6, 1912.
persons
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a cony of this order three weeks successively
subscriber hereDy gives notice that in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
a
copy of this order three weeks successhe has been duly appointed adminisat Ell e worth, in
said county of sively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaprinted
tratrix of the estate of
Hancock, prior to the second day of April, per printed at Ellsworth, in said county
of Hancock, prior to the second day of April,
a
SAMUEL P. COUSINS, late of LAMOiNE, a. d. 1912, that they
may appear at
a.
d.
1912, that they
court then to be held at Ellsworth,
may
appear at a
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
court, then to he held at Ellsworth
n and for said county of Hancock, at ten
probate
law
directs.
as
the
All
bonds
per- o’clock in the
given
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
and
show
if
forenoon,
cause,
demands
sons
having
against the eso’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, it
any they have, against the same.
tate of said deceased are desired to present
any they have, against the same.
indebted JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate.
the same for settlement, and all
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
thereto are requested to make payment imA true copy of the original order.
Makjohv Cousins.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
mediately.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
1912.
Feb.
23,
Me.,
Bangor.
subscriber hereby gives notice tbai
she
has
been
rriHE subscriber hereDy gives notice that
subscriber hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminishe has been duly appointed adminis- tratrix of the estate of
she has been duly appointed executrix
A
trator of the estate of
EUGENE 8. HASKELL, late of BLUEHILL, of the last will and testament of
PHEBE T. BARRON, late of ELLSWORTH, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
JOHN T. MILLER, late of BLUEHILL,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given given bonds as the law directs. All persons in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
bonds as the law directs. All persons having having demands against the estate of said
being required by the terms of said will. All
demands against the estate of said deceased deceased are desired to present tht same for persons having demands against the estate of
are desired to present the same for settlement,
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re- said deceased are desired to present the
aud all indebted thereto are requested to quested to make payment immediately.
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
Mabel Webster.
make payment immediately.
ar#requested to make payment immediately.
March 11, 1912.
Asa M. Barbon.
Nellie I. Ridlon.
Ellsworth, March
Bluehill, Feb. 24, 1912.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
subscriber hereby gives notice that
subscriber
hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed execu- rpiih.
he
has been duly appointed admin/ X he has been duly appointed administor of the last will and testament of
istrator of the estate of
trator of the estate of
JENNIE P. DORITY, late of BROOKLIN,
ASA 8. BARRON, late of ELLSWORTH,
FRANCIS C. DUNHAM, late of CASTINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
being
required by the terms of said will. All
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
bonds as the law directs.
All pergiven
demands
the
esagainst
having demands against the estate of said de- persons having
sons
having demands against the esceased are desired to present the same for tate of said deceased are desired to present tate of
to
said deceased are
desired
same
the
for
and
all
indebted
settlement,
settlement, and all indebted thereto are rethe same for settlement, a»d all inthereto are requested to make payment imquested to make payment immediately.
ebted tbaaeto are requested to make payJohn H. Frkbtuy.
mediately.
Asa M. Barron.
Bedford E. Tracy.
ment immediately.
Brooklin, March 8,1912.
Ellsworth. March 12.1912.
Winter Harbor, Feb. 28,1912.

condition of the stomach so that you
can digest the heartiest meal without
fear of distress.
Guaranteed for indigestion, dizziness, biliousness, sleeplessness, sick
headache, and ail stomach diseases.
Large box 50 cents at (}. A. Parcher’s
and druggists everywhere.

Etijal TTotiKB.

presented

A

WHEREAS,

Brobate

—

_Attest:—John

A

THE

A

THE

firobate

THE

Ellsvortli Loan and fisilliig An’n.

O’Connor.
The Sunday Olobe,
news,

Ukkkick. Agent, Bluehll

Banking.

capablt^writers,

the

Steamship Itelfaat

Leave Boston ft p m Tuesdays and Fridays
for RocklaDd connecting with steamer leaving
Rockland, 5.1ft a m. or on arrival ol steamer
from Boston, Wednesday and Saturday, lor Bar
Harbor, Blueblll and Intermediate landings.

Mr. Hinnessey.
Dooley. He and his friend.
have a way of hitting the nail on the head
to add to his
fair
bids
every time. Mr. Dooley
laurels by the new series just begun in; the
Suuday Olobe.
“The Adventures of Kitty Cobb," by one of
the most famous artists in the country, James
feature of the
Montgomery Flagg, is another
drawSunday Glohe. The large and dramatic
and Mr. Flagg's
ings tell their own story,
interest —the
subject Is one full of human
in the large
story of a simple country girl
Olobe
city. When the series is finished,
of great
readers will have a book of pictures
value.
whose writGeorge Ade is another author
His faDlea of the
ings hit the popular fancy,
Olobe
ItlJ model now running in the Sunday
this famous author and
are better than any
playwright has produced.
section is
The Sunday Olobe'e magazine
contributed by a long list of
interest. James B.
on subjects of world-wide
Frank
Morrow’s interviews with famous men,
travels in foreign
G. Carpenter's articles on
of
humor,
column
Lewis'
B.
lands, and C.
Mr. Bowser, are
which tells of the troubles of
the paper.
alone worth the price of
contribuOlobe
Other well-known Sunday
Townsend and T. P.
tors are George Alfred

Ended.
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George Giles and wife pleasantly entera few friends Friday eveuing, the
anniversary of Mr. Giles’ birthday.
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Grover Morse, who is employed in the
boat-shops of A. L. Sargent & Bon, Button’s island, is home on a visit.
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audience.
niece**, an was also Edward G. Williams
who ti»ok the part of the villain. Mr. Wil
lams staged the play, and to bun is due
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Quickly

County of Hancock as.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court, next to be.holden at Ellsworth
within and for the county of Hancock on the
second Tuesday of April, a. d. 1912.
EBPECTFULLY represents Henry 8. Mitt/ chell, of Tremont, in said county and
Slate, that he is seized in lee simple and as
tenant in common of and in certain real estate
situated in Tremont aforesaid, to wit:
a certain lot or parcel of land
situated on
Tinker’s Island, so-called, in the town of Tremont, county of Hancock and Htate of Maine,
and described as follows, to wit:
All of that part of Tinker’s Island aforesaid
which lies southerly of that certain lot of land
formerly known as the homestead farm of
William Fly* which farm is the same conveyed
by Abraham Homes to William Fly by deed
dated July 18, 1807, and recorded in Hancock
county registry of deeds, in vol. 21. page 543;
that your petitioner is the owner of four undivided fifteenth part9 thereof with the following named persons and persons unknown,
who together are the owners of the remaining
eleven fifteenth parts thereof, to wit: William H. 1'inker, of Wan Diego. California;
Amanda B. Tinker, of Sedgwick, Hancock
county, Maine; William O. Hodgdon, of Bluebill, in said county; John L. Stanley. Isaac F.
Manley and Everett Stanky all of Southwest
Harbor, Hancock county. Maine; Wedey C.
Bartlett and Olive Bartlett, both of Mount
Desert, in said county und State; the heirs of
John V. Tinker; the heirs of Ada Tinker; the
he*rs of Sarah Maria Brainard; the heirs of
Isipliine J. Eastman and the heirs of Abbie F.
Trevett the names and residences of all said
heirs being to your petitioner unknown; and
other persons interested in said property
whose names and
residences are also unknown to your petitioner; and that your petitioner desires to hold his said Interest in

1

In KfFect

Central

ters.

Saunders.
March 18.

they used to.
act moro slowly and

as

Other organs
less effectually.
THood Is thin and sluggish.
Renewal of strength does not equal

here.

birth of

the

on

^rttuletlone

assimilate food

finished her
Miss Stella Farnham
school at Belfast and returned to her home
has

^tioo

pOQUl®*1*'
wife
Richard drey end

You Only Feel Old
Digestive organs aro weak—don't Sourness,

Mrs.

To *11 persona interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the fifth
day of March, a. d. 1912.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof he given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively In the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in raid county, that tnev may appear at a prohate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the second day of
April, a. d. 1912, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they tee

Stomach Misery

DON'T SAY YOU'RE OLD

JLcflal Xoikre.
^STATK (» H4XVB.

legal Nature.

atticrtiecnum*

_____

Fannyand

„

awmtismniu.

half dozen porkers end 100 fowl
from which they sre now getting twentytwo dozen eggs a week.
Everything
about the stables was in perfect order.
Tomsos.
March 11.

some

77)UNTY news.

12^1912.

THE

THE

THE

Sresent

subscriber nereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed administhe estate of
MOSES GILES, late of AURORA,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law direct*. A11 perdemands against the estate
sons having
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imL. F. Gilms.
mediately.
Feb. 20,1912.
he
THE
trator of

8ubsctiber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
JESSE B. ATWOOD, late of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will.
All persons having demands against the es
tate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imJo LI A E. Wardwbll.
mediately.
Bucksport, March 12,1912.

THE

subscriber

notice that
admin-

hereby gives
he has been duty appointed
THE
istrator of the estate of

BENJAMIN F. DUNHAM, late of CASTINE,
in the connty of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imBedford E. Tracy.
mediately.
Winter Harbor, Feb. 28, 1912.

SbbcttistmmU.

TOWN MEETINGS.

Made Mentally
Criminal

Royal has no substitute for
making delicious home-baked foods

a

By GERALD FERGUSON
Copyright by American Press Assoelation. 19U.

John

Baking Powder

criminals gave themselves away. Williams had wondered why they did so.
averring that he would suppose every

faculty they possessed would be call-

ABSOLUTELY PURE

ed out to shield them from detection

The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

and punishment
This Is as far as Williams remem
From that time the liquor he
bered.
had taken afTected him so far that he
had no recollection of wbat had trans
pi red. He did not even know how he
had got to bed. The experience was
a novel one to him. for he had never
boon intoxicated before. Ue was em

COUNTY NEWS
EAST

W. Flood,

Simon

Goa Ids boro.

SURRY.
citizen, is

oldest

oar

LV

Ashvitie, and Jason

H. of

John

services

Funeral

were

of

held

Sunday afternoon in the Union church,
Kev. E. S. Drew officiating.
j
JEN.
March 18.

very feeble.
Some of the ladies here

knitting: baby

are

Mrs. Nora

Mrs. Susan Mosley, who has been in
nine weeks, has returned to Ells-

Bangor.

painting

Lord

has

past week

the

papering

been

for

and

K.

Mrs.

A

Saturday, accompanied by bis wife.
E. D. Bunker and wife were in Bar Harbor Last week visiting his sister, Mrs.

Anderson and wife

are

soon

to

ered at Albert Bunker’s and

bor for the

ing spirit

summer.

Mrs. Grace Crowly and husband, from
Missachusetts, are here looking for a rent.
Mrs. Urowly has spent several summer
here.
The many friends of John Closson,
Bass Harbor, formerly of this place,

of

ofjthe

cle met at the home of
March

14.

Rural

sewing cir-

Mrs. Florence A.

The circle

there again Wednesday,
hoped all interested will

will

April
be

3.

there.

meet
It

wood.

into the bouse to

is

This

society has be in existence about fortyfour years. Only two of the orginal members are alive, and they are past eighty.
One member has died during the year,
and three have left town. Unless new
step in to fill the ranks, the circle
mast soon go out of existence.
March 18.
C.

onei

Higgins,

Mrs.

13, after a long and painful illness.
MrB. Johnson leaves a son—Kenneth Sumner, of Winter Harbor, and one sister—
Mrs. Eugene Ashe, of Washington, D. C.
Ashe, who cared if or sister through
long illness, was untiring in her devotion. She is grateful to friends in Bar
Harbor who have so kindly given her their
aid and sympathy in her long watch since
last October, the commencement of her ;
sister’s illness. The floral offerings at the
Mrs.

her

were

sympathy

cation.
M.

Newman

and

Mrs. Cora

of Southwest

Harbor, are visiting
Mrs. Newman’s sister-in-law, Mrs. Mary

Sowle.

Lncy Leighton Tracy died at her
13, aged seventy years.

home here March
She

was

of this

the widow of Charles

W.

Tracy,

Mrs.

beautiful.
of

host of

a

Ashe

has

friends.
SPEC.

March 19.

born to William Farrah

Miss Addie Guptill is home from the
Oastine normal school for the spring va-

Harbor, Wednesday,

Bar

NORTH DEER ISLE.
Capt. Jack Stinson, wife and daughter
have gone to Portland, where Capt. Stinhas work.

son

Capt. Frank A. Haskell and G. L. Hardy
left to-day for New York to join the
schooner Susan N. Pickering, and Capt. i
Delmont Torrey and Charles Gray to join j
the schooner L. T. Whitmore, to bring a
load of coal to

Stonington.
H.

March 11.

place;
daughters
—Mias Ella B. Tracy, of California; Mrs.
John D. Tracy, of Seal Harbor, and Mrs.
George Rice, of Snllivan, and two sons—
she leaves three

NORTH SEDGWICK.
George M. Allen & Son have begun work
Frederic Cole la
his

FAMOUS DOCTOR'S
f PRESCRIPTION.

the week with

spending

aunt, Mrs. Roy Allen.

Clapp, who has spent
Boston, is at Sargentville.

Clara
in

Fred M.

winter

the

Page and wife have moved back
where he is

Brooklin,

to

employed

as a

sealer.
A.

March 13.
MT.

DESERT FERRY.

Wardwell and wife returned home

I. Lm

last week.
Mrs.

spent

Gordon, of West Sullivan,
last week with friends

Eva
few

a

days

and relatives here.
a

recent

superintendent

of schools.

C.

March 18.

SOUTH WEST
Mrs.

George Gilley

HARBOR.

is

visiting

ter, Mrs. 1John Harvel in

her

daugh-

Portland.

The Southwest Harbor band gave
cert Monday evening, followed by a

a con-

dance.

Cranberry Isles dramatic company
Wrecker's
**The
Daughter”
here Friday evening.
The

presented

to have an off
$
X may follow from eating too bountiit
may come from overwork, or
ully,
lerhaps from exposure when fatigued,
k dull, heavy, tired feeling in the momog, a headache or a cold in the early
tages; these symptoms unfit a person
or dping his best, and may lead to illif neglected*
There is a remedy, safe, sure and reable which should be in every houseold for just such emergencies, the true
ad original L. F. Atwood’s Medicine,
it may be safely need by persons of
ay age, from children to those well admeed in
“I find the L 7. Atwood Medicine
sure cure far sick headache:—Wo
are used it in our family for forty
ears and weald not get along without

I*"

Mia A. &

I.L.

leenard, Laconia,

|
CENTER.

Miss Mamie

ing

Bennett, of Manset, is visit-

here.

Wesley Bartlett, of West Tremont, is
hauling wood for the Bartlett boys.
The grange will bold ita weekly meetings hereafter in the 8. Y. Dow house.

8.

12.
BROOKS VILLE.

Lewis

H. Billings is employed at Swan’s

Island.
Friends of

Leslie,

wife of William

^Cain,

of North Brooksville, were sorry to hear of
She had
her death, Sunday, March 10.
been ill

a

long

time.

March. 11.

A.

«
_

..

Get a bottle today sad an Mwhaa
eeded,—thirty-five cents, n Witte n
• send yon e free sample. Ska X* V,

ferine Co, Portland, Ha

hubxcribe for Tax. Amkuica>

rT"T

BEECH

HILL.

Bln. M. M. Lanpher, who has been very

ill,

is

Tedder.

K Jackson; constables, L U
Bragdon, O C Workman.
Schools, ^100; textAppropriatioua
books, $35; repairs and supplies town
missioner. W

—

property. $100; tuition. $75; brown-iaii
moths, $50; roads and bridges, ft,400;
sidewalks. $J00; State road, fWO; disposal
o( garbage, $150; current and contingent.

$550;

high

building, flOO;

school

boi?k», f»; school supplies, TuT
bridges, |60; current and cnni’i.”*4*
fra. Total, *M0.
COB“»»nt,
and

nunuj.
T Clark;
of poor n w
irwp.; KSOrcutt, G H Wekh
T**
° 8 Donnell;
treasurer, B \
Q
J
collector,
Banker; school
8 A Bra«don, Fred K
**'
Blaiadell, \v l- ***"
W E Brandon
auditor,
don;
road
mission* rs, W E Abbott, I F
Hntler- ****
stable, Charles H Sprague.

Moderator,

P

•eaaon and overseers

j’to,"
B|„^’
o<HnJ^Ui
,,

moderator,

$3;

board ol

health, $150,

$150; High Head schoolbouse, $25;
lights, $50._Total, $3,613._

gas

BUCKS PORT.

Moderator, Parker Spofiord; selectmen
ployed In n bunt ana so (rusted was
Frank F Smith, Chandler
be that he was made a keeper of the and assessors,
R Simpson; clerk, Edsafe lock combination in order that Wilson, Reuben
Albert F Page;
when the cashier was absent the ward G Parker; treasurer,
collector, Burke Leach; superintendent of
funds might be available.
A A Littlefield; town agent, O P
Something under Williams' pillow schools,
Costello.
his
bead
uncomfortable Cunningham; constable, Joseph
rendered
Schools, $1,800; textAppropriations
discover
there
to
his
band
Putting
school, $1,200; schoolwhat It was. he pulled ont an oblong books, $400; high
house repairs. $400; roads and bridges,
He
In
brown
done
paper.
parcel
up
*1.300; sidewalks. $800; State road, $460;
opened It and was surprised to see a
poor, ft,450; Memorial day, $50
rehe
of
Then
bank
bills.
package
VERONA.
ft*,
^
had
more.
He
memtiered something
Warren J Abbott; selectmen
Moderator,
would
made a bet with Tucker that he
and assessor*,D Bridges' "Walter A
take a sum of money from the bank,
I)elano7 Charles_A_ Abbott; clerk, A H
keep It a month, meanwhile proceed- WhitroorefTreasurer,*
K W Delano; coling with hla duties at the Institution 1 ector7i>anlepD’ Rr i t- n; school committeeThen
without betraying his secret.
man, George H Delano; superintendent of
the party bad gone to the bank. Wilschool's, not elected yet; road comm is
liams had opened the safe and had
aioncr, George"1H~ l>elano; constable, Altaken the money.
pheus Delano.
All this be recalled while looking at
Schools $300; high
Appropriationa
the package and was horrified at what school,
|50r*ohcH>lhouse repaira, |50fr«adi
If detected what avail and
he had done.
bridges, $250; State road, $300; poor,
would It be for Borland and Tucker to
$1257*current"andContingent, $325. Total,
swear that the money had been taken
$1,200.
on a bet and was to be returned?
He Wr+W
_1.
|WINTER HAJIBOR.*
Ills
was in the position of a criminal.
|1 Moderator, H G Saaallidgc; selectmen
first thought was to telephone to the ; and assessors. H G Smallidge, H K Joy, O
bank that be was ill and would not I EGerriah; clerk, J M~~Gerrish; treasurer
be there that day. But the loss would and collector, J M Gerrish: school combe discovered, and his absence would mitteemen, W BTracy, WkB Harrington;
cause suspicion that be had taken the superintendent of schools, A .W Gordon;
No; he must get up and go road commissioner, EC Hammond; conmoney.
to the bank as usual.
He plunged Into stables. E C Hammond, C H Davis.
a cold bath, dressed, drank a cup of
Appropriations
Schools, $300; textcoffee and. leaving the bills locked In books, $300; high school, $500; schoolan old trunk In a storeroom, went to
house repairs, $300; roads and bridges,
face the officers and clerks of the bank
$1,500; sidewalks, $400; State road, $400;
Meanwhile he had been thinking poor, $300; current and contingent, $1,000;
that he would confess the whole af- debt, $1,000; interest, $800; ;*now. $100;
fair.
Would he be believed?
Would Memorial day, $15; sewer, $600; insuraqre,
It not be considered that be had com
$150; hydrant, $tiOO; sprinkling street;,
mltted the theft, become frightened at $500; water for cemeteries, $20; special
of
$50;
salary
what be bad done and made up this road,
superintendent
to
save
himself?
His two scboola, $100. Total, $8J*h5.
story
QOUUD6BOBO.
friends wonld testify for him. but alModerator, James A Hill; selectmen and
most any one would help a fellow out
of such a fix. and their testimony asseaaors, Stephen C Cole, Charles L Tracy,
would be taken “with a grain of salt.” John E Hammond; clerk, J W Noonan;
No; his only hope was to carry out treasurer, Louis P Cole; collector, Asa T
the conditions of his bet successfully. Stevens; school committeeman, Charles L
He entered the bank, assuming as Tracy; superintendent of schools, Adelbert W Gordon; road commissioners. 8 E
careless an air as he could command.
Nothing seemed amiss with those as Coffin, Joseph Sargent, W’illiara Stevens;
sembled there. Williams sat down at constables, Fred P Sargent, James A Hill,
8 P Bunker, William Young, Orrin Hayhis desk and went to work
About 11
ward.
o’clock he was called into the presiAppropriationa
Schools, $1,500; textdent’s office, where be found the cashschoolhouse repairs, $400;
ier. both officers showing by their de- bookQ, $250;
roads and bridges, $1,700; Slate road, $400;
meanor that the loss had been dispoor, $200; current and contingent, $800;
covered.
Memorial day, $25; secondary school fund,
Mr. Williams,” said tbe president,
overdrawn on roads and bridges,
"$5,000 In bills Is missing from the $100;
$75. Total, $5,450.
safe. You and Mr. Stivers, the cashier,
LAMOINK.
and one other are the only ones who
Moderator, Frank L Hodgkins; selectknow tbe combination of tbe safe lock.
men and assessors, Fred L Hodgkins, Wil1 am not going to accuse you of takliam K King, Wilbur C Wallace; clerk and
I simply wish to
ing this money.
treasurer, Eben H King; collector, Mayhear what you hare to say about tbe
nard H Young;
school committeeman,
matter.”
Charles M Kittridge; road commissioner,
Williams, whose heart was In his N C
Tripp; constables, Maynard H Young,
throat, denied any knowledge of bow W K
Salsbury, George C Smith.
the theft could have been effected. Ue
Appropriations
Schools, $400; textlooked frightened, but that was to be
books, $80; schoolhouse repairs, $80; roads
expected. The president, after study- and
bridges, $600; State road, $200; poor,
ing his face carefully, dismissed him.
$100; current and contingent, $400; MeWilliams went back to bis desk and to
morial day, $5. Total, $2,006.
misery. Aa to doing his work that
All taxes are paid; cash in
treasury,
was impossible.
What he tried to do
$689.74; liabilities, none; due from State,
he blundered over. After an lntermlna
estimated, $22; toUl assets, $711.74.
ble day of wretchedness he went homo
BLUgHILL.
and to bis room and fell on bis bed
Moderator, * B Snow; selectmen and aswith a groan
“If I, who am really lnnocgnt of sessors, A T Stevens, John F Wood, A P
wrong,” he said, “am so affected by Soper; clerk, C S Snowman; treasurer,!
E Stanley; collector, C A
Snow; school
my position, what must be the state of
committeeman, J B Bettel; road commisa real criminal?”
Frank
E Snow, a A Pert; town
There was no sleep for Williams sioners,
E E Chase; constables
that night
He dreaded to go to the agent,
(appointed
bank that day and dare not remain < by selectmen) A C Osgood, Nelson A HerWilliam
E
Wescott, A K Saunders, K
away. Ha went to his desk at the usu j rick,
£) Long.
al hour, and as be sat dowu, tbougb he
Appropriatons
Schools, *1,600; textlooked at no one and no one looked at■
him, be felt that a battery of eyes was ] books, *400; high school, fJOO; schoolhouse repairs, *500; roads and
bridges,
upon him. During tbe day a trifle of
comfort came to him, since be was *3,000; sidewalks, *300; (Slate road, *100;

gaining.

School dosed Friday after a successful
term, taught by Miss Alice Mason.
R.
March 11.

treated by all In the bank with the,
same
friendliness as before the robBut there was a steady wear
bery.
upon bis nerves, and when he reached
bis room be felt that be had lost much
ground on this first day of his trial.
He now knew that be could not
stand tbe strain for thirty days nor
for half that time.
He must find a
way to return the money, covering bis
tracks at tbe same rime
He was so
unstrung that be could not. dare not
use any method that occurred to him.
On tbe fifth day he went to tbe preeident and confessed that be bad been
tempted to steal tbe money, making no
mention of bis bet.
Tbe omission saved him. His friends
told of tbe bet, and tbe president understood tbe mental strain that had led
Williams to confess himself the criminal ha was not.

poor, *600; current and
snow, *200; Memorial

contingent, *1,400;
day, *25; library,

fires!

*56; Seaside cemetery, *200; lorest
*250; rent on Bluehill academy building,
*120; (or repairs on the Falls bridge, *300,
balance neoeaaary, to be borrowed. Total
appropriations, *0,550.
BIOOIUX.

Moderator, B A Flye; selectmen and assessors, R A Flye, F A Bowden, E P
Bridges; clerk, G F Qott; treasurer, F W
Cole; collector, H M Pease; school oommitteeman, H H Hall; superintendent of
schools, F E McOouldrick; road commissioner, Charles Parker; constable, R W

Smith.

c„m££

nrosinoTos
A T Kicbardaon; clerk and treaaurer, A 1,
Moderator, Erastns J Carter;
Soma*; collector, S 8 King; achool comae|w10M
mitteeman. 8 N Spurllng; auperlntendent and sseeesors. John E Small, T F BarboJ
of acboola, X, E William*; road commia- J II Sweetser; clerk, Elmer E Oockttn
treaeurer, Fred E Webb: oolleclor, R g
aloner, James 8 Fcrnald.
Schools, $1,200; text- Oerter; school committeeman, J c Hw.
Appropriations
books, $S00; high school, fl.OOO; acbool- man; K J Carter, J E Small, ,up, ririJf!1_
houae repairs, $300; road* and bridge*. dent of schoola, W H Patten; read ^
$150; sidewalks, $500; State road, $«00; mtastoner, Calvin Antes; constables, S 3
A C Turner, George \v
poor, $0); current and contingent, f 1,100; Sellers,
Tronde
7»
debt. r4°; interest, $164.10; anow, $50; lt- A. V. Webb, S W Barbour.
walk.
ApproprtaUone-School*.
gravel
$100.
band,
fijnp;
$100;
$50;
brary,
Kbc(4
DltKR ISI.K.
aupptiea and repairs, |finn; high Klwt,
Moderator; P W Scott; select men and fl.OOO; roads and bridges, fM»; sidewalk
aeaeasora, I’S Knowlton, George K Snow- pM; Slate road, ftOO; poor, fs»; ,ur»st
clerk, A B Haskell; and contingent. f*W; debt, fl.000; im(r.
man, D l. Seller*;
treasurer, Judaon Torrcy; collector, 8 F est, |BM;snow,f50; Memorial day,}®; fcy.
Torrey; achool commItteman, George L drants, fl-MO; special road sppr
Beck; superintendent of schools, W H i l-,3n0, board ot health, pan, nitric* r,(
town officers, fl.MO; Ore
Patten; road comtniaaioner, CT Powers.
com|»ny; fjjj.
School*, $2,400; text- transporting pupils, $»*i. in*ursiK»,
Appropriations
school
acboolgraduating
high
high
cIsm,
school, $S50;
fa. Toul
books, $150;
houae repair*. $000: roada and bridges, f 1,• ! *1 i,o65.
• nl.E AC HA IT.
and
contincurrent
State
JOO;
road, $100;
Moderator, Samuel W Bridge;
gent, f_\N0O; mow. $500; special roads, $75;
men and »w«or», W B C >omh»,
Gay E
railing bridge, $200; shingling town bonae,
Barter, C L Bowen; clerk, John K Collin*;
l&no. Tout, 10,975.
treasurer, A F Hart on; collector, Edwin
SWAN'S XSI.A3SD.
school committeeman, A K Barton*
Moderator F F Morse; selectmen sod Rich;
superintendent of school*. Tylor M
assessors, Sdmurl J Stinson, Fred L Wit
road commissioner. Edwin Rid'
bur, Seth (i Stock bridge; clerk, Levi B Coomb*;
.Samuel W Bridge*. Chart*
Joyce; treasurer, Isaac W Stinson; col- constable*,
Hamilton.
lector, Merrill Sadler; school committeeSchool*. |450; textAppropriation*
men, Harris J Gott tor three years, P F
Morse for one year; road commissioner, books, ffW; school houm* repair*. |&9; rada
and bridge*. fBOO; State road, fJOO; poor,
Sherman W Joyce; constable*, E C aberflhO; current and continent. fWO; debt,
man, Merrill Sadler, William E Holmes.
Appropriation® Schools, #1,000; text- flOO; interest, fBO; snow, fa, Total,

.priaiwa

f®!

—

—

—

balii*

—

school superintendent, $75; Memorial day,
fJO; wharf commissioners, $50; road machine, $130; sealer weights and measures,

—

Butler is employed at West Tremont by F. W. Lunt.
Fred

March

j

Spbay.

March 1L

House
Everybody in Your
day occasionally.
likely

Moderator,
George A Savage, Fred H Parker,
Joy; clerk, Lyman H Some*;
treasurer and collector, Merritt T Ober;
achoolcommitteeman, Leroy Clement; superintendent of schools, L K Williama;
road commissioners, A A Hodgdou, E N
Walla and Walter Sargent; constable*,
Seth W Babtiidge. W L Warren, John
assessors,
George J

—

meeting of the school committee, Mrs. Myra Moon was re-elected
At

MopKT niesKirr.
M L Allen; selectmen and

—

in the mill.

it&orrttsnnnitB.

for

street, fi*. ToUl, $5,245.
aKDOWIC*.
Moderator, T A Smith; selectmen and
J B
assessors, J H Hooper, C L Babaon,
FH
Gray; clerk, H N Oorily; treaaurer,
comSmith; collector, D A Bv«rd; school
mitteeman, Ko*«s> t> Gniy; superintendroad
ent of schools, Frank McGouldrick;
commissioner, Eben A Hinckley; town
L W
agent. John W Parla; constable*,
Guptitl, E A Byard. Koaooe D Gray.
School*. $1,500; textAppropr ations
books, flfiO; a. I.Ibou- repairs, $»«;
roada and bridges, fbOO; sidewalks, $100;
State road, $M»; l'oor- *awi curr*nt *n<1
contingent. $N0; snow. $100; to build road
on Byard s point, ffW; repair* on State

Officer* Elected «n<l Appropriation*
Voted In Hancock County Town*.

—

March

and wife March 12.

Mrs. A.

Mr. Bun-

supper.

Mrs. Blanche Murphy Johnson, formerly of Sullivan, died at the home of

the

GOULDHBORO.
was

a nice

SULLIVAN.

funeral

daughter

will-

a

ker, who suffered paralysis the first of the
w inter, is
grateful for this kindness.
H.
March 18.

a

serious illness.
A few members

with

manufactured his pils of
After the work they were invited
soon

are

glad to know his wife is recovering from

Haynes,

j

Saturday afternoon about twenty gath-

close their house and go to Northeast Har-

Young

j

Jennie Foster.

S tnclair.

Ivory

|

|
Petit Me* ;

Everett Cole well returned to
nan

Varden

Mrs.

!

Dyer and daughter returned

to their borne in

Friday

town

worth.

|

SOUTH OOULD6BOKO.

reefers fora firm in Maseachussets.

on

gravel

Appropriations
Schools, |i *0
Jsnn, repair, of school
*2S; te*t-hooks, W»; appsrstu,
SORRESTO.
schools. flOO; poor, faOO;
Moderator, P 1. Aiken; selectmen and
incident*! ,/
count. f*»; Memorial day,
assessors, P 1. Aiken, James A Stover, Al*3>; State
drinks and smoking a large quanti»W0; highways ami bridges, flJSOP .w/
len L Hall; clerk anil treasurer, L T road. flM. Total, ft,TOO.
*
ty of cigars. Suddenly he remember- Havey; collector, E L Jettison; school
walks, f75; nraduation exercise*.
BOiTHWKKr HARBOR.
|», (|T
his
friends committeeman, E W Perry; superintened something else. He and
Moderator, R W Brown; selectmen and bouse town hall. fT5; town note*
had been discussing the varlons ways dent of schools, A W Gordon; road com- aa*e**ora, George K Fuller, Fred A Walla, tcrest, *W); Janitor, etc., high school pm
"■
He had a dire remembrance of ha vine been the night before
with two friends of his, Borland and
of
a
number
Tucker, of taking
ble headache.

IttYAI

A

Williams awoke wltb a terri-

nnpc

—

I

—

books, flU); school supplies, f?5; schoolhouse re pairs, f 125; reads and bridges, fWO;
sidewalks, #225; State read,#200; poor, |S00;
i current and contingent, f1,000; debt, #422;
interest, #104.
PSNOMOOY.

Moderator, A E Gain; selectmen and assessors, M C Ih*vereux, N L Heath, A W
Perkins; Clerk, A P Leach; treasurer, M
A Wardwell; collector, 1 W Bowden;
school committeemen, A P Leacb, S F
Ward well, W' 1, Gray; town agent, M C
Devereux; constables, W L Grindle, W’ L
Gray, Fred Dun tar, S F Ward well, 1 W
Bowden.

Appropriations Schools, JpWO; textbooks, #200; school supplies, #3UG; roads
and bridges, #1,200; "Slidewalks, f&0; 8Ut«
road, #400; poor, pHO; current and contingent, £*»; debt, #500; interest, fflO; snow,
|300. Total. fTVJHO.
Supervision of roads left with select—

men.
(BAMIKKBY

XftLK».

Moderator, l^esiie K Bunker; selectmen
and assessors, Frank E Stanley, Charles E
Stanley, Frank A Johnson; clerk and
treasurer, George K Hadlock; collector,
Warren A Sparling; school committeeman, William F Stanley; superintendent
of schools, George K Hadlock ; road commissioners. Ixandt r R Bunker, Samuel C
Phippen, Wilbert A Rice, William F Stanley; town agent, Leslie K Hunker; constables, Charles W Bracy, (zander K Hunker, William F Stanley, Fred W Morse
and Wilbert A Rich.

Appropriations
Schools, #700; textbooks, flat); school appliances, #10; schoolrepairs, #300; r. ads and bridges
|574; poor, $310; town charges, #000; land
drainage, f25. Toul, #2,650.
—

house

SULLIVAN.

Moderator,

*2,306.

DKDBAM.

Moderator, E W Burr ill; selectmen and
assessors, (J W Brewster, C K Johnson, H
8 Burn!!; clerk, li P Burnll; treasurer
and collector, EW Burnll, school committeeman, Clifford Burnil, r«ad conmiasioner, J F Cowing; constable*, GA
Gray, Gerald Thompson, C E Johnaoo. H
1. Black; truant officers. Jerry Hoakioa,
Clifford Burnll, Hiram Patten.
School*. $100; text*
| Appropriations
j books, |30; school house repair* arid appliance*, |75; roads and bridge*, |BU0;
.State road, |150; poor and town < hargea,
fSOO; interest, fSS.iW; snow, fl50; Me—

morial

day, fl&.
KAWTHHOoK.

Moderator, P L Wilbur; selectmenaod
.assessors, K F Bartlett, W B Clow, G 8
Googina; clerk, R B Lownr; treasurer, A
B Jrlliaon;
collector, Roy V Lowrie;
school committeeman, G S G-igtna; road
commissiouera, l) K Wilbur, J <i Piper, H
A French; constables, Frank Lowrie,EF
Bartlett.
textSchool*. flff*
Appropriations
books, |60; schoolhouse repair*, £*); md*
and bridges, f340; State road, fiOO. current
and contingent, $260; Memorial day, fr.
Total, fl,140.
—

HANCOCK
Frederick Johnson Las been ill
daya with tonailitis.

a

few

Mr*. Julia Crabtree, of Ell** riht i* th*
guest of Mr*. Ellen Crabtree.
Mus Mae Sluder, of Ellsw< rtb, vtsited
lier grandmother, Mr*. Hiram M-r* hint,
last week.

Eleanor Edwards and Wills
evangelists, were goe*ti la*
week of A. I. Foss and wife.
Misses

Ferguson,

M Pettee; selectmen and
Augustus I. Foss and wife went to
Bragdon, J B Havey, E
W Doyle; clerk, C W
Havey; treasurer. Gouldsboro Sunday to attend thefuneral
w
L Carpenter, jr.; collector, W C of Mrs. Foss* sunt, Mrs. Lucy Tra vy.
Havey; school committeeman, Dr R A
The members of the J. N. E. lub wer*
Black; superintendent of schools, A Wr entertained at the home of Mr* J M.
Gordon; road commissioners, George A Oakes Tuesday afternoon.
Refre-ibrneM*
Bunker, H E Joy.
were served.
A ppr opr iat
ions—Schools, #1,250; textMrs. J. K. Stratton, who ha* been i*
books, f350; high school.|830; schoolbouse
to
poor health for some time, was taken
repairs, f000; roads and bridges, #1,000; the Bar Harbor
hospital for treatment
sidewalks, |300; State road, #400; poor,
Saturday. It is the hope of all that »be
f300; current and contingent, #f»0; debt,
may receive benefit from the treatment.
fl,000; interest, #235; Memorial day, #20;
Among those who are home from tb®
salary superintendent of schools, #150
various schools for the Easier rt -m are
Total, #7,225.
Myra Springer and Harold Spring-r from
OR LAND.
Oastine normal school; Carolyn Cr*btwk»
W

assessors, E

moderator,
’«• K O

E

J

E

Uro«s; selectmen and

Frederick Johnson, Lillian Scammon from

Sugden, J E Gross, Everett Higgins’ classical institute.
Harrimsu; clerk, E O Sugden; treasurer,
March 18.
8 H Hutchins; school
conimitteemeu, N H
W
The
home of Mr. end Mrs
J
Ames,
Soper, H A Show; town agent,

V E Valentine.

WhillMd

In festival array Saturday m*ing, because of the marrtagt of tbeir
L.
daughter, Miaa Celia L., to Sanford
of Lamome.
bride »'»» *•*

Urui

was

Appropriations
Schools, *600; textbooks, *150; school house
repairs, *650;
roads and bridges,
The
*1,450; state rued, *.«»! Tripp,
tired in a waist of white silk, trimmed
poor, *1,UM;
current and
contingent,
fl.OOO; debt, |1,000; interest, *200; snow with lace, aud shirt of blue. The ceremony
was performed, by Ret. P. A. A. Kdla®.
flMO; Memorial day. *35. ToUi, *6,685.
»*»
using the ring service. As the occasion
HANCOCK.
Moderator, O W Foss; selectmen and informal, the oouple was unattended, only
assessors, Cheater W Stratton, George A immediate relatives and friends being P®"
W
M Martin, Ivory U
served
were
Refreshments
Foaa; clerk, Henry C sent.
•■rabtree; collector and school committee- Mrs. Everett Merchant, Leila Merchant
close
and Addie Grass,
man, Herbert S Young; road
bringing to a
commissiona pleasant function.
ers, Hervey B Scammon, Sherman
Mr. and Mre. Tripp
McFar>
land; constables, J E Bowden, H S loung will make their home with the bride
F E Milliken.
parents for the present.
Appropriations
Schools, *850; textPRETTY MARSH.
books, *75; tuition, *300; schoolhouse repairs, *125; roads and bridges,
Mrs.
P. Free mam, of Rockland,
Harvey
Btate
*2,100;
road, *400; current and
contingent, *500; la the gneat of Mrs. Allen Smith.
i»
Memorial, day, *25; aprinkling road, al
Mra. Lona Liacomb, of Seal Harbor,
Hancock Point, *250.
Carter.
Total, *1,826.
her
Mrs.
Benjamin
visiting
sister,
long island
plantation.
Mra. Madison Snow, of Beal Harbor,
Moderator, Walter M Robinson; aelectvisiting bar daughter, Mrs. Nathan HmelW Ko“’ CllNtsm
lidge.
B Teel, WUliata L
°Teel; clerk and traaa—

j»

March U.
Appropriations
Schools, *500; text- ™’
* V“
Norden; school oommitteebooks, *140; school supplies, *120; high
p
Nord«n;
“*°\E
superintendent
ot
Undertaker—What kind of trimmint*
school, *350; schooihouae repairs, *120;
°*l*r:
roads and bridges, (000; sidewalks, *300;
commissioner, will yon have on the oaaketT Widow-°°"Ub1**- «bit on B Teel, None whatever. A plain caaket. 1*
State road, *300; poor, *500; Memorial day, C
trimmina that killed him. Undertaker—
*16; superintendent of schools, *126; Are
Appropriations
Schools, (200; text- WhetT Widow-Yee; delirium trimnunn
—

CvV“
LWaUaoe*'

